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THE EFFECTS OF PERSOHOLOGICAL APTITUDES AND
HETHOD OF INSTRUCTION 011 COGNITIVE AND
AFFECTIVE LEARNING OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
The present study is an aptitude treatment interaction study dealinq with
the effects of three personological student aptitudes in conjunction with different
instr~ctional methods on the affective and coonitive learnino of interpersonal relationship skills. A total of 210 subjects wire rando mly selected from three Regional Occupational Programs (ROPs) located in three ~eographically distinct
California high schools . Subjects were administered one of three exoerimental
t:eatments varying in methods of instruction combined with a film, Re l ~ tions~
W1 th Other People, or an unrelated control film treatment. Ex oe nmcntal groups
~1ere:
1) f1lm treatment alone, 2) film treatment with asso ciated pr-int based material, j) film treatment, print based material, and for ma l instruction, and 4) control grcup. Experimenter-mace semantic differential (SOT) and criterion referenced
tests (CRT) wer e dependent variables used to quantify the possible treatment effects. Two weeks prior to film treatment, subjects were qiven the So:iability (Sy),
Achievement via Independence (Ai), and Toleranc e (To) s ca les of the California
Psychological Inventory (CPI) and classified into high and low cateoo r ies for each
scale by using upper and lower l/3 scores. On treat ~ent day, subje~ts were qiven
SOT and CRT pretest s , treatment film, and SOT and CRT posttests within a one haur
period. Experi~ental Groups 2 and 3 received print based material and were given
this material to use during fil m presentation and to study inderendently on their
own time.
In addition, experimental Group 3 received didactic cl~ssroom instruction related to the print based m~terial dealing with interoersonal relationships.
Classroom instruction consisted of four 1-hour sessions durinq the one month
period following the film presentation. All subjects were given an unannounced
second SDT and CRT posttest one month after the film treatment day.
Fourteen hypotheses were tested concerning the effects of treatment,
level of Sy, Ai, and 1o, and their oossible interaction ef fe cts on immediate and
delayed oosttests gains. ANCOVA , Sch e ffe F analysis, and Pearson Prod uc t Moment
Correlation Coefficient were used as statistical proce dur es to analyze the data .
Results indicated that 1) the fil~ Relationships With Ot her People produced ~oth
im111ediate and r e sidual co on itivc r: hanqe:. , 2riO 1mmed1ate li"VTrioT-residual affective
c h ~ n 9 e s i , i n t e r p(' r s 0 r. a 1 r e 1at i 0 ns hi p. ski 11 s ' (') the amount 0 f c 0 g ni t i ve and
affective change was directly related to the amo unt of instructional tr ea tment received, 3) prior degree of Sy correlated oositive1y with subject's nretest affective scores (SOT), 4) level of Sy had no significant effect on affective learning,
5) level of Ai was only significant in its effpct (hiqh Ai subjects learninq more
th a n low AI subjects) on the treatment utilizing print based materials independent
of classroom instruction, 6) le ve l of To was significant in its effect on cogniti~e learning, but in affective learning, low To treatment subjects were found to
show no siqnificant difference from control subjects.
Cased on the data, specific recommendations to the field of psychology
include the s uggest ed multimedia approach in the teaching of internersonal relationship s~i~ls along with more indep e nden t modes of instruction for high AI subjects. Other findings of this study suggest the need for future research to
clarify th e following areas:
1) the determination of eff~ctive methcds for stimulating effective interpersonal
relationship skills learning in low To subjects.
2) the clarification and delineation of specific areas to be studied within the
scope of interperso~al relationsh!p skills training.
. ..
3) the identification of possible cross-cultural differences s1~n1f1cant to the
learning of interpersonal relationships skills, an~
_
.
.
4) the inve st ig at i o n of possible differences in learn1ng 1nterpersonal r~lat1onsh1p
skills as a function of teacher personological variables and/or teach1ng
effectiVEness.
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Chapter I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
One of the most remarkable talents of mankind that
can be seen in the study of any civilization is the ability
to accumulate, employ, and transmit to future generations,
the knowledge of that culture.

Today in this country, the

amount of information within all of the fields of ·science
and technology is incomprehensible to any single mind.
Therefore, the means of education must be increasingly
sophisticated and comp le x in order to continue successfully
transmitting th ese s kills and concepts.

Complex as it must

be, our educatfo nal sys tem must be judged favorably in this
respe~t,

because each new generation of scientists seems

capable of successfully utilizing pres e nt knowledge in order
to expand and enrich their field by exponential rates of
growth.
It is unfortunate for mankind that the evolution of
interpersonal relationship skills has not paralleled the
orderly, systematic growth of science and technology.
Phenomena that reflect lac k of positive human relations are
conspicuous elements in every era, and certainly the most
se rious of t hese --wijr , crime, suicide, divorce, and civil
tension, have not dimini s hed in our own time.
1

The skill

2

of getting along with others seems to be essential for persona l success in work, marriage, l eisure, and indeed
achieving happiness in life.

Yet sk ill in interpersonal

relationships does not seem to be successfully developed
and impart ed through any systematic form of education.

This

is a problem that must be faced by educators and psycholo gists today.

The educational skills and expertise acquired

through the recent developments in educational psychology
and instructional technology can be applied to the teaching
of positive human relations.
The present study addresses

on~

aspect of this pro-

blem by attempting to identify certain personality attributes
of learners which may interact with certain methods of
instruction in the teaching of interp ersonal relationship
ski lls.
Bacts_round of the Problem
Research in educational technology has resulted in
the effective development and use of a wide variety of tools
for learning and some of the most widely app lic able of these
are in the audiovisual fi e ld;

RecentlY a film entitled ·

Relationships With Other People, was developed as a part of
a common core skil l development unit for a career education
program funded through the United States Office of Education
(USOE) (Pascal, 1974).

The film deals specifically with

teaching interpersonal re lationship ski lls, highlight ing
their importance to success in the USOE career c l uster, Public Service Occupations.

Therefore the treatment film

3

Relationships
With
. Other People, along with its associated
print based material, was selected to research effective
means of teaching interpersonal relationship skills using
the advancements of educational technology.
Research reviewed in Chapter II on the most effective use of films and other teaching material indicates that
multimedia approaches generally result in greater learning.
Although most of these studies suggest a simple and direct
relationship between number of media used and amount of
learning, another area of research suggests complications.
A limited number of aptitude treatment interaction studies
support the idea that different students learn more effectfvely under different teaching methods (Bracht, 1970).

The

cQnsideration of both the multimedia findings and the aptitude treatment interaction findings result in significant
questions for research in - the effective teaching of inter·
personal relationship skills through the USOE film.
Statement of the Problem
The problem for investigation in this study concerns
the effects and interactions of three personality aptitudes
on three methods of instruction centering around the film,
Re ) a t i o ns h i ps .l4 i t h 0 t he r ~ o p,1 e .
struction are:

The t h r e e me t ho d s o f i n . . .

1) presentation of the film only, 2) presen~

tation of the film along with print based material, and
3) pres e ntation of the film, print based material, and formal
classroom instruction.
Three measurable personality traits were selected as

4
the learner aptitudes for investigation in this study due to
their close relationship to the methods and subj ect matter
of the instruction.

As the training deals with basic skills

in human relations, the learners' prior degree of interpersonal effectiveness or Sociability (Sy) was chosen as one
variable to consider.

Secondly, because part of the instruc-

tion involves working independently on print based material,
the learners' prior degr ee of Achiev eme nt via Independence
(Ai) was selected as another variable.

Finally, since inter-

personal relationship training involves heavily value laden
s ubject matter, the degree of open-mindedness versus closemindedness or Tolerance (To) was selected as the third vari ab le.

Each of these pers?nality traits is defined and

measured by a subs cale of the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) (Gough, 1969).
The possible effects and interactions of these three
learner aptitudes on effectiveness of the three methods of
instruction are measured in terms of both affective changes
in the learners using a semantic differential technique, and
cognitive changes in the learners using a criterion referenced test.
Obj ect ive s of the Study
Through the interpretation of differences in the
learner's cognitive and affective learning gains in relation
to instru c tion a l method and aptitude variables, this s tudy
seeks to answer the following diagnostic and prescriptive
questions.

5

1} How do three methods of instruction affect the
learning of interpersonal relationship skills as taught in
the USOE film

21

~~~jon~J22-_~ith_Q!~r

People?

Is there a relationship between three related

learner aptitudes tsy, Ai, and To}, and the degree of growth
in interpersonal relationship skills experienced as a result
of the specified USOE film?
3} Is there an interaction effect between level of
learner aptitude (Sy, To, and Ai) and method of instruction
in the learning of interpersonal relationship skills as
taught in the specified USOE film?
4} Is there an interaction effect between the time
elapsed after instruction and learner aptitude or method of
instruction in the learning of inte·rpersonal relationship
skills as taught in the specified USOE film?
5) What actions can the USOE and local educational
agenci~s

take in order to maximize the effectiveness of this

and other similar films in the teaching of cognitive and
affective interpersonal skiJls?
The experiment consists of four groups of subjects
(three different treatment groups and one non-treatment control group), three groups of aptitude variables with two
levels each (high versus low Sy, high yersus low Ai, and high
versus low To}, two dependent measures of learning (cognitive
and affective), and three different testing sessions for both
measures of learning (pre-instruction, immediate
tion, and delayed post instruction).

post-instruc~

Figure 1 shows the var-

6

EXPERIMENTAL
ELn1ENTS

GROUPS

TIME

SEQUENCE

1

2

3

4

X

X

X

X

Aptitude Testing
(Sy, Ai ' To 1

2 weeks prior to

Pretesting
(Semantic Differential
Test and Criterion
Reference Test)

Treatment day

X

X

.X

X

Film Presentation
(Relationships With
OITerPeo p 1~J

Treatment day

X

X

X

No

Print Based Material

Treatment day

No

X

X

No

Posttest 1
(Semantic Differentia l
Test and Cl' iter ion
Reference Test)

Treatment day

X

X

X

X

treatment day

. t=- -

Classroom Instruction

4 week period
following
treatment day

No

No

X

No

Posttest 2
(Semanti c Di fferenti a.l
Test and Criterion
Reference Test}.

4 weeks
following
treatment day

X

X

X

X

Figure l.

Basic research design.

-

7
iables and the time sequence of the experimental design.
Statem~nt

of Hypotheses

Based on the review of literature found in Chapter II
of psychological and educational research related to the design and content matter of this study, the following results
are hypothesized,

(Refer to Figure 1 for group-numerical

representation employed in the hypotheses}.
1} Group 1 will show significantly greater positive

change than Group 4 in the cognitive learning of interpersonal
relationship skills as measured by a criterion referenced
test.

21

Groups 2 and 3 will show significantly greater

positive change than Group 1 in the cognitive learning of
interpersonal relationship skills as measured by a criterion
referenced test.
3) Group 3 will show significantly greater positive
change than Group 2 between first and second criterion reference posttests of interpersonal relationship skills.

41

Group 1 will show significantly greater positive

change than Group 4 in the affective learning of interpersonal relationship skills as measured by a semantic
differential test.
5) Groups 2 and 3 will show significantly greater
positive change than Group 1 in the affective learning of
interpersonal relationship skills as measured by a semantic
differential test.
6) Group 3 will show significantly greater positive

8

change than Group 2 between the fi .rst and second semantic
differential posttest of interpersonal relationship sk ills.
7} Subjects scoring high on the CPI Sy scale will
show a positive correlation with s ubjects scoring high on the
affective interpersonal relationship skills pretest measured
by a semantic differential test .
8} Subjects scoring high on the CPI Sy scale in Groups
1, 2 and 3 wi.ll show a significantly greater positive change
in affective interpersonal relationship skills as meas ured by
a semantic differential test than high and/or low Sy s ubjects
in Group 4.

91

Subjects scoring low on the CPf Sy scale in Groups

1 and 2 will s how s ignificantly greater positive change in
affective int erperso nal rel at ion ship skills le a rning as measp
ured by a semantic differential test than high CPI Sy scoring
subjec t s in Groups 1, 2 and 3.
· 10) Subjects scor ing low on the CPI scale in Group 3
will show sign ificantly greater positive change in affective
le a rning of int erperso nal relationship sk ills between the
first and second posttests of a semantic differential test
than low CPI Sy scoring s ubjects in Groups 1 and 2.
ll} Subjects sco ring high on the CPI Ai scale in Groups
1, 2 a nd 3 will show s ignifi ca ntly greater positive change in
cognitive le ar ning of interpersonal relationship skills as
meas ured by a cr iterion reference test than low CPI Ai subjects in Groups 1, 2 and 3.
12) Subjects scoring high on the CPI Ai scale in Group

9

2 will s how s ignificantly greater positive change in cognitive learni·ng of interpersonal relationship skills as meas ured by a criterion referenced test than the Ai low scor ing
subjects of Group 2,
13) Subjects scoring high on the CPI To sca le in
Groups 1, 2 and 3 will s how significantly greater positive
change in both cognitive and affective

learni~g

of interper-

sonal relationship skills as measured by a criterion refer-

,.

enced test and a semantic differential test than low CPI To
scoring subjects of Groups 1, 2 and 3.
l4l

Bot~

the high CPI To subjects and the

subjects in Groups l, 2 and 3 will

s~ow

lo~~CPI

s ignifi ~a ntl y

To .

great er

positive change in both cognitive and affective learning of
interpersonal re lationship skills as measured by a criterion
referenced test and a semantic differential test than the
summed high and lo\t/ CPI To scoring subjects in Group 4.
Considering the number of variables in vo lved in this
study, it would have been possible to identify numerous other
hypothetical differences within and between the various groups
and levels.

However, in order to most effectively analyze and

interpr et the results of elements de emed to be of significance
to the objectives of the present study, the number of hypotheses was limit e d to these fourteen.
Significance of the Studv
The film Relationships With

0~

People, on which

thi s study is based was developed by the Insi ght Communications
Group (Pascal, 1974) as an educational progra m to

b~

dis sem -

10

inated nationally .

The re s ults from this e xperiment con-

cerning the types of students who learn best under the var ious types of in s tructional methods relating to the film,
will be of concrete va lue to all edu cators utilizing this
career education film series,

Along with providing specific

data for the program on which the study was conducted, it is
expected that the results of various aspect s of this study
may be of value to psychologists, educators and future re-

-·

searchers considering related programs and experimental
questions withih the realm of instructional methods and aptitude treatment interactions .
Ex tent -of t he Study
Th e scope of this study has been operationally
narrowed in order to more accurately e xamine certain aspects
of the problem.

The film Relationships With Other People,

is only one of a series of ten films produced through the
USOE program dealing with common core skills for entry level
work in public service occupations.
series are:

Other films in the USOE

-.

Introduction to Publ t c Service Occupations,

Oral Communication s , Written Communication, Basic Report
Writing, Basic Record Kee£l.D_g_, Go o,d G_rooming, IntervieHing
S k i 1 1 s , Ap p 1 y_ i n g f o r , Pu b 1 i c S e r v ~~~, a n d Te c h n i g ue s f o r

Decision Making.

Sp ecific conclusions, recommendations, and

generalizations of this study can only, however, accurately
be d i r e c ted to. Re 1 at i on s hi ps Wi t h 0 the r Peo p1 e .
The target population of the study consisted of all
student s who were enrolled in three Regional Occupation

, ~-

-

11

Programs (ROPs} which were involved in pilot testing Public
Service Career Education Programs during the 1974-1975
school year.

In a personal communication with the California

State Department of Education, Vocational Education Support
Unit, (Vallejo, 19761 it was learned that a total 4,655
r------ ---

secondary level students were enrolled in the three ROPs
during the 1974 · 1975 school year when this study was conducted.

The experimentally accessible population (EAP) con-

sisted of the 1670 ROP students who were

c~rrently

enrolled

at four geographically distinct secondary lev el schools within
the target population.
Although the four high schools and subjects within
the EAP were randomly selected, the conclusions must be
generalized to both the EAP and the target population with
caution .

In addition, the lar ge number of uncontrolled

variables inherent in field studies with large and diverse
1--

populations operating over a period of time, make such caution a necessi ty.
Assumptions of the

S~

This study bases its findings and conclusions on the
assumptions that:
1} The criterion referenced test, semantic differential test and the Sy, Ai and To scales of the CPI used as
instruments in this study accurately measure the factors
which they purport to measure.
2} The independent variables of time and treatment
are not si gni fi cantly ·confounded by extraneous variables so

-

-12

as to alter their measurable effects.
3} The random sampling methods emp lo yed provided a
representative population of the EAP .
Def inition of Terms
Achie~me~i~2l~~~en9~~se

(Ai) is the perso nality

trait (persanological var i ab l e} devised to predict academic
Cl.chievement in college undergraduate courses.
Aptitude is, for the purpose of this study, an y
personological variable or character i stic of a learner that
affects his re sp onse to the instructional treatments
(Bracht, 1970 and Cronbach, 1975} .
Aotitude~treatm e nt

interaction

stu~

is a method of

investiga t ing the outcomes of instructional research in
t e rms of regression lin es with an interaction defined as
two t re atme nt s differing in s lope (disordinal interactions
between alt ernat iv e treatments and personological variables,
Bracht, 1970, p. 627) (Cronbach, 1975, p. 116).
Career ed ucation is a general program applied to all
educational exp eriences, curric ulum, instruction, and counsel ing geared toward

se lf~aw are n ess

and event ual eco nomic

independence through an apprec iation and acquisition of
minimal competence in a career (Lynn, 1975) .

.cr i t e r i o n
st udent cognitive

r e f e r e n ce d
gro~'lth

t

e s t i s a me a s u r e u s e d to j udge

as a result of an instructional

program planned in terms of preset object ive s.
~oerimenta l1y access ib ~~l ation

(EAP) is the

total number of subjects that are available to the

13

experimenter (accessible}.
Jnstructional Technology is a comprehensive systems
approach to in struction covering the conception, implementation and evaluation of educational programs (educational
technology}.
I nt e r pe r? on a 1 Re 1a t ·j on s h i p Sk i Jl~ a s de 1 i ne a ted i n
the film
ing:

~elatj2~2~121~~itb Ot~~People

1nclude the follow-

listening on two lev sls, distinguishing formal from

informal discussions, relating with others through role
playing, being empathetic: and becoming aware of defense
mechanisms,
Print based material (PBM} is a ter m which refers to
all printed materia l s which accompany the film, Re l at i onsh ips
l~i

th Other

P_e_~ .

Pu b1 i c s e r v i c e o c c u pa t i o.Q2 a r e t ho s e o c c u pa t i o ns ,

pursued by persons performing the functions necessary to
accomplish the missions of local, state and federa l governme~t,

exc luding the military services and trades requiring

an apprenticeship.
des~red

These missions reflect the services

or needed by individuals and groups . . . and are

per~

formed through arrangements or organizat ion s established by
society: normally on a non-profit basis, and usually supported
by tax revenues (Lynn, 19751 •
.~em an t

iE._<l i f f e r e n tjj!__l_t e s t i s a

t e c h n i q ue u s e d

to

measure affective student learning through changes in semantic space on a series of scales wit h polar adject ives.
So c i~ bi l i t y ( Sy } i s t he pe r s o n a 1 i t y t r a i t ( pe r s o no 1o gical variable) re lating to interpersonal effectiveness, that

14
is, people who are outgoing, sociable, and participative.
lcU:.9...~:L~ 1 a t

i o n i s t h e to t cl 1 p o pu 1 a t ·i o n f o r wh i c h

the experimenter is interested in investigating, in terms of
predictability and generalizability of experimental results.
In this instance, the target population consists of all

t - - - ---

students enrolled (4,655} in three regional occupational programs (ROPsl involved in pilot testing Public Service

Occu~

pations Programs in the state of California during the
1974-1975 school year.
Jolerance (To} is the personality trait (personological variable) relating to people who are permissive, accepting, and

~ave

nonjudgmental social beliefs and attitudes.

People who score low on this CPr scale tend to be authoritarian, close-minded, and prejudiced.

Ihir._t e r

S umma r 't.

The present study undertakes an investigation of
certain aspects of the teaching of interpersonal reiationship skills due to the importance of such skills in numerous
aspects of life and the relative inattention by educators to
the development of such skills in students.
film, Relationshios Hi.th

Oth_~ Pea£_~$

Using a USOE

the study atternpts to

determine the possible effects and interactions of three
student perscnologica1 variables and three methods of instruction on affective and cognitive learning of certain
interpersonal relationship skills.

Subjects were selected

from three Cali fornir1 high school Regional Occupation Pro-

1-
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grams,

Fourteen experimental hypotheses were formulated in

order to delineate and test specific effects relevant to the
objectives of the study,
Hypotheses

1~6

were designed to test main effects of

the method of instruction (Groups 1, 2, and 3} on the cognitive and affective learning measures.

Hypothesis 7 was in-

cluded as a correlation to test va lidity test instrumentation.

1-

Hypotheses 8-14 were design ed to test specific effects

a nd interactions of the three personological variables on
the dependent measures.
The results of this study may hold significance to
the future use of Re lationshios With Other Pe2..f2le, future
res ea rch in r e lated forms of interpersonal relationship
skills training, and future re s earch on other forms of

apti~

tud e tr eatment int eract ion training .

- ·

Chapter II

REVIEW OF

I-

LIT~RATURE

Introduction
T~e

design of the present study incorporates a

variety of different psycholo gi cal an d educational Vdriables,
most of which have been researched quite
their own domain.

extensiv~ly

f- -

within

However, resear c h combining these varia-

bles as is done in the present study, i s lacking.

A re view

of related literature for this study must therefore be presented in distinct sections, presenting sepa rately the important research relating to each of th e present variables .
I n s ome instances there is past research combinin g two of
the present variables which allows for more accurate comr~ _

pa.rison and analysis.

Ho11ever, the limited amount of such

da ta necessitates some degree of speculation in the relating
of the less comprehensive studies to the present concerns.
This chapter is divided into the following three subheadings
fo r grouping of the related research:
1] Educational psychology research, in which re-

search on the teaching of social skills and behaviors will
b e r e ·.; i e \'1 e d •

2} Instructional technology research, in which
research on the use of films, and related media will be reviewt?d.
16
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Aptitude treatment interaction (ATI) research,

in which related ATf studies and concepts will be reviewed.
E<!.IJ..~.~.tioQal

PsychoLQ,gy Research

A number of psychologists have clearly expressed the
importance of acquiring positive interpersonal relationships
as an essential part of the emotional maturation that occurs

--

!-

in human beings (Thorman 1 1971).

However, very little has

been done in the field of education to train students in
interpersonal relationship skills.

In the field of educa-

tional psychology, the major concern with interpersonal
relationship skills has been in the training of teachers,
\'i h i

1 e t h e s t u d e n t s h a v e b ee n e s s e 11 t i a l l y i g n o r e d i n t h i s

respect.

Among others, Trow, Zender, Morse and Jenkins

(1950}, have concluded that t eachers exhibiting greater
skills in human relationships themselves, induce greater
learning in their students.

As a result of these kinds of

findings, many educational psychologists have stressed the
need for training in effective interpersonal relationship
skills to be a part of modern teacher education (Cronbach,
1963).

Current research in methodological effectiveness

of such interpersonal skills training programs for prospective teachers has not shown any specific method of
training to be more effective than others, but has supported
the idea that all training programs and methods used have
produced improved skills in the trainees (Thorman, 1971).
Other research regarding the teaching of social
skills to adults and student populations has been generally

=

·- -
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app lied to two

methods~

encounter or t-group methods , and

the modeling of social behaviors through actual or film presentations.

A great deal of t-group

effe~tiveness

research

has been conducted by the National Training Laboratories ,
but very lfttle of this research has been applied to educational systems (Heschler and Scheim, 1962}.

Archer and

Kagan (19731, however, compared two experimental interper ..
sonal relationship ski 11 s training groups to a control group
among college students,

One experimental group received

treatment of limited struct ure

t~group

experience for eight

sessions, while the other experimental group re ceive d film
and tape presentations of actors in interpersona l roles for
the purpose of a ffect simulation, and l ater pa rticipated in
actual video taped fnterpersonal role playing exerc i ses .
A control group r eceive d no treatment.

Archer and Kaga n

found that the subjects receiving the structured treatment
of films and role playing exercises shewed significant gains
in four measures of interperson al skills over the other two
groups.

This research suggested the conclusion that struc-

tured interpersonal relationship training methods may be
more effective

th~n

unstructured

group~experience-type

methods.
Another type of study represented by Bryan and
Walbek (1970} on acquisition of certain social behaviors
through modeling provides data of some relevance to the present concern.

Subjects were exposed to models exhibiting

six different behavior-attitude characteristics in the

.19

unique activity of bowling for certificates redeemable by
money.

The six models were:

1) those who gave a portion of

their winnings and .spoke of the benefits of sharing; 2) those
who kept their winnings and spoke of the benefits of keeping
all of the winnings; 3} those who spoke of sharing, but kept

i-

all of their winnings; 4} those who spoke of greed, but gave
a portion of their winnings to charity ; 5) those who spoke
neutrally and kept their winnings; 6} those who spoke neu-

r-- - -

trally and gave a portion of their winnings to charity.
Resulting behavior of the subjects after exoosure to the
models indicates that behaviors are modeled after the actions,
not the stated opinions of others.

The subject's opinions

however, corresponded more closely with the stated opinions
of the models, even when the opinion directly conflicted
with their actions.

This study, as well as others on model-

ing and imitation, was on children between the ages of 8 and
ll .

;-----

Research by others (Ban dura, Ross & Ross, 1961; Sears,

1957) shows that the specific behaviors can be acquired
through modeling.

The results cannot be assumed to be iden-

tical for older students and adults and therefore provide
limited data for the present study.
There is currently an attempt to package and market
programs, both to schools and the general public, dealing
with interpersonal effectiveness .

Some of these programs

like Transactional Analysis (TA) (Berne, 1961; Harris, 1967;
and Steiner, 1974), Reality Therapy (Glaser, 1965), and
couole communication (Miller, Nunnally and Wackman, 1975),

I
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also purport to have clinical and consulting applications
as well as educational uses.

Most of the research dealing

with these programs t e nds to be bas ed on individual clinical
studies and there is a paucity of true experimental research
on effectiveness of these models applied to educational systems.

One emerging system of

int e rper son~ l

rel a tionship

skills, Effectiveness Training, Parent Effectiveness Training
(Gordon, 1970) and ·Te ac he r EffEctivene ss Tr ai nin g (Gordon,
1974}, has spurred some research dea ling with this program's
effectiveness (Fine, i975; Garc ia , 1971; Lillibrid ge, 1971).
A new program, Youth Effectiven ess Training (YE T) ha s rece ntly bee n de veloped by Eff ec tivenes s Training Assoc iates
( Go rdon, 1976) and deals with training high sc hool st udents
in spec ific i nte r persona l relationship s kill s (e .g., listening , confronting, exp r ess ing needs, relating to people who
are diff ere nt, pro bl em so lving, and va lue s clarification).
Thi s program has ju s t become available during the winter of
1976-1977, and no r esearc h on it i s ava il able at this time.
Att empts have a l so been made to apply the pr inciple s
of behavior modific a tion in a syste ma tic way to improve
inter pe r so nal relation s hip s .

The use of behavior modifica-

tion principles (Skinner, 193 8 ) has bee n successfully em ploy ed in behavior th erapy approaches t o utiliz e what is
essentially a learning t heory to modify human behavior
(Ey se nck, 1959; Wolpe, 195 8 ).

Thi s r esea rch indi ca te s that

identifi e d behavior can be changed, th at is, behavioral res pons es tend to be st r engthe ned or reduced co ntin gen t upon

1-
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reinforcement - extinction schedules.
Although no studies are found that deal directly with
the methodology of teaching interpersonal relationship -skills
to high school level students in the prescribed manner of the
present study, the cited research examples do indicate that

r--

different methods of instruction and modeling do have an
effect on the interpersonal skills and attitudes of the subjects, and that much more research is needed in the field of

1-

educational psychology to establish effective means for such
education.
_In s t l" u c t i o n2.1 T.e c h n o 1o gy Re s ~2! c h
The heading of instructional technology has generally
ref e rr ed to re s earch and use of innovative programs involving
te aching machin es . a udiovisual media, computer assisted ins truction (CAl), individual programmed instructi0n, and other
programs involving media.

But some educators now consider

the field to be much broader than this.

f:::.:-- -

Sa e ttler (1968) has

defined in s tructional technology as any method of education
which uses scientific knowledge to increase its effectiveness.

The scientific knowledge to which Saettler refers is

not necessarily r e lated to computers, but may also include
insights in psychology, sociology, or any other of the behavioral sciences.

Comprehensive reviews of research and

directories in the field of instructional technology are
a vailable (The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, · 1972;
Allen, 1964; McBeath, 1972}, but this review is only concerned with one select area of the field--the effect of

I
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audiovisual media and its combination with other instruction
as used in the present study.
Before 1950, th e great majority of audiovisual resea rch was of the comparative natur e.

Hundreds of st udies

compared the effectiveness of using films as a s ubstitute or
in combination with tr ad itional teaching method s.

Many of

these s tudi es have been hi ghly criticized for their lack of
sc ientifi c rigor (All e n, 1971}, but some were well designed
and yield data which are worthy of consideration.

One of the

earliest st udies which is s till cited du e to its s imple and
well controlled design was conducted in 19 33 by Rulon
(Moldstad, 1974).

Rulon divided Harvard s cien ce stude nts

into two gro up s , a n exper im e nt a l gr oup which received a treatme nt of scie nc e films in add ition to co ur se text material,
and a contro l group of st ude nt s receiving onl y course te xt
materials.

Rulon found sig nifi cant differences in the exper-

i me nt a l groups • greater learnin g on immediate measures as
well as in long term r eten tion

( 3~

months).

Si nc e then, num erous other stu di es have found simil ar r es ult s in the teaching of s ocia l sc ienc es , mathematics,
history, reading, voc abu l ary, and numerous kind s of techni ca l train ing.

Compre he nsive reviews of s uch lit e r ature has

bee n comple t ed by All e n (1959; 1960; 1971 ), Ha rc l e rcad (19 60 ),
Saett l e r (196 8 ), Mold s tad (1974}, a nd Campeau (1974) .
Molds tad (1974} in hi s review co nc lud es the foll ow ing co ncerning the ef f ects of film a nd multimedia in str uct ional
approac hes :
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ll Significantly greater learning often results
when media are integrated into traditional
instructional programs.

2) Equal amounts of learning are often accom~
plished in significantly les s time using
in struct ion al technology.
3} Multimedia instructional programs based upon
a ''systems approach" frequently facilitate
student le arning more effectively than trad·ittonal instruction. (p. 390)
Studies comparing the use of television as supplementary to
traditional methods yield similar results to those concerning the use of films.

The Ford Foundation in a report in

1961 concluded that a combination of television and class-

room instruction produced better lea rning results than
either of these two methods used separately (Harcleroad,
1962).

Two long term comprehensive experimental programs

in the public school systems of Anaheim, California, and
Hagerstown, Maryland, also produce strong evidence supporting the increased effectiveness of television in combination
with traditiona l instruction

(1-~oldstad,

197 4}.

A complete

summary of literature relating to the effectiveness of television instruction can be found in a review by Chu and
Schramm (1967) and Schramm (1972).
No studies cou ld be found dealing with the effects
of multimedia instructional techn·iques and the teaching of
socia l or interpersonal skills.

Ho\'lev er, it is felt that

the overwhelming evidence supporting the greater effect iveness of multimedia in the teaching of other subject matter
suggests that s uch a result may also be found in the instruction of interpersonal relationship skills.
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~-~itJLq~ Tr~~tm~~~nter~~tion

Research

In his 1957 American Psychological Association Presidential address, Cronbach 1 s recommendation for an emphasis
on the matching of individual differences with environmental
effects had a

far~reaching

chology and education,

influence on the fields of psy-

Aptitude treatment interactions

studfes have become the focus of many researchers as represented by Sarason and Smith (1971 }.

Althou gh many educators

have suggested that no single method of instruction is the
most effectiye means to teach all students, specific interactions between characteristics in students (aptitudes) and
t e aching 1ne.thods (treatments} to support this statement have
teen difficult to otitain ex pe rimentally .

Bracht (1970) re-

f e rs to an ear lier unpublish ed doctoral dissertation in which
he conducted a systematic analysis of 90 previous research
studies designed to identify possible ATis in educational
settings and found only five to have acceptable disordinal
interactions.

Lubin (1961} previously had distinguished

between two types of significant aptitude treatment interactions; ordinal when plotted treatment lines do not intersect, and disordinal when plotted treatment lines do intersect.

It has generally been agreed that only disordinal

interactions merit the possible adjustment in educational
curriculum to administer different instructional methods to
diffet·ent students (Bracht and

Glass~

1968; Mitchell, 1969),

Therefore, even the stat ·istically significant Ol'dinal inter ac t i. o n s o f

t h e s t u d ·j e s c i t e d

by Br Cl. c h t ( 1 969 ) ha ve be en
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discarded as insignificant in t e rms of practical application.
In addition, Bracht has suggested that among disordinal interactions, only those whose treatment differences at the two
levels of personological variables (aptitude) are significantly

non~zero

as well as different in algebraic sign, are

worthy of con s ideration.

After such rigorous, but nec e ssary

scrutiny, a very small percentage of ATI studies has resulted in findings of use to educational psychologists.
This lack of true evidence to support the ATI approach has
led some researchers to feel that the continued pursuit of
ATis is fruitless.

Glass (1970} states:

" Th.e r e i s no e vi den c e for an i nt era c t i on of
curriculum tr e atments and per sonological
vari au le s . H I don•t Know of any other st.a tement t ha t ha s bee n confirm ed s o many times
a nd by so many pe ople. (In Wittrock and
Wil ey, 1970, p. 210.)

But others continue to s earch for and utilize significant

ATis.

Mit c hell (1969) expres s es the po ss ibility that some

experimental research oriented educators may attempt to
ignore individual differences and treat them a s annoyances
rather than challenges because of the disruptive influence
they create in the formulation of more general laws and conclusions.

Vale and Vale (1969) addressing th e same point

state:
. , .interactions are a part of scientific
lif e , and the time is long since past when we
could make a de f ensible case for choo s ing to
ign ore them. Th ey are not the poor relations
of main effects ; in many circumstances it is
fr om Interactions that the interesting information i s derived. (p . 1105}
Ev(' n though the numb e r- of s ignificant ATI studies is limited
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and none of the existing studies deal specifically with the
variables identified in the present study) a look at a few
reports matching related traits with treatments will offer
some background,
Hunt (1975) found an interaction between conceptual
level (CL) of subjects and level of structure in classroom
instruction.

High CL students, characterized by the capa-

bility of generating concepts iridependently and internally
were compared to low CL students characterized by the dependency on external standards for conceptualization, in their
learning achievements under high and low structure conditions of classroom instruction.

Results indicated that low

CL subjects profited significantly more from the high structure condition while the high CL subjec ts learned more in
the low structure condition.

Hunt cites Hunt and Joyce

(1967), Rathbone (1970}, and Robertson (1973) as s upporting
this finding with related evidence suggesting that high CL
students prefer

self~discovery

types of instruction (indepen-

dent) and low CL students prefer highly structured class
situations.

Other studies involving student attributes and

structure versus non-structure methods of teaching have indi cated that autnoritarian or dogmatic subjects have significantly more difficulty in learning un s tructured as

comp~red

to structured tasks (Ne e l, 1959; Hoffm an, 1960; Frumkin,
1961 ).

One additional study yielding a significant inter-

action in a related area using th e Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey found that high versus low friendliness
(ea se in getting along with ot he r s ) int e ract ed sign ificantly
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with type of instruction- .. programmed versus traditional
l ecture (Haske ll, 1971}.
Although the differences between the above cited
studies on ATis and the present study are too large for
significant comparison, the above studies do indicate that
personological factors have been found to interact significantly with instruction al methods.

It may also be arg ued

with some caution that there is a close similarity in the
definitions of the variables in the above studies (CL, dogmatism) and friendliness) with the CPI sca les (Ai, To, and
Sy) used in the present study.

If there is an overlap in

these variables as measured by their respective instruments,
then the results of the cited studies may be highly

indica~

tive of the results of the present study.

Summarv of the Literature
No literature has been found specifically relating
to the total objectives of this study; that is, to assess
what kind of stude nt lea rns best und er what kind of instructional treatment in the acquisition of interpersonal relationship skills.

It has therefore not been possible to

support directly the hypotheses listed in Chapter I by
specific and comprehensive research studies .

Instead it

has been necessary to draw isolated support for various
aspects of the hypotheses from many studies in varied fields
of education and psychology.

Studies in the field of edu-

cational psychology suggested that most previously used
methods of teaching interpersonal relationship skills

re~
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sult in learning gains, but differences between the results
of various methods are not clear.

Research in instructional

technology however, clearly supports the multimedia approach
for effectiveness in the tr e atment of most subject matter,
t---

and specifically that greater learning takes place when

--

films and/or television are used in conjunction with other
traditional methods of teaching.

Aptitude treatment inter-

-

action research has resulted in inconsistent data, but
suggests that some learner aptitudes do significantly interact with different instructional methods and that much
more research is needed in the area to clearly define such
relationships fo r practical application in education.

These

gener a l findings of research have provided the grounds for
the pr es ent study 1 s design and hypotheses.
---

Chapter I fi
t~ ETHODOLOGY

Introduction
Th e number of r esea rch questions posed by previous
studies concerning interp e rsonal relation s hip sk ills, instructional t ec hnology, and aptitude tre a tment interactions
reviewed in the

pr~ceding

chapter, re s ult in a larg e number

and vari e ty of research hypotheses for the pre se nt
gation.

investi~

Rather th an des i gn and conduct a number of s ingle

factor experiments fulfilling the objectives of this study
ind epende nt of on e anot he r, a multifactor des ign was
se 1ected so not only could severa l ind iv idu a l hy pot hes e s
te tested s i mult aneo us ly, but possible int e r ac ti on effects
behJeen factors could also be seen.

Attempts were made

throughout all aspects of the desi gn and met hodology of the
expe rime nt to maximize ex pe rim e nt all y manipul ate d variances
and minimiz e ex tran e ou s vari a nc e in order to most reliably
test th e state d hypoth eses .

The following sections of this

chapter des c r i be t hi s r.1 e tho do 1o gy a nd the t ec h n i q ue s used
f er th e ne cessa ry controls.
Bi~ s e a r s:_h_ ___l~f; :; i g n

Considering the dimensions and variables fr om previous lit e r a ture r el a t e d to the pr esent objectives, a
29
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3 X 3 X 2 multifactor research design was employed (See

Figures 2 and

31.

In order to most accurately identify the

treatment effects, three treatment levels were administered
along with a non-treatme nt control group.

The three experi-

mental treatment groups were given markedly different degrees
of instruction in interpersonal relationship skills in an
attempt to maximize differences and identify trends or interactions with other variables,

The treatment gro ups were:

1) presentation of a 30 minute film, 2) film prese ntation
and print based materials, and 3) film presentation, print
based material, and classroom instruction sessions.

The

30 mi n u t e c o I o r f i l m Re l_j_tf..Q.~ s h i ps Wi t h _0 t he r Pe 2..21_~

\'I

in a ll three of the treatment groups.
film script).

a s us e d

(See Append ix A for

Print based materia.l used in both Groups 2 and

3 consisted of a four section packet of printed materials and
exercises related to the film.

(See Appendix B).

Section A,

Response Section, of the print based materials was a sequential list of the film captions, consisting of questions with
multiple choice answers.

Subjects r ece ivin g the print based

material were instructed to use the section during the film
presentation and therefore were provided with greater opportunity for active participation and interaction with the film
content.

Section B, Exercise Section, consisted of a series

of independent exercises designed to strengthen and expand
upon the major concepts of the film.

Section C, Evaluation

Sheet, was an exercise designed to allow self evaluation of
cognitive concepts covered in the film.
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Section D, Additional Material, consisted of suggested followup exercises to help develop interpersonal relationship skills
and contained a list of bibliographic sources for further
independent reading,

Classroom instruction administered to

Group 3 consisted of four, one-hour sessions on interpersonal
relationship skills conducted during the one month period
following films and print based material treatment.

The con-

trol group received only a non-related film Goog Grooming on
treatment day.
To best identify possible aptitude treatment interactions, three appropriate scales of the California Psychological Inventory were used as independent classificatory or
personologtcal variables (Sy, At, and To scales}.

Each of

these three personological variables 1<1as divided into high
and low level, and to maximize the difference between these
two levels, the high level was operationa1ly defined by the
highest one-third of the test scores and the low level was
operationally defined by the lowest

one~third

of the test

scores.
In addition to these dimensions of the independent
va r i a b 1e s , t I</ o t e mpo r a 11y s e pa r a t e po s t t e s t s a nd t wo di f f e 1· e n t
methods of measuring changes in interpersonal skills (criterion referenced test and semantic differential test) were used
as dependent variables to measure pre-post treatment differences.

The second posttest, one month after the treatment

(Figdre 1, p.

61 was administered in order to measure the

effect of formal classroom instruction on interpersonal rela-
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tionship skills in Group 3, as compared to other groups, and
to measure differences in retenti6n of interpersonal skills
in all three groups.

The second posttest additionally

served to control somewhat for Hawthorne effect possibly
created by the first posttest being given on the same day as
treatment and pretest.

The two measures of interpersonal

relationship skills, affective (semantic differential test)
and cognitive (criterion reference test), were selected as
dependent variables in order to assess total changes as a
result of the highly

value~oriented

subject matter of the

treatment conditions,

P. .2..P2] at ion

~.!!5Ll~P 1e

Th e t a rget copulation of this study consisted of
4,655 sec ondary l e vel studen t s who wer e enrolled in three

Regional Occupation Programs (ROPsl in the state of California.

These three ROPs were chosen as the target population

for this study because they served as pilot test sites for
field test evaluation of the Public Service Occupations
Curriculum Project (PSOCP} during the preceding two years
of this present study.

As this study dealt with evaluating

a film which was de veloped as a complimentary career

educa~

tion program based in part upon the PSOCP unit Relationshios
Hi t h 0 t he r Pe o_ill {_A ppe nd i x I ) i t
targ e t population for th.is study.

~~a s

de c i de d to us e t he s am e

The three ROP sites

11

Were

selected because of different geographic locations, varying
populations ages, urban and suburban environments, and
varying ethni c and racial compositions 11 (Lynn, 1975).
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Although the Regional Occupational Programs are
available to a ll students, the actual students who participate ·in ROPs may have characteristic differences from the
remaining population of high schoo l students .

Since the ROP

courses offered are orimarily sk ills training programs
ranging from auto mechanics to health professio ns to insurance and investments, the students enrolling in these programs
may be more concerned with short term ca reer goals.

An ROP

subject•s assumed int eres t in entry lev e l employment was an
additional factor in choosing ROP students as the film was
also developed to interest youth in entry level Public Service ca re er preparation.
tion} .

(See Appendix C on Career Educa-

This is not to s ugge st however, that ROP students are

le ss interested in co ll ege preparation or that fewer ROP
students go on to attend college.

Although the nature of the

ROP programs SlJggests cer t ain possible academic and career
choice · differences of its participants, no studies have been
found comparing ROP st ud ents to non ROP students to substa ntiate sucn suppositions.
The target population consisted of three ROPs in
California.

Group s 1 and 2 were randomly selected from the

Fremont-Newark ROP, Group 3 the Long Beach ROP, and Group 4
the Sacramento ROP.

For practical as we ll as experimental

control reasons, Groups l and 2 were taken from two different
high sc hool s within the Fremont-Newark ROP.

Si xty -two lOth

and llth grad e subjects were randomly se lected from a total
of 215 students (EAP) involved in a total of five ROP courses
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in the C.K. McClatchy Senior High School in the Sacramento
ROP for use as the experiment's control group,
There were 2,615 students in the total Sacrame nto
ROP.

The ethnic/racial composition of this EAP was: 80.5

percent Caucasian, 9.5 percent Mexican American, 6 percent
Black, and 4 percent Asian.
Exper imental Group 1 consisted of 59 subjects ran"
domly selected from a total of 604 students (EAP) enrolled in
twelv e ROP courses at American High School in Fr emont-N ewark,
and experimental Group 2 consisted of 60 tenth and eleventh
grade subjects randomly selected from 451 (EAP} students
enrolled in nine ROP courses at John F. Kennedy High School in
Fremont-Newark,

Groups

1

and 2 were taken from se pa rate

schoo l s within the Fremont-Newark ROP in order to avo id
possib l e co nt ami nation effec t between the two tre atment
groups,
The r e
ROP.

\'I

e r e 1 , 640 s t ude nt s i n ' t he t o t a l Fr e mo nt - Ne.,., a r k

The ethnic/racial composition of this population was:

89 percent Caucasian, 9 percent Asi a n, 1 percent Black and
1 percent "other non-white".

Experime nt a l Group 3 consisted of 64 tenth and
eleventh gr ade subjects randomly sel ected from 400 students

(EAPl enrolled in eleven ROP courses at the Jordan High
Sc hool, Long Beach.
There were 400 st ud e nt s in the total Lon g Beach ROP.
Th e ethnic/racial composition of thi s population was: 74 perce nt Caucasian, 14 pe r ce nt Black, 9 percent Mexicun Amer ican,
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and 2 percent Asian.
The total sample size of the combined groups was 245
subjects randomly se le cted from a combined ROP studen t population (EAP) within the three areas of 1 ,670.

Even though

having the various experimental and control groups in different geographical loc ations according to treatment possibly
may introduce some uncontrolled differences between groups,
it provides some controls and advantages.

Positive effects

of different geographical locations include:

1) a better

samp le of the total California ROP population is used,
2) inter actio n between groups is minimized, eliminating
treatment contamination factors, and 3) the classroom instruction involved in Group 3 treatment was conducted by the same
in st ru ctor eliminating otherw ide possible differences in
teacher effec tive 11 e s s.
Subjects in each loc ation were selected randomly
among the total ROP st udents in the sc hool who were present
at the time of personality testing and who would be present
for at least one and a half mo nth s for the pretest,
ments, and both posttests.

tre~t

Thi5 elim in ated on ly ROP students

who were absent presently or would be absent due to work
st ud y programs .

Some ROP programs provide initial classroom

didactic training followed by actual work experience in the
field.

A slight reduction of the original number of subjects

obtained during

pl~etesting

occurred as a result of absentee-

ism during treatment day and during the second posttest.
As only subjects who were present for al l treatments were
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included in this study, absenteeism at each of the four test
sites accounted for the final number of 55 for Group 1, 51
for Group 2, 53 for Group 3, and 51 for Group 4.

A fairly

equal distribution of sex existed in the total sample used
in this study, 49 percent male and 51 percent female.
Instrumentation
£ersono ·l og.icalJ3..tiables.

The three personological

variables investigated in this study, Sociability, Achievement
via Independence, and Tolerance, were measured by the appropriate scales of the CPI (Gough, 1969}.

The complete CPI

consists of 18 scales and a total of 480 items in random
order.

The three scales needed in the present study con-

sisted of 84 questions which were extracted from the standard
CPI in the order that the items originally appear so as to
preserve the random sequence (see Appendix D).

Subjects in-

dicated their answers on a standard true-false answer sheet
(see

Appen~i x

E} which was hand scored using separate keys

for each of the three scales.
The Ca ., i f o r ni a Ps y c ho l o gi c a 1 I n ve n t o r y ( CPI ) wa s f ; r s t
developed by Gough in 1948, and since ther. the number of
studies using the CPI as instrumentation is nearing a thousand.

Along with its experimental application, it has seen

wide use in clinical, correctional, educational settings in
thfs country as well as in many others.
The CPr is a pencil and paper personality test which
can be administered virtually to anyone with a minimum
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fourth grade reading ability.

The test is designed for group

administration and requires approximately one hour, although
no time ltmtts are enforced.
18 scales

w~ich

The entfre CPI is composed of

have been divided into four factorially dis-

tinct classe s (Crites, Rechtoldt, Goodstein, and Heilbrun,
1961}.

Class I consists of interpersonal scales to measure

Dominance (Dol, Capacity for Status (Cs), Sociability (Sy),
Self~acceptance

(Sa), Social Presence (Sp), and Sense of

Well-Being (Wbl.

Class II consists of interpersonal scales

to measure Responstbility (Re), Socialization (So), SelfControl (Scl, Tolerance (ToJ, Good Impression (Gi), and
Communality (Cm} ,

Class III consists of scales for Achieve-

ment vi a Conformance (A c l, Achiev eme nt via Ind epe ndence
(Ai}

1

and Int e llec t ual Efficiency (Ie},

Finally, Class IV

contains sca le s for the measure of Psychological Mindedness
( Py L

F l e.x i b il i t y ( F.x } ) a n d Fe mi n i n i t y (_ Fe ) •

A s u r vey o f

these scales in reldtion s hip to the fa ctors and objectives
of the present investigation showed four scales which were
closely related to the present re sea rch parameters, Sy, Ai,
To, and Fx.

The flexibility scale however was omitted due

to lack of sufficient validity (Megargee, 1972}.
The soc iability scale was constructed to mea s ure
differences in traits of outgoingness, sociability, and
participative temperament (Gough, 1952), and was chosen as
a variable for the present study in order to access the subje cts prior degree of social effectiveness.

Gough origi-

nally called the sca le Social Participation (Sp), but later
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changed the concept to sociability when correlative research
indicated a ·lower correlation between the scal1.: and measures
of social partictpation (r = .24} and higher correlation between the scale and peer rated traits of sociability and outgoingr.ess (r

=

.421 (Hase and Goldberg, 1967).

a1so reported a r

=

Vingoe (1968)

,42 correlation between the Sy scale and

peer rated sociability as well as a r

~

,68 correlation with

self-rated sociability.
The current Tolerance scale is designed to identify
permissive, accepting and non-judgemental social beliefs and
attitudes (Gough, 1969), and was selected for this study to
determine the subjects' open-mindedness as it may relate to
: he c h a n g i n g o f s o c i a 1 a t t i t tJ d e s .
designed to measure prejudice and

The s c a 1 e wa s o r i g i n a 1 1y
antt~Semitism,

but was rep

keyed and four items changed in order to differentiate between permissive, accepting, non-judgemental subjects and
those who are

narrow~minded

and prejudiced.

Studies by Gough

(1969} show moderate negative correlation between the To
scale and another measure of prejudice, the California F
Scale (r

=

-.46 and r

=

-.48).

Additionally Gough (1969)

has found a ,34 correlation between To and the
ventory of Social Beliefs.

Chic~go

In-

No studies were found, however,

reflecting a possible relationship between this scale and
avert behavior, and it is not entirely clear whether high
scores indicate tolerance to the same degree that low scores
indicate prejudice.

Questions have also been raised whether

the test identifies prejudice in general or only

anti~
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Se mi t i s ro , a nd wh_e t he r hi g h s c o r e s i nd i c a t e to 1e I' a nc e o f
people or tolerqnce of ideas CMegargee, 1972).

Nonetheless,

the To scale i s as well yalidated as other measures of tolerance or prejudice and its expected value to this study was
sufficiently great to warrant it s inclusion in spite of
these unresolved questions,
The third variable from the CPT included in this
study, Achievement via Independence (Ai), predicts achievement in settings where independence of thought, creativity,
and self-actualization are emphasized.

This is a direct

contrast to the Achi evement via Conformance (Ac) sca le which
predicts achievement in settings where rote memory and
strict adhera nce to guidelines are emphasized.
not be in terpret e d to mean, howev er , that

This should

su~jects

scor ing

high on on e s ca l e will sc ore low on th e other, but merely
that th e two tests will differentiate between those subjects
who do well in only one or the other setting.
Many valid at ion st udies have been co nduct e d in college
populations correlating grade point average ( GPA ) with Ai
(Bendig and Klugh, 1956; Gough, 1969; Griffin and Flaherty,
1964}.

In every case positive correlations were obtained

ranging from r = .19 to r = .44.

However studies which

con~

trolled for IQ differen ces in the s ubj ects found le sse r or
non-exi s ting correlations between either course grade or
CPA and Ai (Capre tta, Jones, Sieg a l, and Siegal , 1963}.
Va lid at ion st udies on the Ai scale we re also conducted in
h i g h s c tto o 1 s e t t t n gs (Ben d i g a nd K1 ug h, 1956 ; Gough , 1 96 4 )_
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and positive cor r elations (r

~

,30) were ag ain found between

At and GPA.
The range of yalidtty of these three CPI scales, Sy,
To, and Ai. used tn

t~e

present study, vary somewhat, but all

seem to reach an acceptaBle leyel in

As wtth a ll psycholog i cal

~ e sts

majority of studies.

t~e

th e re are

answered questions and a great need for

weaknesses~

furt~er

un-

i:-·-

- -

research.

In view of the number of investigators of the CPI, and in

f--

-

comparison with research on other inventories, the CPI scales
selected a ppe a r to be the most reliable and val i d for the
intended purposes .
T

, esc. s,

Cognitive learning as a

result of the r espective treatments was measured by an

exper~

imenter-made, pilot-tested, twenty item multiple

cri-

choic~

terion r e ferenced test (s ee Appendix F}.

Each item contained

four choices whicn were randomly ordered.

The test was sub-

mit~ed

--

-

to a panel of individuals (see Appendix G) experienced

in test construction for appropriate recommendations and
alterations in items, wording, and punctuation, prior to and
following pilot testing.
-

Criterion referenced tests are designed to measure the
degree to which a group of students has ma s tered a given area
of subject matter, and hence the alternate name- - mastery
tests.

These tests are generally te acher-made, pertain to

specified subje ct matter covered in instructional methods,
and contrast directly with norm referenced tests such as IQ
Tests, in which no one is expected to be capable of answering

-

-
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all items and the value of the score is in its measure of
ability relative to others who have taken the test before
(Glaser, 19631,

In norm referenced tests the scores of all

students who take the test, results i'n th.e reference point
by which any individual score is evaluated, whereas in the
criterion referenced test the reference points by which any
individual score is evaluated is set according to subject
matter, method of instruction, and other sit uation-specifie variables.

The most common kinds of criterion refer-

enced tests are essay, s hort answer, (definitions or solutions to algebraic equations},

fill~in,

multiple choice,

matching, and true-false.
Glaser (1963) describes the criterion referenced test
method as follows:
Underlying the concept of achievement measure~
mentis the notion of a con tinum of knovJledge
acquisition ranging from no proficiency at all
to perfect performance. An individual's
achievement level f all s at so me point on this
continuum as indicated by the behaviors he
displays during testing. The degree to which
his achievement resemb l es des ir ed performance
at any specified level is assessed by criterion-referenced measures of achievement or proficiency, The standard against which a student's perfol'mance is compared when measured
in this manner i s the behavior which defines
each point along the achievement continuum.
(p. 51 9}

Research and examples of others us ing the criterion
referenced test method can provide helpful clues that aid in
the construction of a valid and reliable test, but no past
research can in actuality

v~ltdate

any test other than the

the specific test used in that particular study.

Therefore,
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rather than refer to studies whose tests are i r relevant to
the present testtng procedure, the followin g ecl e ctic

guide~

lines were selected tn an attempt to construct a reliable
test appropriate to the content of tHis study' s treatments.

ll Choose questions which relate to i mp ortant
aspects of the material covered,

2l

Consider the available ttme and attention span of

the students.

31 Keep the reading difficulty low.
41 Group items on one topfc together.
5} Word the items so that all potential res ponses are

grammatically correct.

61
71

Randomize correct responses.
Include four or five a lternate resp onses for each

i tern.

8) Submit the test to a panel of experienced test
writers for elimination of poor questions.
9) Administer the test several times to a control
pilot-test group to check the test's reading l e vel, discriminative power, and reliability.
Semantic Differential Tests.
result of the

tr~atments

Affective changes as a

were measured by an eight concept

ex perimenter-constructed semantic differential test (see
Appendix H) .

Results from pilot-tests which consisted of

an initial trial with four concepts and second trial with
thirteen concept tests were evaluated.

Recommendations from

the panel of test construction experts resulted in a final
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eight concept test.

Each concept was ranked on a seven step

scale for ntne sets of polar adjectives randomly ordered
accordfng to

t~etr

postttve~negatfve

value.

One page of

instructions and examples preceded the test items and verbal
explanation and needed clarification were given with the test.
The semantic differential test was also a paper and pencil
test and was hand scored following administrat ion.
Affective education, pertaining to the changing of
attitudes is one of the major goa ls of the film Re l ationships
With Other People used in thi s study.

[t is therefore nec-

essary to consider past research in the area of attitude
change and the l iterature pertaining to the instrument used
in this study to measure attitude change--the semantic
differential technique.

A limited numoer of research studies

has been conducted in the past on affective change and one of
these contains variables similar to the present study
(Festinger, 1957; Sherif, 1948).

The review in this section

therefore, will be for the most part li mited to the work of
Rokeach due to his cl ear conceptual definitions useful in
the discussion of this study.

Rokeach (1971} closely links

attitude change with theories of value change or value
clarification, and considers any att i tude change which is
based on personal values to be of a more lasting nature.
Feather ' s {1970) research on attitude change and its relation to the individual's values supports this idea .

Rokeach

distinguishes attitudes from values in stating:
, , . an attitude represents an organization of
interr e lated be li e fs that are all fo cused on a
specific object or situation, whi l e a value
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refers to a desirable end of state existence
(terminal value) (e.g.---rr-a world at peace",
or "salvation") or a rnode of behavior (instrument a 1 va 1 ue ) ( e . g:-"h on-est" , or "1 o g i c a 1 " ) ( 1 9 7 1 , p . 4 53 ) .
[I t a 1 i c s i n t he o r i g i n a 1)
Rokeach's experiments on attitude change have shown
that by inducing states of

self~dissatisfaction

concerning

personal attitudes, attitudes and related behaviors changed
significantly in both short term (3 weeks) and long term
(21 months) measures (Rokeach, 1971 ).

Subjects were asked

to rank 18 values according to importance, and afterwards
write a statement on their feelings toward civil rights.
Any inconsistencies between the ranking of values (particularly the values of freedom and equality), and the statement on civil rights were immediately brought to the attention of the subjects in order to create the self-dissatisfaction.

Subjects in a control group who were not con-

fronted with inconsistencies showed no significant change
in value ranking on posttests, but experimental group subjects showed significant changes in value ranking in the
posttesting.
The theories and experiments of Rokeach hold possible significance to the present study for two reasons.
Firstly, Rokeach has divided attitudes and values into categories according to stability.

Some categories of values

are considered to be primitive and are psychologically incontrovertible, while others are learned or derived from
authority and are potentially susceptible to change.

The

value/attitudinal factors involved in interpersonal rela-
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tionships are considered to be in the second category and are
therefore somewhat malleable.

This provides a theoretical

basis for the assumption that the film Relationships With ·
Other People can bring about attitudina l change in individuals
concerning hum an relations.

Secondly, the experimental

treatment method used by Rokeach (1971) to produce affective
change in subjects may be in some ways s imil ar to the treatment of the film, print based material, and instruction found
in this study .

As in Rokeach's study, subjects in the pre-

sent experiment may become awa re of inconsistencies in their
own value system through exposure to the treatment .
Rokeach's

Thus,

theoretical and experimenta l findings may be used

as a basis for both hypothesizing and understanding possible
chan ges in interpersonal relationship ski lls as a result of
the present treatment.
The measuring ·i nstrument for att it11de change used in
this study is a semantic differential scale, first proposed
by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957).

Thi s technique is a

system of rating several concepts on a variety of scales,
using a series of choices.

It is important to note that

while it is qenerally referred to as the semantic differential
scale or test, ·the semantic differential is actually a
"generc.liza ble technique of measurement" (Osgood et al, 1957,
p . 76}, which can be applied to any subject matter or set of
concepts.

Because the test maker actual ly chooses the con-

cepts and scales, validation of such a test, as in the criterion referenced test, cannot directly be obtained by
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reference to other studies,
The semantic differential method is designed to
measure affective reactions to id ea s, objects, events, and
people by the use of a seven step linear rating scale with
opposing (polar} adjectives at either end.

An example of a

semantic differential scale is as follows:
Cold

Hot

The subjects taking the t es t would rate concepts by
placing a check in the appropriate blanks of a numb e r of such
sca les , each having differ e nt sets of contrasting affective
ad j ec tives.

Examp les of co ncepts to be rank e d might be

mother, people, or home.

The adjectives used in the scales

are in three major dimensions; 1) eva luative (good-b ad,
f a ir- unf ai r, hones t-di s hon es t}, 2] pot ent ( st rong-weak,
l arge -sm all, ha rd -soft ), and 3} ac tive (f as t- s low, alertli st le ss }.
Due to th e nature of this method of testing, objectivity in th e evaluation of the test i s assured regardless
of the score r.

Reliability a nd validity however are more

difficult to assess as the test it ems va ry according to the
purpose and content ma t ter to be tested.
have s hown

~sing

Osgood et a l. (1957)

vari o us se ma ntic differential sc a le s that

the r eli ab ilit y of the t ec hnique hover s around the hi ghly
ac cept abl 2 level of .85.

As far as the reproducibility of

it em scores is concerned, Osgood et al. (1957) have found
average va ri atio n to be slightly les s than one place in a
rank of seve n.

Addi t ionally, the face validity of the tech-

nique i s acceptab l e a nd as Osgoo d et al. ( 1957) s tat es :
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Throughout our work with the semantic differential we have found no reason to auestion
the validity of the instrument on the basis
of its correlation with the results to be
expected from common sense. (p. 41)
Nickols and Shaw (196 4) and Heise (1969) however,
suggested sl i ght problems with the semantic different ial
tec hnique.

Perceived social desirability associated with

certain topics may affect the responses to some degree.
Nickols and Shaw (1964) suggest that there is more sensitivity to socia l repercussions of cer tain responses when
the object being rated is salient .

Ford and Meisels (1965)

supoorted this hypotheses of social desirability effect in
the eva lu at ive dimension of th e scaling.

No furth er re-

search has pursued the validity or degree of this effect on
tile semantic differential and further e vidence is needed if
tests are to be constructed according l y.

Other areas for

concern which have been expressed regarding the semantic
differential are individual differences in s ize and character of semant i c space and the different scale check ing
characteristics (response styles} of different subjects
( preference for endpoints or midpoints) (E dwards, 1953;
1957; Peabody, 1962 ).
In spite of the numerous studies in the past decade
cr iti cizing the semantic differential technique of measurementon different accounts , it has proven itself as one of
the most useful tools availab l e for assessment of attitude .
As Heise (1969) states:
Th e " s uc c e s s f u 1 p r o f i 1e f o.r t he S D ( s em a n t i c
diffe rential) remains after more than ten
11
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years _of add i tiona l stud i e s and a pp 1 i c a~
tions. The SD has become a standard and
usefui tool for social psychological research.
There is probably no social psychological
principle that has received such resounding cross-group and cross-cultural verification as the EPA (evaluative, potent,
active} structure of SD ratings. Further~
more, few traditions of research are
associated with comparable productivity
or with the richness of findings that has
de vel oped vi a SD a pp l i c a t ions . (p . 421 )
Pilot Testing
Pilot testing the experimental procedures was conducted for two reasons.

Firstlyi the experimenter-made

instruments, the semantic differential test and the criterion referenced te5t, were administered to pilot subjects
to test their validity.

Secondly, pilot testing allowed a

dry run experience of the procedures for prior detection
of experfmental difficulties of controllable sources of
extraneous variance.

Pilot testing was conducted at the

Fremont-Newark ROP in two different sessions using different
groups of 10 Washington High School subjects from summer
school and Fall 1974 semester.

The pilot tests were con-

ducted at a different high school than those which served
later as the treatment group population.
Both pilot test groups took the 84 item CPI (Sy, To
and Ail semantic differential test, and the criterion referenced test prior to viewing the instructional film, and
then again took the semantic differential test and the
terion referenced test following the film.

cri~

Pilot subjects
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were found to be able to take the CPI with minimal help from
the experimenter.

Only a small number of items were

ques~

tioned due to a difficulty in the choice between true and
false responses.

Readability was concluded to be acceptable.

The written instructions for the semantic differential test were found to be a point of confusion with the
first pilot group.

Verbal reading of the in st ructions as

well as further explanations concerning semantic ratings
were found necessary and adequate in the second pilot testing.

The first semantic differential test consisted of only

four concepts, all of which s howed the desired pos itive
shift in attitude as a resuit of seeing the film.

The test

for the second pi lot group ho wever, wa s expanded to thirteen
concepts (9 new items and the 4 from th e first pilot test)
and showed the desirable shift in attitudes on only 8 items.
The non-d iscriminating items were eliminated and the remaining 8 served as the final semantic differential test.
The criterion referenced test given to the first
pilot group resulted in a mean score of 12 of 20 correct
prior to treatment, and 15 of 20 correct in the post-treatment test.

The test was revised by making the items more

specific to the film content for the second pilot group in
order to max i mize the discriminating power of the test ' s
me asure of tre at ment effect.
pose

sh~~ld

Ideally) a test for this pur-

be of sufficient difficulty so that subjects

score low on the pretest before treatm en t and show improvement on the posttest following treatment.

Mea~

posttest
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scores howeyer, should not approximate the perfect score
as

t~ere

must 5e adequate room left at the upper end of the

scoring conttnuum to show possible learning effects of the
additional treatments (print oased material and classroom
instructionl.

The second pilot test subjects showed a

pretest mean on ·the revised test of 6 and a mean of 14 on
the posttest.

The results of the second posttest fulfilled

the criteria for an appropriate instrument by which to compare the treatment groups, and after a final submission to
the panel of educators experienced in test construction for
minor changes, the test was administered in the experimental
procedures.
Procedures

-~
. --·----..---

The exp erim ental procedures took place be tween
October l and December 10, 1974, and utilized high school
ROP students in the fall term of their lOth or 11th grade
year.

(See Figure 1, p. 6 for the experimental timetable}.

Subjects we re randomly selected in the manner described
earlier and were first administered the personological aptitude measures, Sy, To, and Ai.

Subj ects were given the 84

item CPI in a blind control by a State Department of Education administrator not to be involved in the later experi ...
mental procedures.

The same administrator conducted the CPI

testing at all sites, experimental and control, and described
the test as "a standard test given randomly to students
throughout the state to help determine the needs of high
school students".

No mention was made of the actual experi-
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ment and the proceedings to follow in 2 weeks.

All testing

and treatment procedures were conducted during regular
school hours in groups of 24-30 subjects using local school
cla ssrooms.

The subjects were given t ime away from their

regular ROP class for this purpose.
Pretestin g, treatment, and posttesting were all
administered to the subjects on the same day within a
period.

---hour

Local volunteer ROP administrators from each a rea

conducted the experimental procedures in their respective
schools.

Subjects were fir st given the materials for the

semantic differential test and the criterion referenced test
and the following standard exp lanation for the purpose of
th~

testing:
We are testing a new program which may be included in our school systems in the future.
Today, ycu will be helping us to determine its
effectivenes s by watching a part of the program
on video tape. Before seei ng the tape though,
we would li ke you to take these brief tests so
that we can find out how much you already know
about the subject matter.
The instructions for the multiple-choice criterion

referenced test were given by simp ly id ent i fying the test
questions and the answer sheet and explaining t hat the best
of the four possible choices for each item should be se l ected
and indicated on the answer sheet.

Th e instructions for the

semantic differential test were then read a loud to th2 group
and an example of concept rating was demonstrated on the
board.

Brtef questions concerning the instructions were

answered and the subjects were a llow ed to proceed .
Upon completion By all s ubje cts of the two pretests,
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t~e

materials were collected and print based material was

dis tri but ed only in Groups 2 and 3,

The subjects in Grouo
I

had no knowledge of the existence of associated print based
material.

The subjects in Groups 2 and 3 were told to follow

along in Part A of the print based material during the video
presentation,

The subjects in all three experimental groups

were then shown the 30 minute film, Relationships With Other
People, on a standard large sc reen color television monitor.
Following the presentation all subjects were given the posttest materials . and asked to complete the t ests again.

In

Group 1, after all posttests were completed and collected by
the examiner, the subjects were thanked for their cooperation and told that the experiment was finished.

Group 2

s ubjects were als o thanked a t this time but told to keep the
print based material given to them earlier and to study it
on their own time.

Subjects in Group 3 were also told to

keep the print based material and study it independently and
also that there would be four additional classroom sessions
in the following 4 weeks covering the print based material
dealing with interpersonal relationship skill.s.

No mention

was made to any of the groups about the second posttest to
be given 1 month later.
The cla ss r oom instructions which then followed for
Group 3 were conducted by the same ROP administrator who conducted the pretest, treatment, and posttest for that group.
He was an e..xperienced teacher and counselor with 12 years
of experience in these skills and had had two years'

experi~
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e:1ce teaching an ROP program entitled,
pations11,

The

11

Public Service Occu-

Group 3 instructor can be described as highly

motivated in the present study due to personal interest in
the experimental content and objectives.

Between the first

and second posttest, Group 3 met three times with their instructor for classroom lecture and discussion based on
suggested material in the print based material, and one time
for a guest lecture presentation by an official with the
Los Angeles County Parks and Recreation Department speaking
on the importance of positive interpersonal relationships in
pu5lic service positions.
One month after treatment day a ll groups were ag ain
al lowed time from their regular ROP classes to take the same
s e 1!1 ant i c d i f f e l ' en t i a 1 t e s t and c r i t e r i on referenced t e s t s a. s
a second posttest.

This posttesting was again performed by

the same local ROP administrator in each area.
The control group, Group 4, was given the same sequence of treatment and testing as Group 1, except a 30
minute film Good Gr?oming (Pascal, 1975) was shown in place
of the treatment film, Relationships With Other

Pe~.

The

two films we re of eq ual quality as they were made in the same
USOE

funded series, but the film Good Grooming co ntained no
-----~·--~

direct or intentional material on interpersonal relationship
ski"lls.
Q.~~~ o i

l e c t i .~_2!1 d P r o c e s s i n g_

Test s were all hand scored and hand t abulated and the
raw data put through th e Statistical Packag e for Social
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Sciences (SPSSl computer program at the University of Pacific
computer system, Stockton, Ca liforn ta .
The subprograms used in the SPSS were the Pear so n
Correlation, Analysis of Variance, and basic descriptive
statist ic s:

means, modes, kurtosis, median, variance, range,

standard error, standard deviation, skewness, deciles,
quantiles and sample size .
lyzed using the

Scheff~

Multiple comparisons were

statistic.

The

Scheff~

ana~

F stat i st ic

which uses planned orthogonal compar i sons (POC) was chosen
to analyze the expected outcomes of the multiple comparisons.
Planning ahead (a priori hypotheses} with POC gives a lower
critical value and y i e ld s more statistical power.

Scheffi

is a conserv ative multiple contrast statistic in that it
minimizes th e probabi li ty of making a Type 1 error .

In addi-

tion, the BIOMED 05V program was used for ana l ysis of gro up,
l eve l, and the ir interaction effects.
Statist ical Analxsis
Ten analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs} were used to
calculate the possible main effects of the exper im ental
groups, and persono lo gica l levels, and their possib l e interactio n effects .

ANCO VA s were performed for the Sy variable

on a ll three semantic differential test administrations:
Posttest 1 - Pretest, Posttest 2 - Pretest, and Posttest
2 - Posttest 1.

ANCOVAs were also performed for the Ai

variab le on all three criterion referenced test
tions:

administra~

Posttest 1 • Pretest, Posttest 2- Pretest, and

Posttest 2 - Posttest 1.

On the To variablet four ANCOVAs
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were conducted: two on the criterion referenced test
test 1

~

Pretest, and Posttest 2

~

(Post~

Pretestl, and two on the

semantic differential test (Posttest 1 - Pretest, and Posttest 2 • Pretestl.

The covariable in all 10 ANCOVAs was the

initial test in the comparison (i.e., in a Posttest 1 - Pretest ANCOVA, the Pretest is the covariable).

Hypot heses

1-6, dealing only with group effect used the most conservative
F value from the appropriate ANCOVAs.
[n order to statistically examine the effects of the
multiple comparisons found in Hypothe s es 8-14, the conservative Schefffi F was employed.

For Hypothesis 7 a Pearson

Product Moment Correlation Coefficient subroutine from the
SPSS computer program was used.
Limitations
Limitations inherent in any study involving peop l e
in their natural environment are too numerous to discuss
here.

The number of uncontrolled variables in the

differ~

ences between people and in the different influences which
may be encountered before and during the experimental period
are inconceivable.

It is not possible, nor ethica l, to con-

trol the lives of human subjects to the extent necessary to
insure scientiftcally accurate data.

However, proper ran-

dom sampling when possible, designed to maximize the treatment effect and minimize the effects of extraneous variables,
and appropriate and rigorous statistical procedures for
analysis of the data, can help reduce the effect of these
uncontrolled variables.

The present study was designed to
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maximize the experimental variance, control the .extraneous
variance, and minimize the error variance, but due to practicalities which were necessary to face, a few areas of weaknesses in the study resulted.

Firstly, the three ROPs used

in this study were chosen from a previous related study
rather than the random selection from the 65 total California
ROPs.

Secondly, the fact that only one teacher was used in

Group 3 may limit the generalizability of results relating
to the effects of didactic instruction.

No attempt was made

in this study to investigate what effect, if any, variables
in teacher aptitudes or effectiveness would have on the
dependent measures of subjects receiving formal classroom
instruction.

Additionally, it was not possible for the same

experim enter to administer the treatments at all ROP sites,
so

e xpcr~mental

groups we re assigned to available areas and

volunteer ROP administrators in each area served as the
experi~enter

for their group.

This created a possible

source for differences in the groups other than through the
groups• respective treatments.
Certain other limitations may be detected in specifie aspects of the

experimenter~made

test instruments or

areas of the design, but it is felt that the design adequately controls for the most obvious and significant extraneous variance,
Ch_apt~r

Summar1.
In order to deal with the numerous objectives of the

study, a 3 X 3 X 2 multifactor design was employed using
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three me thod s of in s tru ctio nal treatment in interpersonal
re l a ti o n s~tp

skills a nd two l evels of each of t hree stu dent

personological variaoles.

All methods of in struct i ona l

tr ea tment were based on the use of th e film Relationships
With
---

Ot~er

Peop le and inclHded, ll film presentation on ly,
:-·

2) fil m presentat ion in conj un ction with associated print
bas ed material, 3} film presentation, print based material,
and four weekly 1- hour sess i ons of fil m related did act ic
in str uction.

In addition, a cont rol gro up received an

rel ate d film treatment.

un~

In a blind testing sess ion two

weeks pr i or to treatment, suoje ct s wer e ranked into high
and l ow categor ie s on Sy, To, and Ai sca le s of the CPI.
according to upcer and l ower 1/3 scores .
The de pende nt var i ab l es were operationally defined
by pi l ot-tested semantic dif ferentia l and cri t erion
enc ed t ests designed accord in g to the f ilm content.

refer~

All s ub-

jects 0ere given a pretest, posttest immediately after the
film tr eatmen t, and delayed posttest on both of the

depen~

dent measures in orde r to assess immediate and r esi du a l
changes in cog nitiv e and affect iv e le arn in g of interpersonal
relationship sk ill s.

Subjects cons ist ed of 210 random ly

se l ected s tud en ts from a pr evi ous l y determined ta rg et po pulation consist in g of three California Regional Occupatio nal
Programs.

The hypothesized differences in the depe nde nt

meas ur es between expe ri me nt a l treatme nt gr oups and l evel of
personologicai variable , and their possible interaction
effec t s were statist i cal l y ana l yzed for s i gnif i ca nce by
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ANCOVA and

Scheff~

I procedures.

The Pearson Product Moment

Correlation Coefficient was employed to test the study 's
corre la tive hypothesis.

Attempts were made throughout the

study's design and procedure to reduce the effects of extraneous variables and maximize the effects of experimental
variables.

Chapter IV
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Introduction
The three previous chapters have been concerned with

r- - -

the delineation of the problem, review of the literature related to the problem, and the experimental and design procedures used to investigate the problem .

The purpose of the

present chapter is to present a summary of the data with their
statistical treatment, their bearing on the hypotheses, and ·an
objective interpretation of the findings.

The results will

first be summarized in an overview and then presented in det o. ii ·.,.,·ith respect to each hypothesis. - Interpretation and

evaluation of the data will be presented in the final section
of the chapter in order to separate it from a discussion of
Raw data tables can be found in

the purely empirical data.
.~ppendix

; - - -·- -

I.

0 v e!_::!_ i e VI_ o f t h ~---.E. i n d J n g s

Results from the analyses of covariance indicate that
the sum of treatment group subjects showed significantly
greater changes in the semantic differential test (SDT) and
the criterion referenced test (CRT) than the non-treatment
control group subjects on both posttest measures.
test 1 - pretest:
- p l" e t e s t :
.[_(3,197)

(SOT

post~

[(3,197) = 10.8, £ < .01; SOT posttest 2

!,.__. f, "'_, , .,, 0.. 7 ) = .;;., .9 . 't~

,

Q

= 70.9, p_ < .01).
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< . 0 1 ; L.- RT po s t t e s t - pre t e s t :

-

-
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Difference s between the t hr ee treatment groups were
significant only in the posttest 2
TaBles 1 and

21 .

~

pretest measures (see
rela~

Cog nitive cha nges in int erpersona l

tionship skills measured on the second criterio n referenced
posttest were found to be in dir ect relationship with the
amount of treatment (Group 3 s howed signif i cant ly gre ater
changes than Group 2; [(3,197}

= 13 ,5, £

< .01; and Group 2

s howed s igni ficantly greater changes than Group 1, [{3,197)

= 6,2, £ < .01).

Affective changes on the seman ti c

differ~

entia l sec ond posttest however showed no sign ifi cant differ ence between Group 3 and Group 2 ([{ 3, 197)

=

1 .43) but did

show s i gnif icant differences between Group 2 and Group 1
([(3 , 197} = 2.62, £ < ,05} .

See Tables 1 and 2 for a

summary of the group mean differences.
Table 1
Mean Change Scores:

Affec tive Learning

Semant i c Differential Test (SOT)
SOT 2 - SOT
Group
Group 2
Gro up 3
Group 4

X

so

= 38. 1
··-

35. 3

X = 38,3

so

X

=

33 . 0

= 27.2

so = 36.3
X

= p2.4

so = 21. 7

SOT 3
X

24.4

= 34.2

so =
X

SOT

- 1 3. 0

so X

~

38 . 5

= 47.0

so =

47.5

X = .. 3.0

so =

21.0

SOT 3 - SOT 2
X - -2 5. 1
SD = 28 . 1
X

so

= - 4. 1

=

31.4

X =

1 9. 8
48.9

so

X

=

= - 0.6

so =

1 8. 7
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Table 2
Mean Change Scores:

Cognitive Learning

Cr i terion Referenced Test (CRT)

Group 1
Group

CRT 2

- CRT

CRT 3

X ·-

5.18
3.51

so =

so =

t.."

X

= 5.96

so =

Group 3

X

so

Group 4

X
X

= 5.33
=

X

X = -0.49

so

=

X

Analysis of covariance
main

effect~

3.84

= 7.94
3.76

= -0.26

so =

2.22

2.36

= 4.67

so =

2,97

CRT 1

= 2.06

so =

3.76

~

~lso

2 . 37

CRT 3 - CRT 2
X

= -3. 13

so =
X

= -.1.39

so =
X

so

X

2.96
4.99

= 2.6.1
=

2.97

= 0.23

so =

1. 95

indicate3 that the l eve l

of Sy, At, and To variab l es were significant on

the second posttest - pretest measures, and in the case of
Sy, was significa nt on t he first posttest - pretest measure
also.

( See Tao l es 3-6 for main effect [values) .
Only two apt itude treatment int eractio ns showed

stat i st ic a l signif i cance and both were found between lev e l of
Ai and treatment group .
-F(6,197) =

A sign ificant in teract ion of

4.1, ..._o < .01, was found between Ai ·and treatment

on the criterion referenced test seco nd posttest - pretest
measure, a nd a significant interaction of [(6,197}
~

=

< . 01, was found on the criterion referenced second

test - first posttest .

4. 45,
post~

Both int eract ions s how that change in

cogn i tive l earning in Groups 1 a nd 2 increased with l eve l of
.~ i

, 1v h i 1 e ·i n Gr o u p 3 t he c o g n i t i v e c ha n g e s we r e s i mi 1 a r f o r
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Table 3
ANCOVA F Values for

t~e

Sociability (Sy)

Dimension on the Semantic Differ ential Test {SOT)
-------·-·---------,-------...~~~~~-~------·

SDT2
__..........---.-.-.-

d. f.

-F SOT

1

SDT3

~

SDTl

.E

SDT3 - SDT2
.E

Treatment Group

3

10.83*

18.95*

16.36*

Sy Leve l

2

6. 11 *

5.63*

1. 96

Group .x Leve l

6

0.65

0.89

0.59

*p_ < .0 1

Table 4
ANCOVA [Values for Achievement via Independence (Ai)
Dimension on the Criterion Reference Test (CR T)

CRT2 - CRTl
d. f.
E

CRT3

-

E

CRT3 - CRT2
£

CRTl

Treatment Gl'O up

3

49.1*

83 . 7*

54 . 7*

Ai Level

2

0.51

10.,1*

12. 6*

6

1. 36

4.1*

Group

X

Level

*p_ < . 01

4.46*
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Table 5
ANCOVA f Values for Tolerance (To)
Dfmen s ion on Semantic Differential Test (SOT)

SDT2
- - - -- · _ _ d. f.

~

SDT 1

SDT3 - SDT1

SDT3 - SDT2

.. .;:F=----------=
F_____

Trea tment Group

3

12.97*

16.77*

To Level

2

1. 61

8.10*

Group x Level

6

0.97

1. 05

__[__ _ _

-·-·---·---·
*P..< .01

Table 6
AN COVA F Values f or To l erance (To)
Dimension on Criterion Reference Test (CRT)
-- .,.,..~ ----

CRT2

~

CRTl

CRT3 - CRTl

d.f.

F

[

Treatment Group

3

39.45*

70.9*

To Level

2

2.74

7.35*

Group x Level

6

0.18

1. 90

- - - · - - - - -· -

*E.< .0.1

-~------

CRT3 - CRT2
E.
--=--

-- ~- -
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all levels of Ai (see Figures 4 and 5}.

No other significant

aptitude treatment interactions were found.
6 summartze the findtngs of the

treatm~nt

Tables 3 through

and personological

effects tn appropriate ANCOVA tables.
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Ai tre atme nt interaction: Criterion Reference
Tes t 3 - Criterion Reference Test 2 .

Data for Indi v idu al Hypotheses
In this section, data needed for hyp otheses testing
wi ll be presented in Figures 6 through 11.

Following each

figure the relevant hypothe ses will be discussed in relation
to the data.

Figure 6 refers to data for Hyrotheses 1, 2 and

3.

The dtfferences between Group 1 s ubjects and Group 4
subjects on both criterion referenced posttest measures
(posttest 1 - pretest and posttest 2 - prete s t) can be seen
in Figure 6 .

The differences were found to be signif i cant on

both accounts, £.(3,197) = 32 .6 , 2. < .01, and £.(3,197) = 6.05,

R < .0 1 respectively.

Therefore Hypothesis 1, predicting

greater positive change in Group 1 than Grou p 4 on the
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criterion referenced test is rejected in the null form for
both posttest 1 and 2.

0 Group
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l

t)Group 2
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15
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0:::

0 Group 3
11Group 4

w

u..
w
0:::

z
0

......
~10
}--

......
0::

___________---'I

u

1.

2

CRITERION REFERENCE TEST SESSION
Figure 6.

Compared treatment group performance on the
Criterion Referenced Test on Pretest (1), Posttest (2) and second Pos ttest (3) .

Hypothesis 2, predicting greater positive changes in
Groups 2 and 3 on the criterion referenced test

t~an

Group 1

was accepted in the null f orm for posttest 1 - rretest, and
reject e d in the null form for posttest 2 - pretest .

Differ-

ences were not significant between Groups 2 and 1 ([(3,197)
.6 0) and betw een Groups 3 and 1 ([(3,197)
6), on posttest 1 - pretest.

=

.03)(see Figure

Groups 2 ar.d 3 however, both

showed significant l y greater change ([(3,197)
and [{3,197}

~

=

=

7.53,

R<

38.3, £ < .01 respectively) than Group 1 on

.01;
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the second posttest.
Figure 6 a lso illu strates the difference between
Group 3 and Group 2 in cognitive char.ges on posttest 2 posttest 1 .

This difference was found to be s i gnif i ca nt

at the .E.< .01 l evel (£.(3,197}_ = 20.91.

Therefore Hypothe-

sis 3 predicting greater cognitive change in Group 3 as
compared to Group 2 on the second posttest - posttest 1 is
r e j e c ted ·i n the n u1 1 f o rm.
Figure 7 refer s to the data concerning Hypo theses
4 through 6.

As seen in Figure 7, Group 1 showed greater

changes in the semantic differential test than Group 4 on the
first posttest - pretest only, and showed no differences on
posttest 2

~

pretest.

Hypothesis 4 predicted Group 1 to

show significantly greater positive change on the semantic
di ffere ntial t est than Group 4 on both po sttes t mea sures.
Consequently, the null form of the hypothesi s is rejected for
posttest 1

~pretest

= 15.3, R < .01)
([(3,197} = 2.30).

(£.(3,197)

for the posttest 2- pretest

and accepted

Pigure 7 shows the greater change in semantic dif fer ential score of Group 1 on the first posttest - pretest and
the significant l y lower Group 1 scores on the second post test - prete s t in comparison to Groups 2 and 3.

Hypothes i s

5 predicted that th e changes in semantic differential posttests scores of Groups 2 and 3 would oe s i gnif i cantly greater
than that of Group 1, a nd is therefore accepted in the null
form for posttest - pretest 1 ([(3,197)
versus Group 1 ; and f(3, 197)

=

=

. 0002 for Group 2

1.10 for Group 3 ve rsus
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Group 1) and rejected in the null form for posttest 2 - pret e s t (f. ( 3 , 1 9 7 ) "' 3 • 9 4 , £.. < , 0 1 f o r Gr o u o 2 ve r s u s Gr o u n l ; a n d
~

[(3,197}
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TESTING SESSIONS
Figure 7,

Compared treatment group performance on the
Semantic Differential Test on Pretest (1},
Posttest (2) and second Posttest (3}.

Hypothesis 6 is rejected in the null form and the results supporting this can also be been in Figure 7.

The

hypothesis predicted that Group 3 changes in semantic differential scores would be significantly greater than that of
Group 2 on the second posttest- pretest 1 .
was found to be significant

~t

This difference

the£< .01 l.evel ([(3,197) =

5.07}.

Figure 8 represents the observed data of the groups
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as it pertafns to Hypotheses 7 through 10 regarding the CPI
Sy classification of subjects.
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TESTING SESSIONS
Figure 8.

Observed data on three test sessions of Semantic
Differential as a function of subjects prior
Sociability (Sy}.

Hypothesis 7 predicted a positive correlation between high Sy
scoring and those showing high scores on the semantic differential pretest.

Th e Pearson correlation coefficient was

found to be significant at r

=

,34 (p ,01)_,

Figure 8

illustrates the difference between the high Sy subjects and
the low Sy Subjects in relation to their semantic differential
pretest scores.

The null form of the hypothesis is re,iected.

Hypothesis 8 states the prediction that high Sy
scoring subjects of all three treatment groups would show

--

-
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significant l y greater changes in semantic differential
scores than the high and l ow Sy subjects in control Group
4.

Differences were s ignificant for posttest - prete st

(£.{.11,197}

t es t 2

~

=

4.17, £_< .01) and also significant for post-

p r e t e s t ([C1 1 , 1 9 7} = 1 . 7 8 , R = • 0 5 )..

The ref o r e s

the null form of the hypothesis is rejected for bot h posttest - pretest 1 and posttest 2 - pretest.

Figure 8 illus-

trates these group differences.
Low Sy scoring subjects in treatment Grcups 1 and
2 showed no significantly greater changes in the semantic
differential scores than high Sy subjects in Groups 1, 2,
and 3 as i 11 us t rated i n Fi g ur e 8 (.f_ ( 11 , 197 )

= • () 6

for po s t ..

test - pretest 1; and [(11, 197} = • 09 for po st test 2 - prete~t},

Hypothesis 9, predicting a significant difference

5et~ ee n

these groups is th e n accepted in its null form .
Hypothesis 10, predicting low Sy subjec t s of Group

3 to s how greater changes on the se mantic differential
second posttest

~

posttest than low Sy subjects in Groups 1

and 2 was also accepted in the null form.

Although the

observed differences were not s i gnif ic antly different
(£. ( 1 1 , 1 9 7)

= 1 . 0 2 ) ~ the s l opes of these Groups VIer e d i f fer en t •

Figu re 9

illu str~tes

the data relating to Hypotheses

11 and 12 reg a rding the c l assificatory variable Ai.

Although

Figure 9 illu s trates some differences in criterion referenced
test changes between high and l ow Ai s ubjects of th e comb in ed
Groups 1, 2, and 3, particu larly on posttest 2 - pretes t,
these differences are not significant statist ically .
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(£. ( 1 1 , 1 9 7 )

=

• 2 ·1 ) •
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TESTING SESSIONS
Figure 9,

Observed data of three Criterion Referenced Tests
as a function of Achievement via Ind ependence ( Ai ) .

Hypothesis 12, predicting significantly greater changes
in cr it erion referenced test scores of high Ai subjects within
Gr·oup

2 than l ow Ai subjects in the group is accepted in its

null form for pos ttest 1 -pretest (£.(11,197)

=

.01) and

reject ed in null form for posttest 2- pretest (£:.(11 , 197)

= 2.46, £ < .02}.

Figure 9 illustrates th e increased differ-

ence in th e two groups on posttest 2 - pretest, showing
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greater learntng tn

~igh

Ai subjects as hypothes ized .

Fi gures 10 and 11 rep r esent data relating to the
cl assificatory variaB l e To and Hypotheses 13 and 14 .

0 Hi g h To Groups 1 , 2 , a nd 3
$Low To Gro ups 1 7 2, an d 3
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TESTI NG SESSIONS
Figur e l 0.

Obser ved data of three Criterion Refere nced Tests
as a f unction of prior Toler ance (Tal.

Hypothes i s 13 predicts high To subjects in the summed Groups
1, 2 an d 3 will show greater posit i ve ga i ns on both semantic
different i al and criterio n referenced tests than low To subjects in the same three gro ups.

Figures 10 and 11 il l ustrate

that hi gh To subjects had somewhat higher mean scores on a ll
measures of semantic differential and cr i terion reference d
tests, however the actual changes i n score from the pretest
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Figure 11.

Observe d data of t he Semant i c Differentia l Scores
as a fu nctio n of pr i or Tolerance (To) ,

to th e posttesting shows no sig ni f i ca nt differ e nces ( note
the s imil ari .ty in the s l ope of lin es r e presenting high To and
l ow To subjects} ,

Th~

F values for the semant i c "differential

cha nges were £.( 11 ,1971 = . 03 for posttest 1 - pretest; and
£.(11,1 97 1

=

1.54 f or pos tt est 2 - pre t est an d F valu es fo r

the c rit er ion -referenced test wer e £.(11,197) = , 004 ) f or pos t t est 1- pretest; a nd £.(11,197)

= 0.24

for posttest 2- pre-
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test.

This hypothesis was accepted in the null for m for both

posttests of the semantic differential test and the criterion
referenced test.

The final stated hypothesis, 14, has predicted that
both the high To s.ubjects and the low To subjects of Groups
1, 2, and 3 will show significant ga ins in the semant ic differential and the ·cr iteri on referenced tests as compared to
the summed high and low To subjects in Group 4.

This hypop

thesis is rejected in the null form for posttest 1 -pretest
differences on both the semantic diff e rential an d criterion
referenced test as a signif ic ant differe nce was found in
each case:

high To subjects showed significantly greater

semantic differential changes than Group 4 subjects

{£. ( 1 1 , 1 9 7 } = 2 . 5 9 , E.

< . 0 1 ) ; 1 o \'1 To s u b j c c t s s h o \'I' e d s i g n i f i -

cant1y greater cha nges than Group 4 subjects on semantic diffen~ntiz1

(£.(11 ,1971 = 1.69, ' E- < .05) ; high lo subjects

shewed significantly greater criterion referenced test
changes than Group 4 subjects (£_(11,197) = 9.42, Q < .01);
and l ow To su bjects showed s igni ficant l y greater changes on
the criter·ion referenced test than Group 4 (F(ll ,197) = 7.45,
p c .01}.

f or posttest 2 - pretest differences, this hypo-

thesis is rej ected in the null form for t he high To subjects
s emantic

~ifferentia l

score in comparison to th e control

g r o u p ([ ( 1 1 , 19 7 ) :: 2 . 9 2 , .E.. < . 0 1 l , bu t a c c e pt e d i n t he n u1 1
form for the low To subjects compar i son to the control
([(2,197) :: 0.97}.

aoth high and low subjects showed grea ter ·

positive changes on the second posttest - pretest of the
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criterion referenced test as compared to Group 4 (f(ll ,197)

= 8.96, R

< .01; and f(ll ,197) ~ 5. 15.

R < .01 respectively),

there fore this hypoth esis is rejected in the null form for
both high and low s ub jects on criterion referenced second
posttest - pretest.

Figures 10 and 11 illustrat e these dif-

ferences in change for high To subjects, low To subjects, and
the control s ubjects.
Summa ry and Disc ussi o n of the Results
The number and variety of hypotheses formulated and
tested in this study make the presentation of a co ncise a nd
simple summary of findin gs diffi c ult.

The complexity of the

ftndings do however allow us to better deal with the original
research problem:
met l1 ods

an~

''Whi ch

l earn best und er varying

s tud ~nts

comb in at i on of methods in the teaching of inter-

personal relationship ski lls? 11

Table 7 summarizes the find-

ings related to each hypothesi s in this study.
The findings related to Hypotheses 1 throu g h 6 deal
only with the differences between treatment groups on both
measures of learning used- -aff ecti ve and cog nitive.

Results

of this study agree with earlier findings (Moldstad, 1974)
that greater combinations of instructional media result in
greater positive gains in learning.

Bet h th e affec tive and

cognitive measure s of learning in this study suppor t this
e valuation, however some conclusions (i.e. Hypothe ses 2, 3,
5 and ·6) must be limited to the secon d posttes t only, as
the differences betw ee n tr eatme nt

gr~ups

in th e first post-

test were ei ther not s i gnificant or were not measured (see

Table 7
Summary of Research Hypotheses
Group
Group
Group
Group

film only
film . and print based material
film, print based material & classroom instruction
control group

1:
2:
3:
4:

Cognitive Change
CRT 2
CRT 1

Hypotheses
l

Group 1 cf. Group 4

ss

2

Group 2 & 3. cf. Group 1

NS

3

Group 3 cf. Group 2

4

Group 1 cf. Group 4

5

~

CRT 3 - CRT 3 CRT 1
CRT 2

Affective Change
SOT 2 - SOT 3 - SOT 3 SOT 1
SOT 1
SOT 2

ss
s

--

s

--

--

--

s

NS

Group 2 & 3 cf. Group 1

--

--

NS

6

Grou p 3 cf. Group 2

--

--

---

--

s
--

7

Correlation: High Sy &
semantic differential pretest

r

=

, 34

£. . 01

8

High Sy Groups 1, 2 & 3 cf.
1 o\·I S y Gr o u p 4

--

--

--

s

s

9

Low Sy Groups 1 & 2 cf. high
Sy Groups 1, 2 & 3

--

--

--

NS

NS

\·
-

s

'l :

--

-.....!

CX>

----~------~~~------~~~~-------,,

•I I

, ,

:

::1

I!

:1 ;

Table 7 Continued
Summary of Research Hypot heses

Hypo t heses
10

11

l2
l3
14 a
b

Cognitive Change

Affective Change

CRT 2 - CRT 3 - CRT 3 CRT l
CRT l
CRT 2

SOT 2 - SOT 3 - SOT 3 SOT l
SOT 1
SOT 2

Low Sy Group 3 cf . l ow Sy
Gro ups 1 & 2

.. -

High Ai Groups l , 2 & 3 cf.
l ow Ai Groups l, 2 & 3

NS

NS

High Ai Group 2 cf . low
A·i Group 2

NS

s

--

Hig h To Groups l , 2 & 3 cf.
l ow To Groups l , 2 & 3

NS

NS

High To Groups l , 2 & 3 cf.
high & l ow To Group 4

s

s

---

Low To Gro ups l, 2 & 3 cf.
high & low To Group 4

s

s

--

CRT l - Crite r ion Reference Pretest
CRT 2 - Criterion Re f erence Posttest l
CRT 3 - Criterion Re f erence Posttest 2
S - sig nificant difference
NS - no s i gnifica nt di fference

......

.,._

-

NS

NS

s

s

NS

NS

...

NS

SOT l - Semantic Differe nt i a l Pretest
SDT 2 - Semantic Differential Posttest l
SDT 3 - Semantic Differentia l Posttest 2
"'"--

\0

I
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Table 7},
The findings related to Hypothesis 7 support the prediction that subjects showing a high degree of sociability
prior to the experiment would score initially high on the
affective measure of interpersonal relationship skills.
The findings relating to Hypotheses 8 through 10 pertain to the effects of the personological trait of sociability on treatment groups.

Here the only hypothesized trait

effect differences found to reach · an acceptable level of
significance were in the affective measure between treatment
subjects scoring high on Sy and control subjects scoring low
on Sy, and between low scoring Sy subjects in Group 3 and
low scoring Sy subjects in Groups

and 2.

Data regarding the trait of Achievement via Independence (Ail (Hypotheses 11 and 12) indicated that the high
Ai subjects within the treatment group that included independent study materials (Group 2), showed greater cognitive
gains than the low Ai subjects of the group, only on the
second posttest after which the subjects had had time to
pursue the independent aspect of the treatment.

Comparing

the high and low Ai subjects of all treatment groups which
either had no independent work available to the subjects, or
had it in conjunction with formal classroom instruction, no
significant differences were found.

The only aptitude

treatment interaction effects reaching significance
tically were also in the domain of the Ai traits.

statis~

While

Groups 1 and 2 showed increased cognitive learning in the
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high level of Ai subjects, Group 3 subjects showed no differences in learning between levels of Ai.

These inter-

actions suggest that treatment without classroom instruction
is more effective for subjects of high Ai, and that treatment including classroom instruction is equally effective
for both high and low Ai subjects.

Because the interactions

~-

are ordinal however, based on the recommendation of Bracht
(1970}, any conclusions or sugge s tions for future educational
settings must remain tentative.
Finally, the data relating to the Tolerance Classification and Hypotheses 13 and 14, showed significantly greater
gains both affectively and cognitively by high To subjects
recei v ing treatment compared to control subjects, but any
conclu s ion is again difficult due to the evident difference
in treatment effect between groups.

The findings that no

1-- -----

significant difference existed between low subjects of the
treatment groups and all control subjects, high and low To,
suggests that all forms of interpersonal relationship skills
training used in this study were ineffective on subjects of
low tolerance.
The following chapter will further examine these
finding s in relation to current education, the use of this
USOE film in career education programs, and future research.

I~

Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of Previou s Chapters
The majo_r problem for inv est ig a tion in this stu dy concerns the qu est ion of which kinds of s t udents l ea rn best
under which ki nd of in s tructional tr ea tment in th e acquisition
of interp ersona l relationship skills as t aught in a USOE film,
Relationships With Other People.

Chapter I has dis cussed the

nee d in education for the development of effective teaching
methods in inter persona l relationship skills and has ou tlined
the cbject i ves of the prese nt study to he lp fulfill this
need.

Fo urteen hypotheses we r e formulated and subseq uently

tested i n order to provide objective means for answering

th~

following qu est ion s po sed in Cha pte r I as the study ' s objectives:
~1

How do different instructional treatmen t s e ffect

th e le arning of interpersonal relationship sk ills?

21

Wh at i s th e relationship of th e person ological

variables Sy, Ai and To to the l ea rning of interpersonal
relati ons hip skills?

31

Are there any int erac tion e ffe c t s between differ-

ent iristr uct i ona l me thods and the personological variables ?

41

How do af fect iv e and cog nitiv e l ea rnin g of inter-

personal rel at i ons hip sk ills diffe r with various tre atme nts
82
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and personological variables?
5} What effect does time have on the learning of
interpersonal relationship skills?
6} How can educators maximize the use of the film
Relationships With Other People in teaching interpersonal
relationship skills?
The fourteen hypotheses developed to satisfy these
objectives were derived from previous research in the areas
of education psychology, instructional technology, and aptitude treatment interactions discussed in Chapter II.

No

studies were found that dealt with the specific variables of
the present study, however literature in the related areas
suggested the following:
1} Most previously used methods of teaching interpersonal relationship skills had resuited in learning gains,
however

t~e

methods varied greatly and few comparative

studies were available.
2] Learning in most fields of education was enhanced
with the combined use of audiovisual media and other forms
of instruction,
3) Various learner personological aptitudes seem to
interact with the effectiveness of various instructional
treatments in education, but few of these interactions seemed
to meet proposed criteria for acceptable significance.
Literature related to criterion referenced testing,
semantic differential testing and the Sy, Ai and To scales
of the California Psychological Inventory was also reviewed
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in Chapter III. These instruments were found to be the most
appropriate to classify subjects hy personological variables
and measure their affective and cognitive changes in the
present study.

In addition, these instruments were found

to be acceptable in their validity and reliability.
In order to test the fourteen hypotheses developed
from the study•s objectives and the related literature, a
3 X 3 X 2 multifactor design was employed and described in
Chapter III.

Subjects in high and low classifications of the

variables Sy, Ai and To were given one of three instructional
treatments or the control experience, and measured for both
cognitive and affective changes on a pretest, immediate posttest and a delayed posttest (see Figures 2 and 3 for a display of the variaoles and research design).

Subjects selec-

ted from secondary level Regional Occupational Programs in
the state of California were used in the four groups to make
a total · N of 210.

Possible changes in the subjects from the

various treatment groups (1--film only; 2--film and print
based material; and 3--film, print based material and classroom instruction) were measured by an experimenter-designed
and pilot-tested semantic differential and criterion referenced tests.
ANCOVA and Scheffe analysis as well as a Pearson
Product Moment Correlation Coefficient were used to analyze
the experimental data and were discussed in Chapter IV.
ANCOVA showed 5oth treatment and level of Sy, Ai and To to be
significant in their main effect on learning of interpersonal
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relationship skills.

Two interaction effects were also seen

in the ANCOVA between high and low Ai subjects in treatment
Group 2.

The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient

and Scheffe analysis were used to test each specific hypothesis and these statistical results were discussed in detail
i---

in Chapter IV in relation to the individual hvootheses.
0

•

...,

•

The present chapter will .discuss the findings of
Chapter fV in relation to the objectives of the study.

In

addftion 1 the findings will be used as a basis for positing
further research in the areas of interpersonal relationship
skills training,

As a final word ·of caution, it should be .

noted again that all conclusions stated in this chapter
should 5e considered to be generalizable only for the EAP
sampled in the study (four California ROP high schools) and
the film Relationships With Other People along with its
related print based material.
Discussion and Interpretation of Results
A final review of the findings associated with each
hypothesis of this study will allow for the interpretation
and conclusions of this chapter to be presented more clearly.
In presenting the final discussion of the hypotheses, the
order of consideration of Hypotheses 1-6 will be altered
slightly in order to allow for a natural synthesis of
similar findings as they relate to the study's conclusions.
Because Hypotheses 1 and 4 both deal with the same comparative elements applied to the different dependent measure of
criterion referenced test and semantic differential tests

1---

·-
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respectively, they will be discussed together.

Hypotheses

2 and 5, as well as Hypotheses 3 and 6, hold the same relationship of identical comparisons applied to the two dependent variables of affective and cognitive learning.

There-

fore these pairs of hypotheses will also be presented together
in this chapter.

Hypotheses 7·14 will be presented in their

original order.
Hypothesis 1 stated that Group 1 (film only) would
show significantly greater cognitive learning than Group 4
(control) in interpersonal relationship skills.

As reported

in ·Chapter IV, the difference in cognitive learning between
the two groups was significant in both immediate and delayed
posttests as measured by the criterion referenced test.
This suggests the cursory conclusion that the film Relationships With Other People used alone provides significant and
lasting effects on interpersonal relationship skills.

A

review of Figure 6 (p. 68) however, indicates that the residual learning gains in Group 1 as measured by the second
posttest had decreased markedly from the immediate learning
of posttest 1 and was approaching the pretest level.

This

observation raises questions concerning the permanency of
cognitive changes from the

si~gle

use of the film by itself.

Hypothesis 4 stated that Gruup 1 subjects would
show significantly greater affective learning of interpersonal relationship skills than Group 4 subjects.

(Fig-

ure 7 (p. 70) indeed shows that the Group l affective learning trend was similar to that found in Figure 6 (p. 68)
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concerning cognitive learning.

That is, immediate effects

are substantial but diminish during the ti me pr ior to posttest 2,

furthermore, in Hypothesis 4 the difference betwee n

Groups 1 and 4 was not found to be significant in the second
posttest affective gains.

As in Hypothesis 1, the question

is raised concerning the lasting effect of learning through
the film treatment alone.

Additionally it must be noted

that for both Hypotheses l and 4, the change in affective
and cognitive int erperso nal relationship skills seen in posttest l measure could have been in part a result of Hawthorne
effect.

To clarify the effectiveness of a s ingle film treat-

ment in teaching interpersonal relationship skills, further
research is needed to measure the residual learning after
increased lengths of time and to control for possible Hawthorne effect.
Hypotheses 2 and 5 both provide further information
for the questions posed in Hypotheses

and 4.

Hypothesis

2 stated that Group 2 (film and print based material ) and
Group 3 (film, print based material and classroom instruction) ·
would show significantly greater cognitive l earning of interpersonal relationship skills th an Group l.

Hypothesis 5

stated that Groups 2 and 3 would show significantly greater
affective learning of interpersonal relationship skills than
Group 1.

In both cases similar trends are seen (see Figures

6 and 7, pp. 68 and 701 ,

There was no significant difference

seen in affective or cognitive gains measured by posttest 1
~

pretest between Groups 2 and 3 and Group 1 .

However on
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posttest 2- pretest measures, Groups 2 and 3 showed significantly greater gains than Group l.
two conclusions,

These findings suggest

Firstly, since Groups l, 2 and 3 all showed

similar gains on the first posttest, it appears that the use
of print based materials during the film presentation (Groups
2 and

31

had no immediate effect on learning.

Secondly, the

second posttest measures indicate that residual learning is
directly related to the amount of treatment given.

Group 1 's

second posttest reflected a regression in learning from posttest 1.

Group 2 (film and print based material) seems to

maintain a constant learning effect between posttest 1 and
2, and Group 3 receiving classroom instruction in addition
to film and print based ma_terial showed a continuous learning
increase from pretest through second posttest.

The conclu-

sion of these findings is that for continued growth in

inter~

personal relationship skills it is important to provide both
print Based materials and continued instruction.
The data for Hypotheses 3 and 6 confirmed this
elusion for both affective and cognitive learning.

con ~

Hypothe·

sis 3 stated that Group 3 would show significantly greater
cognitive learning than Group 2 between the first and second
posttest.

Hypothesis 6 similarly stated that

~roup

3 would

show significantly greater affective learning than Group 2
between the first and second posttest.

When Groups 2 and 3

were compared in their affective and cognitive learning between posttest l and 2, differences were significantly greater
for Group 3 which received the additional classroom instruc-
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tions.

Therefore, it seems evident that in the future use of

this film Relationships With Other PeoY-le, classroom instruction is necessary to insure maximum learning of interpersonal
relationship skills,

Further research however is suggested

to confirm this finding,

Even though differences were clear

between subjects receiving classroom instruction and subjects
receiving only film or film and print based material, future
studies of the same nature may find less er differences if
the quality of the instruction is not equal to that of the
present study,

As mentioned earlier, the teacher for the

Group 3 classroom instruction was a highly motivated and
experienced teacher.

Further research is needed to deter-

mine if the effects of additional instruction vary with the
level of experience, motivation or aptitude of the instructor,
The findings of

~ypotheses

1 through 6 have given a

fairly clear picture of the main effect of the various treatment groups on 5oth immediate and residual learning.

Possible

interaction effects between l earner aptitudes and these treatments were considered in Hypotheses 8 through 14.
Hypothesis 7 was the only correlation comparison in
the study.

Hypothesis 7 stated that high Sy scoring subjects

wouid correlate positively with subjects scoring high on the
semantic differential pretest.

The purpose of the correla-

tion was to check the external validity of one of the experimenter-made instruments used.

If the semantic differential

test successfu lly measured affective interpersonal relationship skil l s, it would be expected to correlate posit ively

:-·

r-- -

-
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with the prior sociability of the subjects.
subjects were found to correlate (r
differential pretest scores, the

=

Since high Sy

.341 with high semantic

e~ternal

semantic differential test is supported.

validity of the
It is recommended

that in future research such correlations be run with all
appropriate personological variables and

experimenter~made

tests in order to establish the neces sa ry external validity
of these tests,
tn reviewing the findings of Hypotheses 8 through
10, some implications are seen concerning the effects of

level of Sociability in subjects, as well as some questions
raised for further research in the area.

Hypothesis 8 stated

that high Sy scoring subjects of Groups 1, 2 and 3 would
show significantly greater affective learning than high and
low Sy scoring su bjects of Group 4.

Results indicate a sig-

nificant difference between these groups.

This significant

difference was found in both posttest measures and can clearly be seen in Figure 8 (p.71).

The conclusion that level of

Sy has a significant effect on acquisition of interpersonal
relationship skills

howeve~

is not possible from this data.

This is so because Groups 1, 2 and 3 would be expected to
show greater gains than the control Group 4 due to treatment
effect alone, regardless of Sy level.

Therefore, without

additional data the results of Hypothesis 8 yields l i ttle
evidence for the effects of the Sy variable due to the confounding effect of the experimental treatments.
Hypothesis 9 provides data to test this question
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raised in Hypothesis 8, and produces more doubt as to the
posstble effects of htgn versus low Sy on the acquisition
of affecttve interpersonal relationshtp skills .

Hypothesis

9 stated that low Sy scoring subjects in Groups 1 and 2 would
show sfgnifcantly greater affective learning as compared to
high Sy scoring Subjects in Groups 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 8

(p. 711 shows tne comparative gains of high Sy subjects in
Groups 1, 2 and 3 with low Sy subjects in Groups 1 and 2.
There appears to be a marked difference in the level of affective skills oetween the high and low Sy subjects, however,
the slopes of these lines which reflect the actual change
in interper sonal relationship attitudes appear nearly identical.

Statistical analysis confirms this nonsignificant

difference.

It therefore appears in this comparison that Sy

lev e l is in s ignificant to consider in the teaching of interpe rsonal relationship skills using the methods of the present
experiment.
Hypotnesis 10 stated that low Sy subjects in Group
3 would snow significantly greater affective changes as compared to 1ow Sy subjects in Groups 1 and 2 between the first
and second posttests.

Although no sig nificant difference was

found in Hypothesis 10 (Figure 8, p. 71}; an interesting
trend is displayed.

Low Sy subjects in Group 3 continue to

gain affective interpersonal relationship skills through the
seco nd posttest whereas low sco ring Sy subjects in Groups 1
an d 2 actually decline during this period.
to indic ate

t~at

This would seem

formal classroom instruction is a necessary
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eleme nt for l ow sociability stude nt s in terms of maximizing
affective l earning gains.
because of the use of

t~e

However, as mentioned ear li er,
hig~ly

conseryative Schefffi

I

statistical analysis, the di.fference did not reach signi ficance,

The trends obvious in Figure 8 (p.71) do suggest

however, that further research. is needed to determine if in
fact low Sy subjects learn sign ifi cant l y more affecti ve
ski ll s with classroom in struction combined with film a nd
print based mater1al tnan with l esser amounts of treatment.
Hypotheses 11 and 1 2 have cons i dered the effects of
l evel of Ai apt i tude on learning interpersonal re l ations hip
skills ·under the various treatments and have implications
which could be sig nifi ca nt for future educationa l programs
of this nature.

Hypothesis 11 stated that high Ai scoring

subjects of Groups l, 2 and 3 would s how s i gnificantly
greater cognitive l earning than l ow Ai scoring subjects of
Gro up s l, 2 an d 3,

Hypothesis ll compari ng the high and low

Ai subjects of the poo l ed treatme nt groups showed no s i gn ificant differences usi ng the
(p,

Scheff~

ana l ysis.

Figure 9

731 demonstrates the simi l ar slopes for eac h of these

gro ups .

Even though there were no significant differences

between the gain scores of the high versus low Ai subjects in
Groups l , 2 and 3 , the visible mean differences of high a nd
low Ai subjects for each test meas ure (pretest, posttest 1
and post test 21 indicate that further analysis of this data
may add support to the externa l validity of the CPI Ai sca l e .
Hypothesis 12 however, shows a significant and
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interesting difference between high and low Ai subjects · within Group 2.

Thi s hypothesis states that high Ai scoring

sub~

jects in Group 2 will show sig nificantly greater cogn itive
learning than low Ai sco ring subjects in Group 2.

The treat-

ment of Group 2 consisted of the film with print based material but no continued didactic instruction to utilize the
print Based material in a structured manner.

The use of

print based material by subjects within this group would
see m to be

highly related to their prior degree of Achieve-

ment via lndpendence.

Figure 9 (p.73} illustrates the non-

significa nt difference found between the high and low Ai
subjects of Group 2 on the first posttest- pretest measure.

Posttest 1 was administered prior to th e one month

period when subjects in this group had the opportunity to
use the print based material independently and only supports
earlier conclusions that print Based material use during the
film presentation produced no sig nifi cant effect .
The data relating to
also illustrate

~ypothesis

12 lFigure 9, p.73)

the difference between high and low Ai sub-

jec t s of Group 2 on the second posttest - the first posttest
which measures differences in learning during this one month
period when independent study was possible.

The high Ai

subjects cont inu ed to show increases in their cognitiv e
learning while the low Ai subjects showed a regression in
le arn ing toward their original cognitive pretest level.
Figure 9 {p . 731 a l so i.llustrates clearly that Group 2 showed ·,
the greatest difference in cognitiye gains betwee n the high
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and low scoring Ai subjects on the second posttest.

The

implication of this finding suggests that print based .
material without additional instruction should only be used
wtth ROP students who exhibit a high degree of Achievement
via Independence,
The final personological variable considered in this
study was Tolerance.

Hypothesis 13 stated that high To

scoring subjects in Groups 1, 2 and 3 would show significantly greater affective and cognitive learning than low To
scoring subjects in Groups 1, 2 and 3.

This comparison of

high and low To subjects within the pooled treatment groups
by means of the conservation Scheffe analysis, indicates
that the level of tolerance has no bearing on the cognitive
and affective learning of interpersonal relationship skills.
However, the comparison of initial semantic differential
pretest scores of the hign and low To subjects again adds
more

w~ight

to the ex ternal validity of the exp erimenter-

made affectiye measure of interpersonal relationship skills.
More highly tolerant subjects showed greater initial

cogni~

tive and affective interpersonal relationship s kills than
the low tolerant subjects (see Figures 10 and 11, pp. 74 and
751.
Hypothesis 14 stated that both high and low To
scoring subjects in Groups 1, 2 and 3 would show significantly greater cognitive and affective learning than the
summed high and low scoring To subjects in Group 4.

Firstly,

high To subjects in the pooled treatment groups were compared
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to the hign and low To subjects in the control group.

The

high To treatment subjects showed significantly greater

learning than the control subjects on both affective and
cognitive measures (as seen in figures 10 and 11, pp. 74 and
75},

However, because the treatment effect is not separated

from the effect of To level in this comparison, no conclusive
interpretation can be noted concerning the effect of high To
aptitude.

Secondly, in comparing the low To Treatment sub-

jects with control subjects in figures 10 and 11, it was
seen that significantly greater learning of interpersonal
relationship skills occurred only in the cognitive domain.
Low To subjects receiving the various treatment methods
showed no significant affective gains over control subjects.
The conclusion here is that low tolerant subjects failed to
learn affective tnterpersonal sRills regardle$S of the
treatment group,

Purther research is needed in this area to

determine possible alternate methods of instruction which
may produce affective changes in interpersonal relationship
skills in students of low tolerance.
tt is important to reiterate at this time that the
a6oye interpretations and conclusions regarding the findings
of the 14 hypotheses can only be generalized with confidence
to the population of ROP students at the four high school
test sites.

However, due to the wide geographic spread and

socio~economtc

contrast of the EAP samples, cautious

generalizations can be made to the target population and
tnclude all

ROP $tudents in Cqlifornia.

Although the

find~
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ings of thts study may also s uggest implicitions in other
relat e d a rea s of psychology and educat ion, further exper imental research is needed to ver ify s uch generalizat ions.
Recommenda ti ons and Conclusions Re lat ed to the Hypotheses
Many of the findings of this study need further research

t~

s upport decisive conclusions.

A few of the mo re

dram atic ma in effects and rel at ion sh ip s however, wa rrant
the followin g recommendations to psy cho l og i s ts and educators
concerned wttn the teachin g of int erpersona l relationship
skills,

11 The film, Relationships With Other People seems
to produce both aff ec tive and cogni tiv e growth in interpersonal r e l ation s hip sk ill s in most st ude nts and ca n be
uti liz e d for these purposes.

21

The amo unt of cog nitive and affect iv e l ear ni ng

through the use of Relationships With Other People seems to
be related directly to th e amount of additional ins truct i ona l
material used.

Therefore, for maximum utilizati on of this

film, it s hould be used in conj unction with pr i nt bas ed
material and formal cl ass room instruction whenever possi ble.
3} If hi gh Ach i evemen t vi a Ind e pendence students are
id ent ifi ab l e, mere l y emp loying th e film Relationships With
Ot he r Peop l e along with its associated print based mater i a l
without didactic in s truction may result in sign i f i cant

coqni~

tive ga in s tn interpersonal relationship ski lls .

41 Low tolerance st udents may need alter nati ve,
present ly und ete rmin e d, methods of in s truction in interper-
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sonal

relations~ip

affective

skills in order to show sifnificant

gatn~.

Along wtth these recommendations for psychologists
and educators, the

follo~ing

questions are posited as impor-

tant areas for future research efforts:

ll

What specific skills comprise the rubric of

interpersonal relationshtps?

It is strongly suggested that

prior to any future research on instructional methods of
teaching interpersonal relationship skills that this

ques~

tion oe thoroughly addressed,

21 Wnat, if any, are the culture-specific differences
among students which could possibly effect the learning of
interpersonal relationship skills?
question by

furt~er

The investigation of this

research could provide important data

concerning wbich methods of interpersonal relationship training are most effective for specific cultural populations.
3} Uhat are the possible effects of teacher aptitude
and ability on the effectiveness of teaching interpersonal
relationship skills?

It is strongly suggested that one

avenue of future research in the teaching of interpersonal
relationship skills be concerned with this point in order to
help determine what kind of teacher with what kind of training can best teach these skills.

41

What methodological approaches to the teaching of

interpersonal relationship skills can be employed to generate
affective and cognitive learning in students of low tolerance?
This question appears to be important in light of the fact
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tRat in this study

lo~

To scor ing students showed no

appre~

ciable learning of int erperso na l relationship skills regardless of treatment,
Final Summary
Because of the importance of acquisition of interpe rsonal relationship skills and the role which current education must play in this proce s s, further re se arch to verify
this study's results as well as to investi gate new variables
in the teaching of other more specific interp ersona l relationship skills than tho se limited to this film i s strongly
r ecommended.

Furthermo re, the utilization of significant

findings from such s tudies is a lso recommended in order to
expe dit e the

muc~

needed progress in the t eac hin g and learn-

ing of interp er sona l r e lation s hip sk ills.
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APPENDIX A
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
FILM SCRIPT

11 0

YOU--IN PUBLIC SERVICE
UNIT # 6--RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE

11

An exercise in 11 IN-HOME 11 1earning, interacting a 27:30 t elevision experience with
the specially-prepared RELATIONSHI PS WITH
OTHERS • \'JOrkbook, Section A. 11
1

Prepared for : Curriculum Center for Occupation
and Adult Education
U. S. Office of Education
Washington, D.C.
Contract No. OEC-0-74-7925
Prepared by:

The INSIGHT Communications Group
a division of Entertainment Horizons, Inc.
450 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022
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SHOH CONTENTS
1.

"P. S. THAT'S PUBLIC SERVICE" PRODUCTION OPENING

(1 :50)

2.

SHOW TITLE - MUSIC BRIDGE

( :05)

3.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE INTRODUCTION, WITH

C0~1EDY INTRO, INTO .. ..

(1 :25)

4.

RHYTHf~

(1 :05)

5.

INTRODUCTION OF FORMAL AND INFORMAL CONVERSATION

6.

VIGNETTE "LICENSES"

7.

INTRODUCTION TO AND QUESTION # 1 - 4

(1 :40)

8.

ANSWERS # 1 - 4

(1 :30)

9.

FOLLOW UP, BRIDGE AND LEAD IN TO VIGNETTE "TAX OFFICE"

( :55)

10.

VIGNETTE "TAX OFFICE" # 1 and 2

(2:20)

11.

QUESTIONS# 5

12.

REINFORCEMENT OF CORRECT ANSWER TITLES - MUSIC BRIDGE

( :05)

13 .

ANSWER TO QUESTION # 6

( 1 :05)

14.

LEAD IN TO "FENCES, DEFENSES - ANIMATION/MUSIC"

( :10)

15.

ANIMATION - 'TENCES, DEFENSES RAG"

(1: 35)

16.

VIGNETTE "BUCK PASSING" AND QUESTIONS 7, 8 & 9

(1 :55)

17.

ANSl•IERS TO 7 , 8 & 9

( :55)

18.

REINFORCEMENT UNIT/INFORMATION ADDENDA

( :15)

19.

LIVE SONG ''WE'RE_ YOURS, \>JE'RE YOURS, WE'RE YOURS"

(1 :00)

20.

REINFORCEMENT

21.

INTRODUCTION TO ROLE PLAYING

( :20)

22.

VIGNETTE "I~EL FARE \40RKER"

( 1 : l 0)

SONG

"BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE, HE GOTTA' RELATE"

&6 with

( :40)
:45)

ANSWER TO QUESTION# 5

&ADDITION

TO SONG

(1 : 40)

( :15)
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23.

EXPLANATION PARAGRAPH

(

:15)

24.

INTRODUCTION TO, AND QUESTI ON # 10

(

:50)

25 .

ANSWER TO QUESTION 10

( :50)

26 .

"WELFARE WORKER" VIGNETTE REVERSE ROLE PLAYING,
WITH REINFORCEMENT TAG

(1 :1 5)

27.

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC SERVICE JOBS IN TODAY S SHOW,
PLUS REPRISE OF SHOW MATERIALS/LEARNING

( 1:15}

28 .

1

BALANCE OF TmE TO 27:30 - "P.S . -- THAT S PUBLIC
SERVICE SONG" ~JITH END CREDITS
1

---
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ECU MAN'S FACE. HE SINGS

When you ...•

ZOOM BACK AS HE LIFTS PHONE
INTO SHOT. HE'S POLICEMAN

pick up the phone and get the
police.

CUT TO MAILWOMAN PUTTING
LETTER INTO MAILBOX. SINGS

or, you get a letter from a far-

CUT TO MAN WITH COMPUTER
MACHINE. TURNING NUMBERS.
HE SINGS.

or, census checks population

OTHER TWO (POLICE/MAIL)
POP INTO SHOT. ALL SING.

P. S. --That's Public Service.

ECU WOMAN'S FACE. SHE SINGS

When you

ZOOM BACK. IN RESEARCH LAB

hear all the facts about aspir-in,

CUT TO BUS DRIVER LEANING
OUT BUS WINDOW. HE SINGS.

or, a new bus service is about to

CUT TO MAN WITH LARGE FILE
WALKING INTO OFFICIAL
BUILDING, HE SINGS

or, internal revenue calls you in.

CUT TO ALL 3 IN BUS AISLE.
SPREAD-LEGGED, HANDS HIGH.
THEY SING.

P. S. --That's Public Service.

UNIFORMED PEOPLE IN PRODUCTION
NUt·113ER MARCH. CHANGING FORt·1ATIONS &BACKGROUNDS.

CHORUS:

away niece

increase.

begin

We're here, because you

need what we do. 00,00. We're here,
to provide that service for you.
Just for you. Just for you.

ECU MAN. HE SINGS

When you .•..

ZOOM BACK, HE'S BARTENDER
HANGING LICENSE ON WALL

get a license to sell wine and
beer,

ll 4
CUT MAN WITH GAS MASK & LAB
COAT. HE SINGS.

or, warnings are heard about smog
in the air .

WOMAN AT DESK ADMINISTERING
TEST TO BARTENDER &MASKED
TECHNICIAN ABOVE. SHE SINGS.

or, you get free help with a new

ALL THREE SING

P. S. -- That•s Public Service.

ECU MAN S FACE. HE SINGS.

When you . .. .

ZOOM BACK. HE IS IN CONTROL
TOWER AT AIRPORT

climb in a jet ·and take a safe

1

career.

flight,
CUT TO GIRL PUTTING BOOK ON
LIBRARY SHELF. SHE SINGS .

or, the book you wrote needs a

MAN SPRAYING PLANT. HE SINGS

or, farmers get help in fighting

copyright .

the blight.
ALL THREE AT AIRPORT

P. S. That•s Public Service.

CONTINUE UNIFORMED PEOPLE
MARCHING PRODUCTION NUMBER

CHORU~:

we•re here, because you

need what we do. 00,00. we•re here,
to provide that service for you.
Just for you. Just for you .

MARCHING CONTINUES

MUSIC UP

ECU ONE MARCHER

SPOKEN:

P. S. -- we may even have

a job for you, too .

ON BEAT ....

BEAT

CUT TO ALL FOUR FINAL
THREESOME SCENES AS REPRISE

CENSUS CHECK : P.S . - That•s Public
Service.

11 5

BUS AISLE: P. S. -That's Public
Service.
OFFICE: P. S. -That's Public
Service.
AIRPORT: P. S. - That's Public
·service.
CUT TO MARCHERS. ALL FACING
CAHERA

TOGETHER (SHOUT): We do it for you.

DISSOLVE TO BASIC STUDIO SET, CONSISTING OF BACKGROUND OF LARGER-THANLIFE PUBLIC SERVICE WORKERS BLOHUPS .... A BOARD ON 11HICH WE WILL KEY"
STILLS AND TITLES .... FOUR VARIED SIZE BLOCKS FOR OUR FOUR HOSTS. OVER
STAGE - SUPER TITLE: "YOU IN PUBLIC SERVICE"
11

TITLE:

11

YOU IN PUBLIC SERVICE'.'

JUANITA POPS ON BLOCK # 1
SLOW ZOOM TO HER

~1USIC

BRIDGE

JUANITA:

The single most important

skill for a Public Service Worker -or, anyone else for that matter -- is
the ability to get a1ong vii th other
people.

Person-to-person relationships.

One-on-one.

You and me.

Two people

relating comfortably and effectively
\'lith each other.
POP HANK ON BLOCK # 2

HANK:

That was Juanita.

Juanita is right.

I'm Hank.

The prime building

block to all relationships between
people ... the one most

essential~

.. on

the job, with family and friends ... is
getting along with the other person.
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POP SUSAN ON BLOCK # 3

SUSAN: Hi, ! 1 m Susan.

I certainly

agree with what•s been said. But, and
this may come as a great, big shock
to you -- chances are you are not
relating with other people as well as
you can. And, I•m even talking about
relating to your closest friend. Like
Charlie!
POP CHARLIE ON BLOCK # 4

CHARLIE: That•s stupid, Susan. Ridiculous. Take me. I m a good natured guy.
1

I can get along with anybody. What•re
you saying, I don•t get along? Is that
what you•re implying ... . all of

you~

You telling those people out there that
you think I can•t get along with other
people. Wow. Get them!
CUT TO JUANITA

JUANITA:

Hold it. Hold it . Look at this.

we•re hardly begun . .. and already, a
misunderstanding.
CUT TO HANK AND SUSAN

TOGETHER: What do you mean misunderstanding?
SUSAN: We get along just fine with
each other and everyone else, don•t we
Hank?
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HANK:

We sure do, Susan.

~1isunder

standi ng?_ Crazy.
CUT TO CHARLIE

CHARLIE:

(LOUD) Crazy. You said it.

CUT TO JUANITA

JUANITA:

Hold it. Everyone. HOLD IT.

Let's get on the same wavelength.
Before it's too l ate, we gotta• relate.
CUT TO HANK

HANK (PICKING UP RHYTHM):

Yeah.

We

gotta' relate, before it's too late.
CUT TO FOUR SHOT
RHYTHM f~OVE~lENT.

MUSIC:

CUT TO SUSAN

S:

BEGIN RHYTHM TRACK

Put yourse lf in the other person's

place, listen to your words and look
at your face.
CUT TO CHARLIE

f: Try to l earn the other person's
needs, you' ll have to know that if
you want to succeed.

CUT TO HANK.

H:

Listen real hard to what's being

said, not just their words, but what's
in their head.
CUT TO JUANITA

J:

The tone of your voice and the

words that you say, both sure can
lead other people astray.
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CUT TO SUSAN

· S:

Learn why others say NO and

refuse .... when they refuse, you
know you lose.
CUT TO CHARLIE

CH:

And the right time and place

are important to know, •cause the
wrong time and place are a big OH, OH.
CUT TO HANK

H:

Learn how to make other people

relate, that•s how to make them
cooperate .
CUT TO 2-ShOT FEATURE JUANITA

J:

And that•s what we mean, when we

flatly state .... before it•s too late,
we gotta• relate.
CUT TO 4-SHOT. MOVEMENT

ALL:

We gotta• relate before it•s

too late.
CUT TO SUSAN

S:

So, let•s get started let•s accen-

tuate.
DUCKS DOWN AND HANK RIGHT
BEHIND HER INTO SHOT

H:

Collaborate.

DUCKS DOWN AND CHARLIE
RIGHT BEHIND HIM INTO SHOT

C: Demonstrate.

DUCKS DOWN AND JUANITA
RIGHT BEHIND HIM INTO SHOT

J:

Hypothecate.

CUT TO SUSAN. ECU

s:

Ill umi nate.

CUT TO HANK

H:

t~atri cul ate.
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CUT TO JUANITA

J : Heyyyyyyyy. Let ' s communicate.

BLACK OUT .
FADE UP ON CHARLIE

C:

Part of relating wel l with other

people is knowing how to talk to them
in an acceptable and appropri ate way .
For example, with fami ly and friend s
or with fellow workers who are , more
or less, on your same l eve l .... inSUPER TITLE:

INFORMAL

formal conversation is most often used.
On the other hand,

LOSE SUPER

when speaking with emp l oyers or supervisors a more ..•.

SUPER TITLE: FORMAL

formal approach is expected .

If you're

a public servi ce employee , the forma l
approach al so is used between you and
the pub 1i c, the people \'lho come to yo u
for help, information and service. Or,
it should be. When it isn't something
l ike this could happen .
HANK AT COUNTER IN LARGERTHAN-LIFE SET. GETS A LICENSE
FROM SUSAN AND LEAVES . SIGN
ABOVE HER COUNTER READS:
LICENSES"

S: Say , this what yo u want?

SUSAN NON-PL USSED , IN HER
OWN WORLD. JUANITA AN OLDER
WOMAN, VERY QU IET, COMES UP
TO WINDO\~.

S: (Reaction to hi m) Humph . NEXT

H: Yeah . (Facetiously) Thanks a lot,
lady.

J: (Timid) Is this where I get a
license?
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~:

(POINTING TO SIGN) It says licenses

right here.
J: Well, I would li ke a license .

S: Terrific.
J: I had to take two buses to get

here .... and

I~ve

waited in line 20

minutes.
S: That •s the \'lay it is . A11 those

people behind you are waiting too.
Do you mind, I don't have all day.
J: I did say I wanted a license.

S: We're passed that. You want a
license . That's why you're here.
That's why I'm here.

Come on, already,

what kind of license?
~:

(SOFT. LOOKING AROUND): You're

making me nervous.
S: (LOUD) What?
SHE SLOWLY LEAVES. WAVES HER
HAND AS IF TO MAKE IT ALL GO

J: I changed my mind. I don't want one

Al~AY

of your licenses. No. No , I don't.

SUSAN

~:

How do you like her? NEXT.

~:

(WHISTLE REACTION) . That poor woman.

BLACK OUT
FADE UP ON CHARLIE. ON BOARD
BEHIND HIM IS TITLE: 11 0PEN
QUESTION BOOK TO PAGE #
HE HAS ~JORKBOOK IN HAND-.--

II

The clerk should have known better than
that . Her relating skills weren't
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working at all.

Let's see how obvious

her mistakes were to you.
your RELATIONSHIPS

t~ITH

Please open

OTHER PEOPLE

question book to page #_ __
CHANGE 11 KEY 11 TO STILL PIC
LADY AND CLERK. SLOW ZOOM
PAST CHARLIE TO ECU PIC.

QUESTION NUMBER ONE. In your question
book write the answer you think most
correct. Should the license clerk have
A) - told the woman why she should
hurry? B) - asked her name? C) - smiled
at her? Check the answer you think
most correct.

CUT TO CHARLIE AND BOARD

(6 SECOND

PA~SE)

QUESTION NUMBER TWO. Wou l d the clerk
have related better if she had A) asked questions? B) - told the woman
to get to the end of the line C) got help from a supervi sor?

TAKE EFX ECU BOARD

(6 SECOND PAUSE)

CUT TO ECU CHARLIE

QUESTION THREE . What shou ld the clerk
have done more carefu lly? A) - put up
her license si gn? B) - li stened? C) explained that she had many different
li censes available?

TAKE EFX BOARD

(6 SECOND PAUSE)
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ROLL SCENE ON KEY
WITH CLERK AND WOMAN
TURNING AWAY
11

QUESTION FOUR . How would you feel if

11

you came up against this kind of clerk?
A) - puzzled? B) - angry? C) - worried?

FREEZE SCENE

(6 SECOND PAUSE)

ECU NED

Okay? Let's see how we did with questions
one through four . Question one.

CUT TO SCENE AND THIS
TIME CLERK IS BEING
HELPFUL (THIS IS TAPE
PLAYBACK SO WE CAN FREEZE)

The answer was C.

SUPER TITLE:

She should have smiled . A smile helps

11

SMILE

11

the other person relax. It's a friendly
way to open the door to a better relationship.
LOSE SUPER

~mile

often ... and mean it!

Question two. The clerk should have . . .
the answer was A....

SUPER TITLE:

11

ASK QUESTIONS

11

should have asked questions. A few
simple questions would have helped the
clerk know exactly what kind of license
the woman wanted.

LOSE SUPER
SUPER TITLE:
CAREFULLY

Question three. The answer was B.
11

LISTEN

She should have listened carefully.

11

In FORMAL relationships, such as this
public service job, you have to learn to
listen on two levels.
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CUT TO CHARLIE . Hold up fingers

Two levels. First, for what's being
said. And, the second level, for all
the silent signals that help you discover what's under the surface . The
clerk never heard the woman's silent
signals, because she wasn't really
listening.

CUT TO SHOT OF CHARLIE AND
BOARD WITH STILL PIC FROM
SCENE

And, Question four, how would you feel ?
All the answers were correct.

If that

were me, I'd be puzzled and maybe worried about why the clerk was being so
unhelpful. I might even try to help .
But, if that didn't \'lork, I'd get angry
and rightly so. After all, she is a
PUBLIC SERVANT. Success in public
servi ce depends on good interpersonal
relationships. You gotta' learn to
relate.
JUANITA WALKS INTO SHOT

J: Know what else our clerk didn't do?

C: What?
START TO ZOOM IN ON HER

J: She didn't follow any sort of

routine. In a normal working situation,
there usually is a set group of questions to ask. Questions designed to get
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the information you need quickly,
so you can do your job effectively.
CUT TO CHARLIE

f: Ah, but don•t questions vary with
different people. I mean, you can•t
assume everyone is alike.

TWO SHOT

CONT 1 D And you can•t treat everyone
alike. Or, can you?

CUT TO SUSAN

S: Let•s talk about that in the context of a relationship which takes
place in a PUBLIC SERVICE OFFICE.
Let•s say, it 1 s a TAX OFFICE.

CUT TO WIDER SHOT, AS SHE
GETS UP AND STARTS TO WALK
INTO LARGER THAN LIFE SET
WITH OFFICE PROPS.

And I •m the supervi sor. Two of my
staff, Hank and Juanita, were both
out yesterday. Neither called in. So,
I had to reassign their work to other
staff members , over-loading everyone.
It•s the next day now, and HANK is
waiting in my office. I can treat this
either as a FORMAL discussion, or an
INFORMAL discussion. Hy choice is INFORMAL. Let•s see if I 1 m correct.

SHE SEATS HERSELF AT DESK

SUSAN: We missed you yesterday, Hank.
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CUT TO HANK

HANK: But, it's good to be back. You
know, I consider the office my home
away from home.

CUT TO TWO SHOT

~:

Well, you know, when you're not

here, there's a big gap.
CUT TO HANK

CONT 1 D Hank. You let everyone down.
~:

Oh, I thought absence makes the

heart gro\>1 fonder.
CUT TO SUSAN

~:

Yesterday, I'm afraid it was just

a case of heart burn.

Everyone was

burning.
CUT TO TWO SHOT

H:

Gee, I 'm sorry.

S: (LIGHT) Besides, if you had called
in, Hank, we wouldn't have spent the
day \'lorryi ng about your go 1f score.
CUT TO HANK

H: Aw, I didn't play golf yesterday.

CUT TO SUSAN

S: Were you really sick?

CUT TO HANK

H: When I got up I felt a little woozy,
so I just dozed off.

CUT TO 2-SHOT

CONT' D Joan · woke me too 1ate to get··
in on time.
~:

Why didn't you at least call and

tell us?
H: I did think about it.
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CUT TO HANK

CONT'D but, then I got busy with
this and that. And before you knew
it, the day was over .

CUT TO SUSAN

.?_: I see. He 11 , Hank I appreciate your

candor .... but, you do have a responsibility to others in this section.
CUT TO HANK

CONT'D And yesterday you let them down.
H: Maybe I can make up for it.

CUT TO 2·-SHOT

S: Let's forget it this first time.
But, do us both a favor and don't let
there be a next time. Okay?
H: No next time.

HE LEAVES. SLOW ZOOM ON
SUSAN. SUPER TITLE: INFORMAL

S: Well, that was Hank. INFORMAL seemed
to work. The points I wanted to make
were made without ruffling any feathers.

LOSE TITLE

But, believe me, if there i s a next time,

SUPER TITLE: FORMAL

we 'dill have a very FORI·1AL discussion.
Supervisor to employee

LOSE TITLE

Ah, here comes Juanita,

CUT TO 2-SHOT AS JUANITA
SITS DOWN WHERE HANK HAD
BEEN

The INFORI1AL approach worked with HANK,
and since I try to treat everyone the
same, I'll be informal with Juanita, too .
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TO JUANITA: We missed you yesterday,
JUANITA.
J: Humm.

S: You know, when you're not here,
there's a big gap.
CUT TO JUANITA

CONT'D Juanita, you let everyone down.
J: Sorry.

CUT TO SUSAN

S: If you had called in, we wouldn't
have spent the day v1orryi ng about your
golf score.

CUT TO JUANITA

J: I don't play golf. Is that all?

CUT TO 2-SHOT

S: Were you really sick?
J: Can I get back to my desk now?
S: Sure. But, why didn't you call us
yesterday?

CUT TO JUANITA

J: I

vo~as

too tired. I've been up every

night this \<Jeek with Jennifer, my
daughter.
CUT TO 2-SHOT.

CONT'D Yesterday vJe didn't know
whether or not we'd have to take her
to the hospital. And, I just forgot.

CUT TO SUSAN

~:

CUT TO JUANITA

J: I didn't think you'd care.

Hhy didn't you tell me . I didn't know .
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CUT TO 2-SHOT

S: Of course I do. Let me know how
things are .... and if you need any
more time off, tell me. We'll work
something out.

CUT TO JUANITA

~:

Thank you. Thank you very much.

I'll get back to work now.
CUT TOWS. JUANITA LEAVES.
SUSAN STANDS UP. STARTS TO
WALK BACK TO TEACHING SET.

~:

On the surface, a very normal

communication.

\~e

both gave and got

information. But, under the surface,
it was obvious Juanita was upset.
Now that we've found out why .... things
should get back to normal.
SUSAN AT BOARD. ON IT IS
STILL PICK OF HANK

S: In the book, this is QUESTION number five. Ready? (PAUSE) QUESTION

fiv~.

With HANK, do you think an INFOfU·1AL
discussion would have been more effective? Should I have been the hardnosed boss -- or, the friendly supervisor I tried to be. Write what you
think..
TAKE EFX STILL

(8 SECOND PAUSE)

CUT TO INCLUDE SUSAN

QUESTION six. With Juanita, would the
FORMAL or

INFOR~·1AL

INTERVIEW have been

most effective? What do you think?
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TAKE EFX STILL

(8 SECOND PAUSE)

CUT TO WS OF BOARD.
STEPS INTO SHOT

[: QUESTION five. The answer. Let's
see. Susan knowing me for a happygo-lucky guy had two choices. She
could have played heavy boss and
turned me off. INFORMAL worked best.
In fact, did you notice that she ....

ON BOARD KEY TITLES:
PRAISE OTHERS ADr-1IT
MISTAKES" "ASSU~1t HONESTY
AND INTEGRITY OF OTHERS
USE NAt~E S CORRECTLY AND
OFTEN
11

11

"

11

11

praised my importance to the office.

11

She got me to understand and ADMIT I

11

11

made a mistake in not calling in. She

11

assumed my honesty and integrity ....
and that I would be more cooperative
in the future . And, she used my name
often, to make me feel special.

CUT TO EFX TITLES

MUSIC BRIDGE

CUT TO 2-SHOT HANK &SUSAN

[: The way Susan handled the interview
seemed just right.
~:Thank

you, Hank. And you will call

in next time.
HE LEAVES. JUANITA COMES IN.

H: There won't be a next time.
J: I \>Jasn' t too happy with the way

ZOOM IN ON H.ER

the

intervi ~ w

started. I was uptight.

I think I would have preferred a more
formal interview without personality
involved. Just ques t ions and answers.
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TAKE EFX SCENE OF SUSAN AND
JUANITA FRIENDLY

CONT ' D V/0 But, then Susan changed
her straight ahead approach. I got
the feeling she was beginning to
understand my problem.

CUT TO JUANITA AND BOARD
TITLES : "St~ILE OFTEN" "SHOH
APPROVAL" "ASSUME HONESTY
AND INTEGRITY OF OTHERS"
"LIS T E ~l CAREFULLY" "CHOICE
OF vJORDS" (Should be in
position #2)

J 0/C: She smiled often to make me
feel more comfortable - and eventually,
that made me feel better. Along with
what she said and how she said it. Her
acceptance of my explanation shm-Jed
approval of me. She never once doubted
my honesty . She listened .... really
listened and heard that I was disturbed,
then reacted to it immediately.

START TO ZOOM ON JUANITA

J: As it turned out, Susan's use of
the INFORMAL discussion was right.
Though she is my supervisor, nmv I ·
feel more friendly to her. Tired or
not, next time I'll probably remember
to call in when I have to be away from
the office.

CUT TO CHARLIE

C: For a while there Juanita felt
threatened, didn't she? What do you do,
when you feel threatened? I'll bet you
build fences and defenses.
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ANIMATION 11 FENCES,
DEFENSES RAG 11

You've got your food and you've got
your drink, then someone says, hey,
that's for me. You've got your rest
and you've got your sleep, then someone says, hey, r disagree . You're on
the job and going real fine, then
someone says, hey, that's for me. You've
got a friend, a name you can call, then
someone says, hey that fri end -'s for me.
Fences, defenses, a barrier, a \'/a 11 ,
we

b~ild

them quickly to any threat

at all, If you can help them to get
what they need, then no one says,

h~y,

that's for me . Help them to feel all
safe and secure , then no one says,
hey, I disagree. If you will just put
you in their place, then no one says,
hey, that's for me . Imagine that you're
wearing their face, then no one says,
hey, look out for me. Fences, defenses,
a barrier, a wall, when we relate
friends, those fences gotta• fall.
Sister and brother - - one with each
other -- now they can get it on.
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Father and mother -- one with
another -- now they can get it on.
Yeah -- we all can get it on.
CUT TO CHARLIE. HE WALKS
TOWARDS OFFICE SET WHERE
NED, FRANCIS & SUE ARE
WORKING. WALL CLOCK SAYS
11411

CHARLIE:
Talking about fences, watch this;
I'm a PAROLE OFFICE

AD~1INISTRATOR.

First thing this morning, I gave
Susan, one of our clerks an important
report to type. Tomorrow morning I'll
be going into court to recommend in
favor of one of our juveniles .... and
I need that report to study at home
tonight. Hello, Susan. Have you
finished my report?
SUSAN LOOKS UP WARY

SUSAN:
I~m

not sure. I knew you needed it,

but I got so busy I turned it over to
Hank at noon. I wanted to make sure
you got it done on time.
SHE FREEZES. SUPER TITLE
(BLINK): 11 FENCES, DEFENSES
BUCK PASSING. 11
CUT TO HANK

HANK: Boy, what a day I've had. I
got so busy. I couldn't get to it
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either, so I turned it over to Juanita
around 3:30 . And I was sure to tell
her you needed it.
HE FREEZES. SUPER TITLE
(BLIND): FENCES, DEFENSES
BUCK PASSING. 1'
11

CUT TO JUANITA

JUANITA : You mean you wanted it today.
I was going to get to it first thing
in the morning. Gee. I'm sorry, I
di dn' t knm'i you wan ted it today.

ws

SUSAN: Well. Han k, you and Juanita
should have told me and I would have
assigned it to someone else .
HANK: Juanita, (voice trails off as
Charlie leaves set) . . . . I thought you'd
get right on it.

CUT TO CHARLIE AND WALK WITH
HIM INTO TEACHING SET

CHARLIE: No one wants the blame. Their
defenses are up. Their status, their
security is being threatened. And you
know whose fault it really is. That's
QUESTION NUMBER seven. Whose fault was
it that the report did not get done on
time?

CUT TO THEM IN SET

V/0 CONT'D Susan's. Hank's. Juanita's
. . .. or mine? (6 SECOND PAUSE)
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f: QUESTION NUMBER eight. To make

CUT TO CHARLIE

certain Susan would do the report,
should I have A) - told Susan how
important the report was? B) - told
Susan how important she was, and that
I rely on her when I need someone to
do a special job? C) - told her I
needed it or else?
CUT TO EFX STILL ALL 3

(6 SECOND PAUSE)

CUT TO CHARLIE

QUESTION NUMBER nine . Use your own
v10rds for the answer to question nine.
All three assistants were doing what
against each other?

CUT TO EFX STILL ALL 3

(8 SECOND PAUSE)

DISSOLVE TO CHARLIE

f : The answer to question seven. Whose
fault was it ? It was my fault. I had
the responsibility for that report. I
should have made certain it would be
done on time.

CUT TO SUSAN STANDING IN
FRONT OF TEACHING BOARD
. . . . . WITH TITLE: 11 GIVE THE
OTHER PERSON WHAT THEY NEED 11
OR 11 HELP THE OTHER PERSON
GET WHAT THEY NEED 11
(tHGHT CONSIDER KEYING
SUSAN IN WITH CHARLIE)
11

11

S: The answer to question eight. To
make certain that I would have done
THE REPORT, Charlie should have ... B. ..
told me how he reli ed on me when he
needed at special job done. That would
have made me feel secure. It would
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have said ... . Sue, I like your work.
You know

what~

I wouldn't have given

that job to anyone else for anything
.... if he had said that.
HANK REPLACED SUSAN

~:

Question nine. The answer. What

we were all doing was building fences,
defenses, barriers .... walls . We were
protecting ourselVes. No one wanted
the blame.
JUANITA STEPS INTO SHOT

~:

We were making excuses to protect

our status, our jobs . We passed the
buck.
CUT TO CHARLIE

C: You know what I didn't do. I didn't
expl?re the feelings of Susan and the
others. If I had I might have understood
them better . And by doing that I
might have gotten my report on time.

CUT TO SUSAN CLOSEUP IN
SAME OFFICE SET AS ABOVE
HANK LEANS INTO SHOT

~: ~Jhen

you look in my eyes, pleased

with surprise.
~:

Then say to me friend, I'm the

1i vi n 1 end.

S: Say that you appreciate us.
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H &S: We're yours, we're yours,
we're yours.
CUT TO CHARLIE IN SET

f: When you stop by to chat, to
learn where I'm at ....

JUANITA LEANS INTO SHOT

~:

To show that you care, that

you're really aware .
C: We'll be there, when you need us
chum.
C &J: He're yours, we're yours,
we're yours.
FOUR SHOT

S: You never threaten in any way.
H: Never try to take my pride away.
J: I always know just where I stand.
C: ... so, I'm ready to help ....

JOINING HANDS

ALL: when you hold out your hand.

CU H.A.NK

H: When we fini sh a job, you're never
a snob.

SUSAN LEANS IN

~:

you share the good like we knew

you would.
JUANITA LEANS IN

~:Anytime

JOINING HANDS

All:_: We're yours, we're yours,
\'Je •

CU CHARLIE

you need a friend ...•

re yours.

f: (SPOKEN) Treat the other person
like he was you.
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CU HANK

[: You'd be surprised what a little
thought can do.

CUT TO SUSAN

~:

Put yourself in the other person's

place.
CUT TO JUANITA

~:

Imagine, you're wearing the other

person's face.
PUT MASK ON FACE
CUT TO ECU MASK. IT'S LIFTED
AND ITS HANK NOT JUANITA

.!::!..:

Surprise. In 1i fe, everyone wears

a mask and plays a role. As a PUBLIC
SERVICE employee that role is to serve
the public. To do that well you have
to think about your own feelings ..••
how you really fee l about other people
.... and you have to learn to put
yourself in the other person 's shoes.

TENEMENT INTERIOR
PROPING IS EASY CHAIR
AND RUG. SUSAN IN
CHAIR.

EFX: DOOR BELL
S: Hho •s there?
J: Juanita, your case worker .
S: Watcha 1 want?
J: It's our regular checkup.
S: Don't you people have nothing better
to do then to keep coming over here
and asking questions?
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J: I don•t see why you•re complaining.

I 1 m doing the coming over and asking
the questions.
S: So what, you•re working ain 1 t you?
J : What•s wrong with work?

S: I 1 d rather be in your place. That•s
what•s wrong.
J: No one is stopping you from working?

S: Yes they is. My twin babies sleeping
in the next room. They•re stopping me.
J : You should have thought about that

before you had them.
S: That•s my business . .
J : Okay. Let•s answer these questions .

Is your husband working?
~:

Li ke I told you last time and the

time before, my husband left me.
J: He hasn•t been back? Hasn•t sent

any money?
S:

~1oney? Him~

Ha! That•s a good one.

J: Did you ma ke any money this month?

S: How would I make money?
J: Well. Did you?

S: Sure, a million.
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J: Answer the question, please.
S: No, I didn't work . and I won't
work next month, because I' m going
to stay right here and rai se these
kids right so they don't end up
1ike this.

J: You notify us if you do go to wo rk.
S: You'll be the first to know.
GETS UP AND LEAVES

J: Don't forget . You notify us.

SUSAN CRADLES HER HEAD &
SOBS

EFX ': SOBS

CHANGE FOCUS TO HANK IN
FOREGROUND

~:

Being an unwed mother, alone, on

welfare, is not only difficult, but
it's a blow to many people's prides.
If Juanita had put herself in Susan 's
place and thought about Susan ' s probl ems , she might have been a bit more
underst anding.

HANK WALKS INTO SET.
WITH JUANITA & SUSAN

~:

Juanita, woul d you have liked to

have been in Susan' s place?
~:

Not very much. To that caseworker,

she was just a questionnai re to be
f ill ed out.
~:

And, if she' s been there a few

times before, wouldn't you think she'd
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ask at least one question about the
children?
.ti_: Tell you what. · We're going to. let

Sue and Juanita change roles and replay
the scene . But, before that, here is
QUESTION NUMBER ten.
CUT TO EFX, AND TITLE:
"LIST FIVE THINGS JUANITA
COULD HAVE DONE BETTER"

V/0 : List at least five things Juanita
could have done better than the way
she did them? (15 SECOND PAUSE)

CUT TO WS ALL THREE IN
SCENE IN FRONT OF BOARD.
WHEN READY TAKE TITLE:
LI STErlED ASKED QUESTIONS"
A SS Ut~ED THE HONESTY OF
OTHERS" 11 PRJUSED THE OTHER
PERSON" "USED HER NAME"
"WATCHED CHOICE OF WORDS"
"USED LESS FORMAL
TECHNIQUE" "SMILED "PUT
HERSELF IN OTHER PERSON'S
PLACE."
II
11

11

J! There could have been at least nine
improvements. She should have listened

ll

better to the words, and what was
behind the words. She should have asked
questions .... friendly questions. Not

11

such official questions. She was in the
other woman's home.
S: If she had assumed my honesty ..••
and praised me for helping bring up
the children ... and used my name occassionally, I would have been a lot
more cooperative.
H: She also could have been more careful with her selection of words, and
as Juanita said, used a less formal
approach. And she could have smiled ..•
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a lot more.
~:

And, she could have t ried more

to put herself in Susan 's place.
~:

We're going to let you do that

right now . ... as we reverse roles.
Susan, this time you're the caseworker.
HANK WALKS OUT OF SET. SUSAN
KNOCKS ON DOOR

J: Who's there?
S: It's SUSAN, your caseworker
J: You back again?
S: You know I like to visit with you
Juanita and find out what's new.
J: We 11, come on in.

s: How've you been?
J: Can't complain.
POINTS TO IMAGINARY BEDROOM

s: Jan and Johnnie sleeping?
J: Uh-huh.
S: We'll make it quick then. Have
you heard from your husband since my
last visit?
J : That no good.
S: Have you worked?
J: I'd love too, but I can't, not with
the kids. They aren't griing to end up
1ike this.
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S: I heard something about a child
care center coming into the neighborhood. I'll check it out. Maybe, with
it, you can get a few hours of work
a week. I know you'd li ke that.
J : If you only knew how much.

S: Okay. You stay well. And take care

of those kids.
HANK WALKS IN APPLAUDING

H: What a difference . Susan, you were
efficient. Got the job done quickly.
Were understanding and friendly. Your
feelings of warmth and the way you
related them were obvious. You were
everything we expect from a public
service worker:..
~:

I liked the way she knev1 the names

of the twins. It showed she cared
about us, even though she probably
visits several families a day.
ECU HANK

~:

Exploring your own feelings and

trying to understand the feelings of
others is a big part of person-toperson relations. Put yourself in the.
other person's place. Imagine you're
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PUT MASK ON
CUT TO ALL FOUR ON BASIC

SET.

wearing the other person's face.
C: These are some of the Public
Service jobs we've discussed today ....

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH OLD
LADY &CLERK

.... a license clerk ....

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH
SUE, HANK AND JUANITA
IN TAX OFFICE

.... a tax office supervisor and her

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH
PAROLE OFFICER

assistants .. ..
.. . . a parole office administrator and
his staff members ...•

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH
SUSAN AND JUANITA

and a welfare caseworker.

CUT TO CHARLIE

These are just some of the many PUBLIC
SERVICE job. opportunities .. . . you
might want to consider.
~:

Today, in general vJe discussed re-

lating to other people .... by putting
yourself in their place.
H: And we learned when we should use
FORMAL and INFORMAL relationships .•..
the difference between talking to
friends and supervisors.
J: We l earned about how to relate
better ... . by listening, smiling, asking
questions .... assuming the honesty and
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integrity of others .... admitting
mistakes ..•.
~:

.... and being careful in our

choice of words. We also learned
about why people build fences. And
how, if you help others satisfy their
needs, they'll usually be more
cooperative with your needs.
~:

And putting yourself in the other

person's shoes. Learning that could
help but. ..•

SUPER TITLE

ALL: YOU -- IN PUBLIC SERVICE

ECU MAN'S FACE. HE SINGS

When you ....

ZOOM BACK AS HE LIFTS PHONE
INTO SHOT. HE'S POLICB~AN

pick up the phone and get t he police.

CUT TO MAILWOMAN PUTTING
LETTER IN MAILBOX. SHE SINGS

or, you get a letter from a far-av1ay

CUT TO MAN WITH COMPUTER
MACHINE. TURNING NUMBERS
HE SINGS.

or, census checks population increase.

POLICE/t~AIL

ALL 3 SING

POP INTO SHOT

niece.

P. S. - That's Public Service

ECU WOMAN'S FACE. SHE SINGS

When you ....

ZOOM BACK. RESEARCH LAB

hear all the facts about aspirin

CUT TO BUS. DRIVER LEANS
OUT WINDOW SINGS.

or, a new bus service is about to begin.
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CUT TO MAN WITH LARGE FILE
WALKING UP STAIRS OF OFFICIAL
BUILDING

or, internal revenue calls you in.

CUT TO ALL 3 IN BUS AISLE,
SPREAD-LEGGED, HANDS HIGH.
THEY SING.

P. S. - That's Public Service

UNIFORMED PEOPLE IN PRODUCTION
NUMBER MARCH . CHANGI NG FORMATIONS AND BACKGROUND LOCALES

CHORUS: We're here, because you need
what we do. 00,00. We're here, to
provide that service for you. Just
for you. Just for you.

ECU MAN. HE SINGS

When you . . . .

ZOOt1 BACK. HE'S BARTENDER
HANG ING LICENSE ON WALL.

get a license to sell wine and beer ..•.

CUT TO MAN WITH GAS MASK

or, warnings are heard about smog

&LA3 COAT, SINGING

in the air .

AT DESK ADMINI STERING
TEST TO BARTENDER AND MASKED
TECHNICIAN. SHE SINGS.

career.

ALL 3 SING

P. S. -That's Public Service

ECU MAN' S FACE. HE SINGS

l~h en

PULL BACK IN CONTROL TOWER

climb in a jet and take a safe flight ....

LI BRARIAN PUTTING BOOK ON
SHELF SINGS

or, the book you wrote needs a

MAN SPRAYING PLANTS, SINGS

or, farmers get help in fighting the

H0 ~1AN

or, you get free help with a new

you . . ..

copyright.

blight.
ALL 3 AT AIRPORT SING

P. S. -That's Public Service
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CONTINUE UNIFORMED MARCH
PRODUCTION Nut·1BER

CHORUS: We're here, because you need
what we do. 00,00. We're here, to
provide that service for you. Just
for you. Just for you.

MARCHING CONTINUES

MUSIC BEAT

ECU ONE PERSON

LIP SYNC: P. S. --we may even have
a job for you, too.

ON BEAT CUT TO REPEAT
OF ALL 4 THREESOME .. SCENE

MUSIC BEAT
CENSUS CHECK: P. S. - That's Public
Service.
BUS AISLE : P. S. -That's Public Service.
OFFICE: P. S. - That's Public Service.
AIRPORT: P. S. - That's Public Service.

CUT TO ALL

r~ARCHERS

AT

TOGETHER: We do it for

you~

CA~1ERA

MUSIC BEAT

NOTE:

Over the final song go CREDITS for film, including OE and
Educator credits. Profession credits include producer,
director, writing, music, editorial, etc., ending with
INSIGHT logo.

APPENDIX B
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
PRINT BASED MATERIAL
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the single most important skill that a public service
worker, or anyone for that matter, needs is the ability to get
along \vith other people. 11 Person·-to-person 11 relationships are
the building blocks of all social interactions between tw~
individuals. If there is an essential ingredient for success
in life, both on and off the job, it is developing greater effectiveness in dealing with other people.
II

A RESPONSE SECT! ON
II

The lesson begins with you observing and participating in a halfhour television program. During the program, questions will be
presented that you can answer using the Response Section (A)
of this Workbook . Make the responses while the television program is going on.
11

8 11 EXERCISE SECTION

This is for independent work. It should be started and completed
by you irrmediately follm'ling the program, since much TV programrelated material is included. Your working time should be no
more than a half-hour.
11

C11 EVALUATION SHEET

This is a short evaluation test. When the test has been completed, it is easily removable for mailing (to your school or
agency sponsor) so you can receive completion credit . When you
have recei~ed credit for the entire COMMON CORE series, you will
receive a CERTIFICATE OF CONPLETION for your permanent educational records. This may be helpful to you when included with a
Public Service Job Application.
"D" JI.DDITIONAL MATERIAL
This section offers guidance in continued exercises that will help
the individual to develop skills in dealing with other people.
Work in this section can be coord~nated with supervisors; employers, etc. (Section D is not required for completion credit.)
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
SECTION A
RESPONSE
TITLE:

Clerk and the Lady

Check the answer you consider most correct.
QUESTIOJ'J 1: Should the license clerk have:
(a) told the woman why she should hurry?
(b) asked her name?
(c) smiled at her?
QUESTION 2: Would the clerk have related better if she had:
(a) asked questions?
(b) told the woman to get to the end of the line?
(c) got help from a supervisor?
QUESTION 3: What should the clerk have done more carefully?
(a) put up her license sign?
(b) 1is tened?
(c) explained that she had many different
licenses available?
QUESTION 4:

How would you feel if you came up against this
kind of clerk?
(a) puzzled
(b) angry
(c) worried

TITLE :

Informal/Formal Discussions

QUESTION 5:

With Hank, do you think an INFOR~1Al discussion
or a FORMAL discussion vmul d have been more
effective ? Write what you think.

f-

-
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QUESTION 6: With Juanita, would the FORMAL or INFORMAL INTERVIEW
have been most effective? What do you think?

TITLE : The Report
QUESTION 7:

Whose fault was it that the report did not get
done on time?

QUESTION 8:

To make certain Susan would do the report, should
I have:
(a) told Susan how important the report was?
(b) told Susan how important she was, and that
I rely on her \'Jhen I need sorneone to do a
special job?
(c) told her I needed it or else?

QUESTION 9:

All three assistants were doing what against
each other? . Answer in your own words.

QUESTION 10:

List at least five things Juanita could have done
better than the way she did them?
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE

--sn:rroN s

I.

-

Interpersonal Communication Ski lls
The expression, Public Service Occupations, suggests frequent
face-to-face contacts with not only the general public, but with
co-workers as well. With possibly a few exceptions, practically
every public service employee encounters frequent person-to-person
contacts both on and off the job.

The ability to get along with

people is very important in public service work.

Place an 11 X11

next to the type of person-to-person contacts you expect to have
on the job.
supervisors
other \'lorkers
general public
Do you expect to communicate the same way with all three?
Yes
A.

No

Office Behavior - Formal and Informal Relations
(a) Underline the following True (T) or False (F)
1.

T

F

Public service agencies have clearly defined
rules and regulation.

2.

T

F

Generally, the behavior of the public service
worker is not guided by established procedures
and directives.
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3.

T

F

Generally, individual departments or units
will have procedures manuals, which regulate
conduct and office work.

When you begin a public service job, you will be told about the
organization of your department.
to you.

This information is important

You need to know about:
Administration services
Training
Safety rules
Personnel records

It's a good idea to l earn about these matters as quickly as you
can.
(b)

Underline the word that makes the sentence correct.
1.

In the above, you are learning about the (formal I informal) organization of an office.

2.

Formal relationships (are I are not) well regulated
by procedures and directives.

3.

Formal relationships are most often required in dealing with (general public I co-workers).

Yes!

The public service worker usually has more formal contacts

with the public than with co-workers and these public contacts
arise from the nature of the .work.
Here are examples of formal public contacts.
Applicant applies for a li cense (marriage, building, automobile,
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shop, profession).

The public service license interviewer has

specific questions to ask and information to obtain.
A social worker has information to obtain from a mother who needs
support.

She must get information.

A census \'lorker contacts a farmer about his farm productivity.
A policeman 11 interviews 11 a motorist.
A state loan administrator has a discussion about a mortgage with
a local businessman.
A customs inspector checks the baggage of a person entering the
country.
These relati onships are all FORMAL.
(c)

They are formal because:

(Underline True or False}

1. T

F

Only one person is working for the government.

2.

T

F

They are prescribed by regulation.

3.

T

F

The general public is expecting help with a
particular service.

List here several examples that you think represent a formal
relationship between a public service worker and the general
public.
List examples such as:
library helper and library patrons
po 1ice cadet and gene'r a 1 pub 1i c
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Many of your person-to-person relationships will be with your
fellow

e~ployees.

Often, these relationships are not prescribed

by regulations . They are informal (or free).
(d)

Underline True or False.
l.

T

F

Informal relationships are generally more
relaxed than formal relationships.

2.

T

F

Informal relationships are not allowed in
public service organizations.

3.

T

F

Informa l relationships tend to be more
personal than formal relationships.

4.

T

F

In real life, the distinction between formal
and informal social relationships is not
a h1ays c 1ear.

Informal relationships enhance friendliness.

The public service

\'/orker deve 1ops many 11 Work 11 friends.

These are peop 1e you are

friendly with at your place of work.

As one might expect, many

public service workers become personal friends -- friends that
are seen socially afterward and/or on weekends.
(e)

Underline True or False
1.

T

F

A public service worker sho ul d cooperate more
on the job with co-workers who are personal
friends than those that are seen only at the
job. ·

2.

T

F

The more formal the relationship between public
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service workers, the more productive the
organization is.
3.

T

F

The relationship of a pre-school teacher's
aide with his students is an example of an
informal relationship.

In public service work, your relationship with your supervisor
may be both forma 1 and i nforma 1 . It is fo1·ma 1 in that your supervisor and you have regulations and directives controlling how you
work with one another.

He must assign work, evaluate perfo1·mance,

instruct, direct, and so on.

You have an obligation to cooperate.

However, much of your contact with a supervisor -may be informal,
not prescribed by rules.

You will quickly learn to detect when

the relationship is formal or informal.
(f)

Place a check in your choice.
1.

Forma 1

Informal

Performance Review by supervisor.

2.

Formal

Informal

Discussion of bowling league
at lunch.

3.

Forma 1

Informal

Unscheduled "bull session"
about need for safety training.

4.

Formal

In forma 1 _

Daily assignment of v10rk loads.

5.

Forma 1

Informal _

Briefing on organization vacation guidelines.

6.

Formal

..

In forma 1

Mutual comments about the
cafeteria food.
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In

you!~

own \·tords, briefly ·i dentify the kind of relationship a

public service worker will have with:

B•

a.

supervisor

b.

co-worker

c.

general public

•
o.lS t emng

I •

When people are conversing person-to-person, two great human
capacities are being used -- talking and listening.
versation requires that both be done well.

A good con-

Unit 1, Oral Communi-

cations, stressed the need fo r all aspects of speaking well, but
li stening well i s as critical as speaking well.
In your person-to-person conversations, do you
talk more than 50% of t he time
listen more than 50% of the time

----

do each abo ut 50% of the time
In any case, you spend much time listening.
(a)

Underline True or False
1. T

F

Interpersonal communication can be defined as
a tvm-way flovJ of infor·mation from person-toperson.

2.

T

F

Our idea about a person' s

11

persona1ity 11 comes

from observing how he gets along with ether
people.
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3.

T

T

Listening ·is not an active pr-ocess; we cannot
control it.

Many people do not listen well.

Studies have shown that, on the

averag2, a person retains only about 25% of a given speech after
only 10 minutes have elapsed.
To listen well, you must do two things.
pay attention
listen for the meaning of what is being said.
enough to "have your ears open''.
up on your own listening.

It is not

You must concentrate.

Check

Do you do any of the following:

__ think about \'/hat you ate going to say so much, you don't
li sten to the other person
interrupt so that you can make your point
fail to ask questions to make sure you understand
look like you're listening but actually "daydream 11
use mannerisms (body language) to indicate disagreement
while someone else is talking to you
As a check en your

list~ning,

state to a friend as many of the

wol'ds of the song f'Human Rel ations 11 as you reca 11.
Truly, listening is an active process; the public service worker
knows that doing it well is an important part of his job.

f---

·-
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II.

FACTORS IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
Engaging in effective person-to-person communication would seem
to be relatively straight forward.

You can acquire the speaking

and iistening skills needed to be a good communicator.

And you

can learn common sense rules about when and where to speak -to
people.

But there is mot·e to it than that.

Before looking into

the major problems that effect your interpersonal (person-toperson) conversations, consider a few common sense situations.
Hould a pre-school teacher's aide use the same vocabulary in
talking -to a three-year old as

s~e

would in talking to the pre-

school teacher? Obviously not.
A.

Ri_ght Ti me and Place

Again, when a supervisor must talk to a subordinate, he should ask
himself the question,

11

ls this the right time and place 11 •

For

many conve}·sations, privacy is required.
(a)

Check Agree or Disagree
1.

Agree

Disagree

The words one us es should be
appropriate for the occasion.

2.

Agree

Disagree

One's choice of words rarely

has a direct bearing on an interpersonal communication.
3.

Agree _Disagree __ Personal problems should be
discussed only in private.
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B.

Attiturles and Emotions of the Individuals

Attitudes and emotions of individuals strongly affect interpersonal
communications.
(a)

Check Agree or Disagree for the following:
l.

Agree ___ Disagree

Both the speaker and the listener
have unique desires. some open
and some hidden from the other
person.

These desires can and

do strongly influence interpersonal relationships.

2: . Agree

_

Disagree _

Hhen a conversation involves a
demand from one person on another, it is unlikely to cause
an emotional response since
there is no misunderstanding.

Actually, how 0ne states a demand can effect strongly how the
listener reacts .

(Techniques for making demands sk illfully are

presented in the Oral Communications Unit.) As the film for this
(Unit) showed clearly, some people seem to react emotionally to
unemotional statements.
3.

Agree

Disagree

The feelings a person has toward another person are rarely
reflected in hi s tone of voice,
choice of vmrds or body movements.
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4,

Agree ___ Disagree ___ Human beings have acquired most
of their opinions, assumptions
and value judgments through
their relationships with other
people.

5.

P.gree ___ Disagree · - Past experience is the source
of a person's good and poor
qualities.

6.

/\g1·ee __ Disagree_ A strong bias usually blocks
an effective communication if
the subject of the communication concerns that particular
bias.

All people learn f rom experience.

All l earn much without being

aware of what was l earned or how it came about.

Public service

workers must be careful not to let their past experiences interfere with doing their job.

Reflect!

Do you have a prejudice

that might interfere with the way you do your job? If you are
aware of it you can probably control
(b)

it~

Place a check mark next to the public service jobs in
which you believe irrational prejudices might effect
formal communication with the general public.
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l.

Social Worker

6.

Trash Remover

2.

Mail Sorter

7. _

Lawyer

3.

Fire Fighter

8.

Army Officer

4.

Librarian

9.

Home Economist

5. _

f-BI Agent

10.

Forester·

Some jobs do require much more forma l contact wi th the public.
However, eve ry public service worker should develop ins ·ight into
11

What makes him tick 11 •

The \'lords

11

0bjective 11 and "subjective" are important in evaluating

one ' s relationship with other people .
The behavi o1· of an infant and o. young child is
is s.e1f-cen tered .

Eve rything is personal.

desires guide one ' s actions.

11

Subject ive" .

It

One's own feelings and

As a child grows, t he ed ucation pro-

cess in the home and school aims at making him more "objective".
That means the child shoul d learn to be less se l f-centered and more
fair and reasonable.

When the developing person becomes la rge ly

objective in his deal i ngs with others, he is said to be "adult".
In human

n~lationships

"adult" r efers not to age, but to objectivity.

Do you kn01v anyone over 21 whom you do not consider "adult"? Unfortunately, some people remain most l y "subject ive " (childish)
most of their lives.

-
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(c)

Underline True or False
1.

T

F

When an objective adult talks to a subjective
adult, it is almost as if an adult is talking
to an angry chi 1d.

2.

T

F

The most effective interpersonal relationships
are those that are childlike in character.

3.

T

F

The public service worker who is objective in
dealing with the general public will be fair
in his discussions.

4.

T·

F

Differences in the degree of objectivity of
two people is unlikely to have a negative
effect on their interpersonal communications.

C.
\~hen

Defense Mechanisms
people ar·e bothered by a physical problem such as a splinter,

we ca 1l it 11 pv.in 11 •

Hhen they a ;·e bothered by a l i Fe problem, we

ca11 it 11 Worry 11 or anxiety.
against physical harm.
avoid burns.

Every day people protect themselves

They duck to keep from bumping heads, they

In other words, they constantly dcfend
11

11

themse 1ves.

When or1e is being careful driving a car, one is using 11 defensive
driving

11
•

All pL!blic service jobs have safety procedures to pro-

teet tile \'lOrkers.
People also try to protect themselves from anxiety and frustration.
Their attempts to do this are called defense mechanisms.

All

people have them; they are valuable; but when they amount to
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self-deception, to 11 ki dd ing ourselves 11 , they are bad.

Many a

public service career has been harmed because the worker did not
understand his 11 defense mechanisms 11 .
This is a story of a 11 defense mechanism 11 at \'Wrk.
structor applied for a job at another college.

A college in-

His only reason

for not getting it was the quality of his speaking voice.
cided to take speech training.

He de-

The speech analyst made a record-

ing of the instructor's voice. The criticism was painfu l. The
ano.lyst told it like it is 11 . The instructor's speech was too
11

nasal, words were not articulated clearly and so on.
The ins tructor was a sensitive fellow.

Since he was teaching at

the time, he felt sorry for his students \'lho had to listen to his
a\~ful voice.
Then the 11 defenses 11 began to appear. He thought,
11 At least I have something to say; that speech analyst has a pretty
voice but he doesn't know anything.

He's just an actor 11 . So, the

instructor stopped feeling sorry about his voice because he had
something to say.

He felt better.

The defense mechan i sm used by

the instructor is a form of rationalization.

It was useful in

But he sti ll needed voice training a.nd he
got it. HO\-J'=Ver, if he decided it \'/asn't important because 11 COntent11 is the thing, he would have 11 0Verreacted and used a defense
reducing his anxiety.

11

mechanism poorly.

He would have used it as an excuse to 3Void

doing something the facts showed he should do.
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(a)

Underl ine True or False
l. T

F

Defense mechanisms are harmful; they have
l ittle positive value.

2. T

F

Defense mechanisms are unconscious.

We have

great trouble identifying them.

3. T

F

Peopl e use defense mechanisms to protect the i r
basic biological and socia l needs.

(b)

For each of the needs in the fo l1 owing, identify its cl ass
by placing B for Biological or S for Social next to it .

(c)

1.

Rest

5.

Air

2.

,Justice

6.

Status

?

Affection

"1

~ ·

Security

tl .

Food

8.

I

•

Water

Check Agree or Disagree in the fa l1 0\'li ng:
l.

Agree _

Disag ree

Fear of loss or failure in any
of these basic needs is related
to the development of defense
mechan i sms.

L. Agree

Disagree

Attitudes toward failure are
l earned as adults and rarely
originate from ch ildhood experience .

3.

Agree _

Disagree

All people are equa lly dominated
by the fear of fa i1 ure.
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4.

Agree _

Disagree

-

Individuals dominated by a fear
of failure are l ikely to use
defense mechanisms to keAp themselves from having to perform
or to change .

There are three defense mechanisms that are used often . One is
rationalization.
ization.

The instructor story is an example of rational-

Rationalization becomes bad when people use it to make

any impulsive, unreasonable acti on seem logical.

~~r~aking

excuses 11

i s rationalization.
You may have seen a child at pl ay break a toy and then bl ame it
on another child.

In accusing the other child, the guilty one

mi ght say, She ah1ays breaks things" . This defense mechanism is
11

called projection.
(d)

Underline True or False
1.

T

F

Rationalization is making a logical action
seem impulsive.

2.

T
I

F

Projection is assigning one's traits to
others.

If you can, list one example of projection you are aware of:
Example: A person who lies about other people accuses them of
lying about him.

1-
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Here is one kind of mechanism that tends to make people feel good.
Identification - This means assuming someone else 's favorite
qua 1i ties are their own.

A person can say:

I am as pretty as

1'1ary Lou; as btilliant as Einstein; as honest as Abe.
of this "daydreaming" is O.K.

A little

But if a person really believes

his :'identifications", it can lead to serious personality disorders.

Such a person may think that he doesn't need experience

or training to advance; that he is as good as the co-worker who
got a promotion, and so on.

He does not have a realistic idea of

his own strengths and weaknesses.
In general, the use of

defens~

mechanisms to protect our social and

psychological needs can be dangerous.
(e)

Underline True or False
1.

T

F

A co ~1on factor in all defense mechanisms is
their quality of self-deception.

2.

T

F

Defense mechanisms do not have a direct influence on interpersonal relationships.

3.

T
I

F

Defense mechanisms can lead a person to fonn
erroneous opinions

a~out

another person's

motive.
4.

T

F

A difficult but obtainable social goal for
all public service workers i s to become less
defensive through greater acceptance of others.
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5.

T

F

Putting the blame on someone else is a very
co~non

6.

T

F

form of defense mechan i sm .

Few defense mechanisms can be found in the
everyday behavior of most normal people.

D.

Role-Playing in Interpersonal Relations

Earlier in this lesson, you considered that a public service worker
has formal contacts and informal contacts .

It can be said that as

a public service employee you play a formal role and an in formal
role.
(a)

Underline True or False
1.

T

F

People you meet while you are in a formal role
do not 11 r ea ll y11 know you.

2.

T

F

Everyone weal'S a mask and plays a certain role
or roles in life.

3. T

F

It can be said that we are playing a role even
\-Jhen we are

4.

T

F

11

being ourselves 11 •

As you advance in a public service career , you
wi ll have new and different duties that will
require new modes of behavior or roles.

The way that peopl e behave tends to reflect stable values that
are important to them.

Some people are mild, some aggressive.

Some tactful, others direct . You are fami ·1i ar \'lith many such
te ndencies which psychologists call Interpersonal Values .
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(b)

On the left is a list of names of values that we all have
to some extent.

On the right is a li st of definitions for

the values on the l eft.

Match the definitions with the

names by placing the letter identifying the definition in
the space ne xt to the name.
Value Dimension
1.

Value Definition

Supp01•t

~Being

2. _Conformity

considered important

3. _Recognition

~Being

4. __ Independence
5.

Benevolence

6. _

Leadet·shi p

admired, looked up to,

in charge of others,

having authority or power
~Being

treated with under- .

standing, encouragement,
kindness .
D Sharing and helping
~Being

able to do what one

wants, making one's own
decisions
F Doing what is socially correct,
accepted and proper
Look at the value definitions .
each? Which two are

you~

How do you feel personally about

strongest tendencies?

In summary , for public service \'lorkers to be effective in interpersonal
relationships, they must be aware of their own needs and of the needs
of other people. They must begin by be·ing able to assess their 0\'ln
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strengths and weaknesses.
This concludes Section B, Exercise.
Se ction C, Evaluation, immed iately .

We recommend that you accomplish
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ANSvJER REFERfNCE SHEET
I.

Inter~ersonal

A.

(a)

1.
2.
3.

True
Fal se
True

(b)

1.
2.
3.

Formal
are
genera 1 publ ic

(c) . 1.
2.
3.
(d)

{e)

True
False
True
True

1.
2.

Fa l se
False
False

3.

(f)

6.

Formal
Informal
Informal
Formal
Formal
Informal

1.
2.
3.

True
True
Fal se

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

B.

Factors In

Inter~ersonal

Agree
Disagree
3. Agree

A.

B.

Fal se
True
True

1.
2.
3.

4.

II.

Communication Ski 11 s

1.

2.

(a)

Agree
Disagree
Disagree
4. Agree
5 . Disi.'\gree
6. Agree
1.
2.
3.

Communication
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(b)

Irrational prejudice should be avoided on all jobs.
It \t/Ould be particularly bad for jobs 1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9,

(c)

1.
2.
3.

4.

c.

(a)

1.

.....
3.
')

(b)

1.
2.
3.

True
False
True
Fa l se
Fal se
Fal se
True
B

s
s

4. B
(c)

D.

4.

Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree

(d)

1.
2.

False
True

(e)

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

True
Fal se
True
4. True
5. True
6 . False

(a )

True
2. True
3. True
4. True

(b)

1.

1.

"' .

c

'-

F

3.
4.

A
E

5.

0

6.

B

..,h

.

6.
7.

8.

13

s
s
B

--
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RELATIONSHIPS ~!IT II OTHER PEOPLE
SECTTON C

£VAIU7\fT6N

This Evaluation Exercise is to be completed a nd ma il ed or delivered
to your course monitor.

This will ensure your getting credit for com-

pleting this Unit of the Common Core Series.

Please accomplish the

fo 11 0\'>'i ng i t erns .
Fill in the crossword puzzle below.

6

ACROSS:
...,
..) .

7.
l 0.

11.
12.
13.
14.

A strong prejudice or
ca n block good relationshi~s .
Being ab l e to do 1vhat onewants to do sa ti sf ie s the need for
b ne-'s
of \'lords s houl d be correct for the occasion.
Ft··iencfs-·u s ua ll y have an
relationship.
In talking over problem-s with others ___i s important.
Everyone needs to feel
_ _ _ is ass i gning one' s traits to others.
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omm
1.

2.
4.
5.
6.
8.

We
\'lhen we try to make ou1· actions seem logical.
Wh en w
e assume someone's qualiti es as our own, we__ .__with
that person.
Individuals
when th ey do wh at is socially proper.
~Jh e n we atfract- f avorablc att en tion we gain
.
Sor.1e peop le have u strong
of failure. - - _____y1echanisms help to protect a person from anxiety.
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE

-- - - -srcrmtriJ- --- - ·ADDITIOnAT-Hli.Tt"RIALs
The development of high skill in dealing with other people is an
activity that must be continuing.

The major point made in this unit

is that advancement in any public service career field may depend
to a large ext en t upon such skills . The followin g are suggestions,
General and Specific, that may help you in your self-development.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS
The broad general recommendation is to participate in agency, \-Jorkshop, college and/or formal self-study programs.
A.

Se l f-Deve lopment

You can begirt a self-development program using the activities presented under Specific Suggestions in this Section.

The exercises

are practice ones you can use at anytime.
There are many short courses, workshops and correspondence .courses
dealing with specific aspects of human relations training.

You can

find out about them from your local library or the guidance office
of a Community College.
B.

Co)..ieg~

t1any courses in the human re 1ati ons ar-ea are offe red by community
colleges, coll eges and universi ties.

There are special courses you

can attend without being required to work for a co ll ege degree.

These
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courses have the advantage of being spread over fifteen (15} or more
vJeeks.

Thi s allows you plenty of timP. to study and practice the ideas

and techniques you are learning.
SPECIFIC
The following are activities you can use to further your human relations training with the cooperation of family members, friends or
co-vJorkers.
A.

Supervisor-Subordinate Role Play

The film showed two role plays between a supervisor and subordinates.
The situation is not a complicated one, but it does allow for a good
opportunity to practice human relations skills. The situation is
that an empl oyee causes his department to miss its work objectives
for a certain day by not reporting to \'>'Ork and not phoning in to say
he will be absent . The next day, the responsible supervisor talks
to him about it.

The supervisor's objective is to make sure that

such lack of concern for the department's objectives is not repeated .
This is a situation applicable to just about every publ ic service job .
Role play this situation with family members or friends.
once, act as the supervisor; then as the subordinate .
the script; make up your own discussion.

At least

Do not copy

However, to help your

partner and you prepare for the role play, you can read the script
of the film rol e play that fol lows.
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SCRIPT
LIMBO.

HARRY.

HARRY:

BEHIND A DESK.
Now--I'm a supervisor, okay? You've probably been
on the other side of this scene you're about to see ...
Before we begin, let me set it up for you--so you
can be on "both sides of the human relationship" ....
both failed to call in--both lousing up the work
objectives.
way.

Now .. .. I try to treat people the same

No favoritism.

I mean:

is there any other

way?
JOE AS

t~EL:

Hl\RRY:

Hey Harry --- you \A/anted to see me?
Oh, yeah Mel.

Come in boy---Glad to see you.

JOE AS MEL is good-natured---expansive, constant grin on his face .•..
feels he has a good give and take kidding relationship with HARRY,
\'tho returns the · hai1-fello\AJ-\'Iell-met attitude.

HARRY:

Nice to have you back, kiddo.

JOE AS HEL:

Ahtays nice to be back . You knm'l I consider this
p1ace my home a\•!ay from home.

HARRY:
(laughs}

Well, we miss you.

JOE AS MEL:

Oh?

When you don't show up there's

a big gap --- you 1et eve1·ybody dOI'/n.
I thought absence made the heart grow fonder?
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HARRY:
(1 aughs)

\~ell,

after the third time, your absence only makes

everybody•s heart
1JOE i\S

~1EL:

HARRY:
(needling)

11

burn

11

~

If you know i<Jhat I mean?

I get the picture.
Besides -- we do expect you to call in
just sit

al~ound

~owe

don•t

all day \'lorrying ourselves to death

wondering how your golf game•s coming along.
JOE AS

I~EL:

Come on:

I didn 1 t play golf---at least not yes-

terday .•.•

Hr'\RRY :

You mean you were really sick?

,JOE AS MEL:

iifell, I felt a little \voozy when I got up in the
: :1o1~n i n9

.. . so I just dozed off . .. Joan woke me too

1ate.

HARRY:

Why didn•t you at least call in?

JOE AS MEl :

Well ... one thing l ed to another ...

( gri nrltng)

HARRY:

Look, Mel -- r•m a reasonable guy---don•t want to
interfere with your life .. . but you do have aresponsibility ... to the section ... rest of the people ...
got jobs to do ... objectives to rneet ... if we don't
meet our goals it only louses up people along the
line .. . Yesterday we had to move somebody to your
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place who couldn't work as well as you ... so we
didn't get everything done ...
JOE AS

t~EL:

I know ... just one of those tliings.

I'm only

human, right?
HARRY:

We're all only human.
don'lmake

JOE .. AS

I~EL:

Right.

~next

So next time give us a break ...

tim.£_, right?

No next time.

CAMERA ZOOMS TO CU HARRY.
Small GrouQ_piscussion
Holding a small group discussion (3-7 people) will enable you to
practic!; communication -skills but also to deepen your understanding
of basic ideas .

For this unit, you can organize an informal small

group (family, friends) and discuss the topic, 11 People a1·e mutually
dependent on one another in many different ways 11 •

Actually, you can

encourage family members and friends to watch the Common Core films
with you.

Then they can

wo~k

with you on practice exercises such as

this much more easily.
C.
l\

Roles in

Interperson~ommunjcations

development of one's ideas about the idea of 11 playing roles 11 in

life can be had through small group discussion.
us to take pbsitions, to play a role.

Situations require

In an informal group discussion

L
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examine roles played by you,

f~mily

members and

find that many are useful and necessary.

fri~nds.

You will
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST
SPEC IAL ACTIVITIES

Supervisor
Role Play
Defense Mechanisms:
Did yo u: ra ti onalize
project
identify
Role Pl aying:

What role did you play?
Did you Act:

supporti ve
confor-ming
respectful
independent
benevol ent
as a leade r
\~ere

you:

fotmal
informal
objective
subjective
Did yo u:
pay attention
remembel~

Small Group
Discussion

Rol es in
Communication
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D.

Understanding Interpersonal Relationship

To share in your understanding of this topic, prepare and deliver an
informal 3 to 5 minute talk to be given to family members and friends.
The topic of your talk is ''Understanding interpersonal relationships
can help a person to effectively work with people".
REFERENCES
Games Peopl e Play, Eric Berne, Grove Press, 1969 .
I'm OK: You're OK: A Practical Guide to Transac tional
Harris, Harper-Row, 1969.

Anal~,

T. A.

How to Read a Person Like a Book , G. I. Nierenberg and Henry Calero ,
Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1971.

APPENDIX C
CAREER EDUCATION OVERVIEW

,.

'
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CAREER EDUCATION
Introduction
The advent of career education upon the public schools system
in this country can be directly attributed to Marland (1972).

The

tone of his article, indeed of the career education movement can
be inferred from Marland's opening remarks.
"The first attitude that school principals should
change, I suggest, is our own. We must purge ourselves
of academic snobbery. For education's most serious failing i s its self-ind uced, voluntary fragmentation, the
strong te~dency of education ' s several parts to separate
fr om one ano t her , to divide the entire enterprise against
itse lf. The most grievous example of these intramural
cl ass distinctions i s, of course , the false dichotomy
bebreen thi ngs academic and things vocational. As a
f irst step , I sugges t we dispose of the term vocational
education and adopt the t erm career education. Every
you·ng-per.son in school belon gs in that categot·y at some
point, whether engaged in preparing to be a surgeon, a
bricklayer, a mother, or a secretary." (p. 188)
The concept of career educati on is stil l emerging during this
decade.

The career education concept has it ' s roots iD developmental

psychology and vocational guidance.

A plan for career development

of our nation's children certainly represents a tremendous challenge
for educators in general and educational psychologi sts and counse lors
in particular .

Career education is a total concept that should per-

meate all of education ... it should become a part of the studen t' s
curriculum from the moment r1e enters school.

By giving meaning to
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academic skills, career education should neither deny intellectual
achievement nor denigrate manual skills.
Although there are central concepts of career education, such
as, preparing for a successful career, hands-on occupational experiences ;in the classroom and field, orderly progression of career development, and placing value on the worth and dignity of all work.
There are four distinct models of career education.

A brief des-

cription of these four models will help to put the film Relationships
\~ith

Other People and the curriculum material, 11 Getting Along With

Others 11 which served as a cognitive base: for the film in perspective.
Adaptati ons of the following four models have been developed to
meet particular needs.
-

School-Bdsed Model
Certainly the most thoroughly developed model of career education developed to date is the school-based model.

The school-based

model concerns itself with the total curriculum of students from
pre-schools to colleges or universities.

As a part of making the

world of work, or the 40,000 or so different occupations, make sense
to students, 15 career clusters or broad occupational groupings
were developed.

Figure 12 shows the current 15 USOE career clusters.

It is important to note that each of these career clusters or
families includes many diverse occupations.

Therefore, skill train-

ing for a career cluster would necessarily have to focus around a

--
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AGRI - BUSINESS AND NATURAL RESOURCES
BUSINESS AND OFFICE
COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA
CONSTRUCTION
CONSUMER AND

HOMEt~AKING

PUBLIC SERVICE
FINE ARTS AND HUI·1ANITI ES
ENVIRONMENT
HEALTH
HOSPITALITY AND RECREATION
MANUFACTURING
MARKET ING AND DISTRIBUTION
MARINE SCIENCE
TRANSPORTATION
1:__

PER~ONAL

Figure 12 .

U.S.O,E.

Designat~d

SERVICES

Career Clusters.
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broad core of common skill competencies for that particular career
cluster.

Career education then can be distinguished from vocational

education in its more comprehensive objectives and goals.

Whereas

career education might help to prepare a student for a health career,
vocation education might prepare a student for a career as a dental
technician.
Figure 13 shows the sequential phases of career education.
Phase I - Career A\Atareness (grades K - 6) concerns itself with creating an awareness of the world of work and the 15 USOE career
cl usters.

Students at this level are encouraged to fantasize abou t

careers and begin to explore how they feel about themselves.

Phase II -

The Career Exploration Phase, occurs at the junior high school level
(grades 7 - 9).

Students at this level are encouraged to explore

career clusters , and begin to formulate tentative career decisions
and relate these decisions to educationa l programs at the secondary
school level.

Phase III - The Career

Ori~ntation

Phase, (grades 9-

11) provides students with an in-depth orientation to two or three
of the fifteen USOE careef education clusters.

Students at this

level would find out about the different career families comprising
a career cluster.

Voluntary or paid work expedence in a

careel~

area might be a component of this phase of career education.

The

final phase of the school-based career education is Phase IV - The
Career Preparation Phase, and this
(and beyond).

~hase

occurs at grades 11-14

The sequentia l development of career education should
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College or
University

1---------Post-Secondary
Training
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Phase II
Career Exploration ·
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Phase I
Career Awareness
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Figure 13.

___

Four phases of schoo l based model--Career Education.
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allow students to focus in on a specific career cluster at this
point. Students should begin to translate their attitudes, appreciations, coping behaviors, career in formation, decision making, ed ucational awareness, lifestyle and self-development into a career
preparation program.
a

stude~t

Vocational education could be one option for

at this phase . The student who completes the school-based

caree·r education program has three options upon 1eavi ng secondary
school : entry level work, advanced technical

training ~ at

a

post- ~

secondary level, or attendance at a college or university for beginning
professional career preparation.
Employer Based·-----Model
------'It---------·This model i s ba sed on a total educational experience for students
f rom thi r t een to ei ghteen who find current school offerings unchallenging . This model is an alternate system to conventional schools
and shows promise in helping potential dropouts.

Public and private

employers vwrk together with educational agencies to form a consortium whe reby students can acquire both academic and j ob-related
preparation.
Problems yet to be resolved with the Employer Based Model of
career education include:

providing appropriate incentives for the

employer, child labor lav1s and insu rance problems associated with
having students at v1ork, and insuring that students get a IJ/ide variety
of career related work experience . . . not j us t training for a specific
job in a specific company.

1-
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tlome

Comm~n i

ty-Based _Model_

This model is designed to reach out-of-school adults·:who want
to train for new jobs.
education

n~ssage

The principal media used to get this career

out are television and radio.

The USOE Public

Service Career film series was developed to meet the needs of young
unemployed or underemployed adults, and be shown via close circuit
television to the target audience in their homes.

Ne~

methods and

ideas for helping the media and local communities provide a HomeBased Model for career education are only being pilot tested now.
This model shows promise in that is has the potential to reach
selected target populations such as unemployed teenagers and middle
Rge housewi ves looking for new careers more effectively than tradi-

tiona1 school-based programs.
Res idential Model
This fourth model of career education is designed for disadvantaged families primarily living in rural or isolated areas •.
Under this model an actual community is formed of two or three
thousand people and the families are provided with food and shelter
while one or both of the parents gets hands-on job training.
The pilot residential model program has been occuring at an
Air Force base near Glasgow, Montana.

This center serves residents

from Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Wyoming.

APPENDIX 0
PERSONOLOGICAL VARIABLES
COMBINED Sy, To, AND Ai SCALE
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.

1.

I enjoy social gatherings just to be with people.

2.

I looked up to rny father as an ideal man.

3.

A person needs to 11 show off 11 a little now and then.

4.

Our thinking would be a lot better off if we would just
forget about \'lords l ike 11 probably, 11 11 approximately, 11 and
11
perhaps. 11

5.

When in a group of peopl e I usually do what the others want
rather than make suggestions.

6.

I liked

7.

Several times a week I feel as if something dreadful is
about to happen.

8.

I have had very peculiar and strange experiences.

9.

It makes me feel like a failure when I hear of the success
of someone I know well.

11

Alice in \4onderland 11 by Lewis Carroll.

~mmen.

10.

Us dally I woul d prefer to work \'lith

11 .

i have- very few fear·s compared to rny friends.

12 .

For most questions there is just one right anS\'Ier , once a
person is abl~ to get all the facts.

13.

As a child I used to be able to go to my parents with my
pr·ob 1em$.

14.

I seem to be about as capable and smart as most others around
me.

15.

I

16.

The trouble with many people i s that they don•t take things
seriously enough .

17.

I have often met people who were supposed to be experts who
were no better than I.

18.

I liked school.

19.

It is always a good thing to be frank.

20.

A 'IJindstorm terrifies me.

usually take an active part in the entertainment at parties.
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21.

I feel sure that there is only one true religion.

22.

It is very hard for me to te 11 anyone about myse 1f.

23.

I usually feel nervous and ill at ease at a formal dance
or party.

24.

I have at one time or another in my life tried my hand at
\'Jri ti ng poetry.

25.

Once a week or oftener I feel suddenly hot all over, without
apparent cause.

26.

With things going as they are, it 1 s pretty hard to keep up
hope of amounting to something.

27.

I like to be the center of attention.

28.

I can be friendly with people who do things which I consider
wrong.

29. · I have; no dread of going ir.t.o a room by myself \'/here other

people have already gathered and are talking.

30.

31.

When in ~ group of people I have trouble thinking of the right
things to talk about.
It is annoying to listen to a lecturer who cannot seem to make
up his mind as to what he really believes.

32.

I don • t b1arne anyone for trying to grab a11 he can get in this
world.

33.

I was a slow learner in school.

34.

I 1 ike poetry.

35.

I am likely not to speak to people until they speak to me.

36.

I do not dread seeing a doctor about a sickness or injury.

37.

Sometimes without any reason or even when things are going
\"rang I feel excitedly happy, 11 0n top of the \'lorld. 11

38.

It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party even

when others are doing the same sort of thing.
39.

Mo5t people make friends because friends are likely to be useful
to them.
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40.

It is all right to get around the law if you don't actually
break it.
·

41 .

Parents are much too easy on their children nmoJadays.

42 . Most people will use somewhat unfair means to gain profit or
an advantage rather than to lose it.
43.

I have a tendency to give up easily when I meet difficult
problems.

44.

I would like to wear expensive clothes.

45.

I have strange and peculiar thoughts.

46.

I frequently notice my hand shakes when I try to do something.

47.

I like parties and socials.

48.

I should like to belong to several clubs cr lodges.

49.

Teachers often expect too much work from the students.

tiO .

I do not 1\r.lVe a great fear of snakes.

1t-

51.

I commor~ly vmnder what hidden reasons another person may have
for doing something nice for me.

52.

Sometimes I feel as if I must injure either myself or someone
else.

53. · I have had more than my share of things to worry about.
54.

I am quite often not in on the gossip and talk of the group
I belong to.

55.· I think I would like to fight in a boxing match sometimes.
56.

Once in a while I laugh at a dirty joke.

57.

If given the chance I \1/ould make a good leader of people.

58.

I like to plan a home study schedule and then follow it.

59.

I have often found people jealous of my good ideas, just because they had not thought of them first.

60 . Most people are honest chiefly through fear of being caught.
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61.

At times I have worn myself out by undertaking too much.

62.

I love to go to dances.

63.

Most people ~nwardly dislike putting themselves out to help
other people.

64.

People pretend to care more about one another than they really
do.

65.

I like to read about history .

66.

The future is too uncertain for a person to make serious plans.

61.

The man who provides temptation by leaving valuable property
unprotected is about as much to blame for its theft as the one
\'iho steals it.

68.

I arn a good mixer.

69.

When a man is with a woman he is usually thinking about things
r2lated t o her sex.

70 .

I

71.

Only a foo ·l would try to change our American way of life.

72.

I often feel as though I have done something wrong or wicked.

73.

In school I found it very hard to talk before the class.

74.

Lawbreakers are almost always caught and punished.

75.

I dread the thought of an earthquake .

76 .

I think most people would lie to get ahead .

77.

I like science.

78.

I often 1ose rny temper.

79.

I am bothered by people outside, on streetcars, in stores, etc.,
watching me .

80.

I ha ve no fear of water.

81 .

1 1ike to read about science.

82.

It is hard for me to act natural when I am with new people .

someti~es

fee l that I am a burden to others.

i~

:---

1-
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83.

1 refuse to play some games because I am not good at them.

84.

I feel that I have often been punished without cause.
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
Please read the following questions and answer them to the best of
your abi 1i ty. Put your answers on the separate "ANS\~ER SHEET. 11 If
you have any questions while taking this test, please raise your
hand and you will be helped .
1.

~1a ry,

Jane, and Joan are supervisors at an agency . ~1ary, Jane,
and Joan must interview people to find out what their needs are.

--Mary: Our goal is to do the job efficiently. Since this
agency is tax-supported, we owe it to the taxpayers to do the
job as fast and efficiently as possible. When you in tervie~
people, don't waste time on chit chat and smiles. Get to the
point i~nediately, ask the necessary questions, and go on to
the next person. You should be able to interview 35 people
a day if you spend 3 minutes on each person. This will save
the taxpayer money .
--Jane: I 1t1an t my employees to tak-e their time to be fr ·iendly.
Smile , ask the necessar-y questions, then go on to the next
person. Be sure to get the answers to every question . Don't
chBt informal ly because too many people have to wait in line.
--Joan: We don ' t want to embarrass these people. Be as in- formal as possible. Try to get as much information as you can
when you talk about their families, their ho pes and dreams.
If they don't want to answer questions that seem embarrassing
to them, forget it. Remember, we are here to serve the people.
Which supervisor is best as person-to-person relationships in
your opinion?

2.

a.

r~ary

b.
c.
d.

Jane
Joan
hard to tell based on the above statements

"Public Service" can best be described as:
a. charity or volunteer work
b. working for the government
c. servi ng in the Armed Forces
d. working for a personnel agency

-·
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3. Joan wanted to do we ll on the job . When ~he didn 't get her
work done right, she al ways to l d her supervis or the reasons
w~y she had fai led to do the job correctly.
How do you think Joan's supervisor felt about Joan ?
a.

She liked Joan because she was trying t o do a good j ob
and was honest enough to tell her why she di dn 't do things
VIe 11

b.
c.
d.

.

She felt Joan was lazy and 11 scapegoati ng 11 and did not care
about doing her work.
She felt Joan was a chronic 11 buck passer 11 and couidn't be
trusted at a11 .
She fe lt Joan rationalized and would be a good worker if
she could break this habit.

4. A license intervi ewer in a motor vehicle agency wou ld normally
have
discussions with applicants.
a.
b.

c.
d.

friendly
formal
brief
in formal

5. The boss -employee relationship:
a.

should norma1ly be on a formal basis. This lets everyone
know where he stands . If you're f ri endly with your em. p1oyees, they'll try to take advantage of you . .
b. should al ways be on a formal basis. Then your employees
wi ll know exactly where you stand at all times.
c. shou ld normally be on an informal bas is as this approach
wi ll work in a number of situations. However , you should
realize that a forma l approach may be required at t imes .
d. shou l d always be on an informal bas is. Being a friend as
well as a supervisor will resu lt in getting the most work
out of your loyal employees.

6.

Peopl e communicate best when:
a.
b.

they Viri te to each other. Hhen everything i s down in b1ack
and white, it' s easy fo r peopl e to unde rstand ea.ch other .
they concentrate on the words each other i s saying . Listenin g to the tone or the way a person says someth ing can be
mis l ell.d ing. People s hould concentrate on 11 i'IOrds 11 and try
not to l et other things influence them because most persons
don 't say things Lm1ess t hey really mecn them .

=
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c.

they listen to words, the tone of voice and the way other
persons move when talking. People don't always say what
they feel . Sometimes a person can say one thing but his
movements and tone tell you he believes some thing else.
You ll be more accurate if you take in the whole picture.
they look each other in the eye v1hen they are talking.
Forget about the words people say. You'll get a better
picture of a person if you have eye contact with him, watch
his body movements, and listen to the tone of voice.
1

d.

7.

Although Frank had always secretly wanted to be a policeman,
when his parents asked him if he wanted to become a pol iceman,
he rep 1i ed, 11 No, I thought Suzy wanted to work for the po 1ice."
Frank's statement is an example of:
a.
b.

c.
Q,

8.

c.
d.

principle~

in interpersonal relationships is to:

think of yourself first and try to help others v1hen you can
l ook out for yourself. Other people are going to look out
for thems~ l ve s, so you'd better protect yourself.
think of the needs of other peoole as well as your own. Try
to imagine yourself in the other person's pl ace .
think of the feelings of other people. Put yourself in the
other person's shoes. Your needs are not as i mpo rtant as
the feelings of others.

In your judgment, \'lhy would a boss-employee relationship not
have to be 11 formal 11 all the time?
a.
b.
c.
d.

10.

II

One of the
a.
b.

9.

rationalization
a defense mechanism
denial
a Uwh i te 1i e

~--

~-

the 11 informa1 11 approach is the best way to get work done
the 11 formal 11 approach is too stuffy
it's good for the boss to re 1a.x now and then and be 11 i nforma 1"
sometimes a boss can get more information to help the employee
by using the informal approach

The best way to get ahead is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

to 1:1ake othet· peop 1e 1ook bad if you can. Then you wi 11 1ook
good to the boss.
put the blame on others it the job has been done badly .
take all the credit if the job has been done well. Have
confidence in yo urself.
share t~e credit and the blame for the jobs done

'

-
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11.

Why do you think public service workers need to know about relationships with other people?
a.

they need to be friendly with people so everyone they deal
\IIi th will l ike them
b. it's important to know how people behave so public service
workers can guide them
c. it's important for public service workers to know how civil ians communicate between themsel ves
d. for success o~ the job
12.

The personnel manager wanted to pl ace a newly hired worke r, Bill ,
in Frank 1 s office . Most of the people in Bill •s racial group
that Frank had hired had made many mistakes in their work. Frank
should:
a.
b.
c.
d.

13.

People use def ense mechanisms to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

14.

gair. recognition by being defensive
to show thei r concern for their fellow workers
to stlield themselves from anx i ety
to guard themselves from others who are out to get them

What is meant by l istening on "two l evel s?."
a.
b.
c.
d.

15.

turn Bill down .. . experience is the best teacher
take Bill, but write down al l of the mistakes made in the
office so that it would be easy to fire him
ta ke !3ill, try to work \'lith him, forget about the mistakes
others have n1ade
none of the above

listening for what is said and for all the silent signals
under the surface
listening for both the conscious and unconscious motives
li stening for both the rea l information and the false
information too
listening to the words and the background noise at the same
time

A major role of ______ workers is to help peop le in need:
a.
b.

c.
d.

per·sona ~ service

social service
publi c service
ai 1 of the above

·-
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16.

Carol was new on the job. She wanted to make friends with the
people at work . What's best for Carol?
a.
b.
c.

d.
17.

b.
c.

d.

d.

warm and open discussions
honest discussions
formal
informal

"Building fen ces" refers to:
a.

b.

,.

"

.

d.

20.

formal discussions are guided by procedures or regulations
ir.for~a l discussions are easie~ to have
formal discussions are less time consuming than s ome informal
' . SCUSSlOnS
.
C1
thc:c re i s no n~a 1 difference

What kind of dis cussi ons do you think a rec reation aide working
in a ci ty playground vtould usually have with youn g children?

a.
b.
c.
19.

1-

The primary difference between "formal" and "informal" discussions
is :
a.

18.

Carol shou ld be formal with other workers until she gets to
know them better . It's best not to be too fr iendly unti l
you find out who's nice and who isn't.
Carol should be warm, bright and easy to talk t o. She should
spend ti me li stening to people. People li ke good listeners .
Carol shou ld let people know what kind of person she is.
People can 't de cide if they like you if they don 't know anything about you. It will be easier for them if Carol tells
them about her ideas, and how she feel s about things. Before
long, everyone would be trying to be Carol ' s friend. People
love interesting people.
all of the above

construction skil ls
defense mechanisms
work exper ience in carpentry
none of the above

Susan , Betty~ and Joan were eli gib ility aides . Their job was to
ca ll on unw~d mothers each month. Eac h of t hem nad t o f ill out
reoorts on each mother . Whi ch me thod do you fee l was most
effective?
a.

Susan sat on the living room couch with the mother . She knew
the children and took time to play with t hem sometimes . She
't!as very info rmal \vhen she asked questioi1s and smiled often.

--~
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b.
c.

d.

Betty believed it was embarrassing to the mothers to ask
personal questions. Therefore , she was very forma l, asked
the necessary questions, and l eft as soon as she could .
Joan sat on the couch with the mother. She knew the chi ldren well and spent most of her time playing with them .
She asked just the questions she felt were important. She
had a warm, personal relationship with her clients.
It is difficult to say which method is more effective .
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GROUP

STUDENT NUMBER

- -

INSTRUCTIONS
The purpose of this study is to measure the meanings of certain
things to various people by having them judge themagainst a series
of descriptive scales. In taking this test, please make your
judgments on the basis of what these things medn !Q_yQ~. On each
page of this booklet you will find a different concept to be judged
and beneath it a set of scales. You are to rate the concept on
each of these scales in order.
Here is how you are to use these scales:
If you fee 1 that the concept at the top of the page is .Y~!:L.5_l_ose_!.y_
related to one end of the scale, you should place yo ur check-mark
as fonows:
. fair -X-:- -:- -:- -:- -:- -:- - unfair
or
fair ---:- -:- -:- -:--- :- -:-X-: unfair
If yo lJ fee l that the concept is ~te closelv related to one or
the o:her end of the scale (but notextremefyf~ you should place
your ch eck-mark as f ollows:
strong ___ :_X_ : __: __ : _ _ : __ : __ : weak
or
strono- - -:--- :- -:- -:- -:--X :
- -: weak
If the concept seems Q!i!...t_slightly related to one side as opposed
to the other s ide (but is not really neutral), then you should
check as follows:
active __ :___ :__X_: __: __ : __: __ _ passive
or
active ___ :__ : __ :___ :_X_: ___ : __ passive
The direction toward which you check, of course, de pends upon whi ch
of the t\'10 ends of the scale seem most characte1·istic of tf1e thing
you're judging.
If you consider the concept to be neutral on the scale, both s ides
of the sea 1e equally associ ated \-Ji th the-concept, or if the sea 1e
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is comp1etelJ. irrevelant, unr·elated to the concept, then you should
place your check -mark in the middle space:
safe __ :__ :__ :_ _L: __ :__:__ : dangerous
H~PORTANT:

(1) Place your check-marks in the middle of soac_es ,
not on the boundaries:
Not This

This
:

:

X :

:

- - --- - - - - - -X- -:- (2) Be sure you check every sca l e for every concept-do not omit any.
(3) Never put more than one check-mark on a single
scale.
Sometimes you
on the tes t.
fq_t th th~ou 9 h
si ffi i1 ar i t ems

may feel as though you ' ve had the same item before
This will not be the ca se, so do not l ook back and
the i terns . Do not try to remember hmv you checked
earli er in the test. Make each item a sena~ate artd
ill.:L~J~s~ n d~t]_~-j ~!.2.9.mE:D_!:_. Work at fair f y ili gh speed ·· through ~h i s
test . Do no t \·Jor r y or puzzl e over individual items . It E your
f irst i mp 1·e s s ions~ t he immediate 11 feeling s 11 about the items, that
w~ want . Cn the other hand, pl ease do not be careless because we
want your true impressions.
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INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

flexible

rigid

closed

open

tense

relaxed

pleasure
bad
strong
interesting

pain

.

--

good
vteak
boring

vwrk

fun

easy

difficul t

-
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WORK

-

good

bad

slow

fast

1arge

small

rounded - dark

angular

..
---.
'

bright
rugged

delicate

passive

active

1- - -

light
dirty

heavy

..

clean

1-

r--
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UNDERSTANDING OTHERS

sick
val uable

hea l thy

.
--

wo;·thl ess

kind
sad

cruel

..

happy

good

bad

sour

S\<Jeet

awful
i mpol·t ant

ugly

nice
unimportant
beautiful
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PEOPLE

red

green

happy

sad

light

dark

unfair

fair

wise
av1ful
honest
in fot·mc: 1

foolish
nice
dishonest
formal

bad

good

beautiful

ugly
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WORKING FOR THE GOVERNt1ENT
(PUBLIC SERVICE)

cowardly

brave
dishonest

honest

pleasant __:

valuable
boring _ _:

good __ :

closed

unpleasant

.

-- ·

\'lorthless
interesting

bad
open

sour

sweet

clean

• dirty
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UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF

boring

interesting

fun

\vork

..

bad
important

uni mportant

dark

1i ght

familiar
dHfi cult
necessary
foolish

good

strange

..

easy
unnecessary
wise
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING FRIENDLY
TO SUCCESS ON THE JOB

yes

no

confusing

clear

negative

positive

kind

cruel

rich

poor

bad

good
boring

interesting
false
important

true
-

..-

unimportant

L
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GETTING ALONG

~JITH

OTHER PEOPLE

good

bad

wise

foo li sh

unimportant

i mpor tant

easy

difficult

ugly

-

.

beauti fu l

- ·-

complicated

simpl e

true

fa l se
go
dirty

. ..

stop
cl ean
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401
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448
414
444
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NON-TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP
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APPENDIX J
TEXT OF RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
CO~~ON

CORE CURRICULUM GUIDE
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UN I T
R E L AT I 0 NS H I P S

1.

6

WI T H 0 T H E R

P E0 P L E

Ability to distinguish between forma l and in forma l behavior.

2. Ability to identify the important factors in communicating
with people.
3.

Ability to understand how defense mechanisms affect communication with others.

4.

Ability to identify the roles played in effective personto-person communication .

5.

Ability to acquire the human relations ski ll s needed for
getting along with others both on and off t he job.

6.

Ab ili ty to es tabli sh greater personal e ff ecti veness with
oth ers so as t o develop better cooperation and superiorsubord i nate re lationsh ips in public-service working situat ions.

7.

Abi lity to recognize the mutual dependence of individuals
on each other.

8.

Abil ity to form positive attitudes toward the worth and
dignity of every human being .

9.

Ab ility to become m-tare of hm..; fee lings af fect one's o\'m
behavior, as well as one ' s relationships wi th other people.

10.

Ability to use an unde rstanding of human relationshi ps to
effectively work with people .

l1.

Ab i 1ity t o ·i mprove communications 'II i th others by developing greater eff ectiveness in dealing with people in the
~o rld of pub lic servi ce .
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INTRODUCTION
Perhaps the single most i mportant skill that a public service
worker, or anyone for that matter, needs, is the ability to
get along \~ith other people. "Person-to-person" relationships
are the building blocks of all social interactions between
two individuals. If there is one essential ingredient for
success in life, both on and off the job, it is developing _
greater effectiveness in dealing with people.
The ski ll of the teacher is critical to the success of this
unit. He should establish a permissive and non-threatening
group climate in which free communication and behavior can
take place . The importance of . this unit cannot be over stated.
The overall objective is to establish greater personal effectiveness with others and to develop better cobperati~e and ·
superior-subordinate relationships in the public service
occupations. Obtaining greater "self-awareness" is a large
part of this goal. Because interpersonal relations are
affected by a variety of factors, some attention should be
given initially to basic rules of conduct and behavior on
the job.

--

INTERPERSONAL CONDUCT AND BEHAVIOR ON THE JOB
Most public service agencies have clearly defined rules and
regulations, The behavior of the public service worker is
often guided by the established procedures and direc tives of
that individual agency. In many cases, even individual departments or units will have procedures manuals, which regulate conduct and office work.
Formaj Organization of the Office
At one point or another, most public service employees either
work directly in an office, or come in frequent contact with
other people working in an admin·istrative or staff office.
Students should become familiar with the organizational structure of the occupational groups in which they are planning on
working. A park worker, for example, must know about the
organization of the Parks Department--what kinds of staff or
administrative services are provided, what about training,
what are the saf~ty rules, what goes into personnel records ,
etc. Preparing a flow chart of the relationships between
different pos itions in a particular agency is one way of
learning about the organization of that office or agency.

1-
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Of_fice as a Sett i'!..9__for Formal and

In~ormal

Relations

It is necessary to become aware of the different ki nds of
social relations shared with co-workers and the public. Some
co-workers, for example, are seen only at work, and others
are seen socially after work and/or on weekends. Factors
that determine which co-\'mrkers become ~rsona 1 friends and
which are just ~Ol'k friends should be considered and discussed.

-

On the other hand, a public service worker usually has more
forma l relationships with the publ ic with whom he comes into
contact. Consider the re l ~tionships of the preschool teacher's
aide and his students, the library helper and iris 'library
patrons, the police cadet and the genera l public, etc . In
each of these cases, the public expects the publi c-service
worker to help them with a particular service.
Although the distinction between formal and informa l social
relationships is no t always cl ear, one should be sens itive to
the fact that both kinds of re lationships affect the behavior
of the public and the public service emp loyee. Normally, the
very organization of the public ·service office helps to cr2ate
a soc~a l climate for developing working relationships of a
formal n~ture, and personal relationships with co-workers and
the public which are of a more impersonal nature.
Office

B~.::hav·i

or

·-·-·-----~----

Specific kinds of behavior relate to these formal and informal
relationships \vith other people. Typi cally, the formal relationship is well prescribed and regulated by procedures or
directives. The license interviewer, as an example , has
specific questions t o ask , and specific information to obtain
from the applicant. Their relationship can be described as
formal or prescribed by regulation. On the other hand, other
office behavior can best be des cribed as informal and nonprescribed (or fre e ). Interpersona l re lations in this case
are often more pe rsotla·l and r·elaxed by their very natm·e.
INT ERPERSONAL

COt1~iUNICATION

- THE t·1EAN ING

Int~per_:;_Q.:Ilil l cof!i~~_ni cation can be defined u.s a ~v.·o -\<Jay_ flow
of i nfcrm2tion from _l!erson- t o-oerson . One cannot study human
relations viit.hout exam·in·ing the constant relationships that
man has with other peop l e; the i ndividual does not exist in
a vacuum. Most of man ' s psychol ogical and social needs are
met through de a1i ngs with othr;r peep 1e . In fact, one psychi atrist (Harry Stark Su llivan) has developed a theory of
personality bused upon interpersonal situations. This ~iew

1-

,_
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point, known as the Int e rper ~ona l Theory of Psychiatry,
claims that personality is essentially the enduring pattern
of continued interpersonal relationships between people.
This interpersonal behavior is all that can be observed as
perso~alit:t_.

Importance of Face-to-Face Contacts
The very phrase, Public Service Occuoations, suggests frequent
face-to-face contacts with not only the ge neral public, but
with co-workers as well. With possibly a few exceptions,
practically every pub 1 i c service emp 1oyee encounters frequent
person-to-person contacts both on and off the job. The ability to get along with people is a very important part of publicservice work.
Li stening_Techni gues
Effective listening is a critical part of interpersona l communicati ons. Listening is an active process, requiring not only
that or.e n:us t p~.2_!ten~1.9-~- to vJhat ·is being said, but that
one must also lis te n for the meaning of what is being said .
f~lmost o~i e-halfo+·the total time spent communicat·ing, (reading,
writinJ , speaking , or l istening) is spent ir. listening.
E·;en U10'J9h people get cor:siderable practice at listening,
they dcn't do too well at it. Many studies have shown that,
on the average, a person retains only about 25 percent of a
given speech after only 10 minutes have elapsed. Most people
forget three quarters of \'/hat they hear in a relatively short
period of time. Clearly, people need to improve their listening skil l s if they are to become more effective in their relations with other people.
FACTORS IN INTERPERSONAL

Cm1~·1U~!ICATION

There are a number of components that affect the person-toperson relationship. Some of the factors co®non to both the
sender and the receiver in a person-to-person communication
are:
The Attitudes and Emotions of the Individuals
For example - two people are shout ing and scr eaming at each
oth2r - how effective is their interpersonal communication?
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The

tk~eds

and Hants of the People Communicating

Both the sender and receiver have unique desires, some
open, and some hidden from the other person. These needs
can and do strongly influence interpersonal relationships.
0

The Imolied Demands of the Sender and Receiver
An important factor in interpersonal comnunications inv.olves
requests or demands. How are these demands handled? What
are some typical responses to demands? These factors are
common to both the sender and the rece iver in interpersonal
relations and affect the individual behavior of the people
communicating.

The Choice of Words of the Conversant
One•s choice of words can have a direct bearing on the interpersonal communication. The vocabulary one uses in interpersonal relationships should be appropriate for the occasion.
For example, a preschool t eacher•s aide would not use the
same vocabulary in talking to a three-year old, as she would
in t~ l king to the preschool teacher.

How Each Sees the Other
The pr·ocess of communicating from person-to-person is greatly
influenced by the perception that the sender and receiver
have of each other. The feelings that a person has toward
the other person are reflected in his tone of voice, choice
of words, and even in his body 1angua~. A reference book
mentioned in the resource section of this unit, How to Read
a Person Li ke a Book, deals with the importance of body language in pe1·son-to-person rel ati onshi ps.
The Ri g_b_LJj.me and Pl a~e
Another factor that may be important in interpersonal relationships i s the timing of the communication. For example, one
of the first thinys a supervi sor should do if he wants to
talk over a problem with hi s subordinate, i s ask the question:
11
·~rs th ·: s the ri ~J ht time anJ p1ace ?
Problems should not generally be discussed in the middle of an office , where other
employEes, or the public, can hear the discuss ion. Personal
problems should be discussed only in private.
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The Effect of Past

Experien~~

In general, the quality of the person-to-person transaction
will depend upon the past experience of the individuals.
Human beings have acquired most of their opinions, assumptions,
and value judgments through their relationships with other
people. Past experience not only helps to teach peopl e about
effective interpersona l relationships, it is also often responsible for the irrational prejudices that a person displays~
A strong bias usually blocks the interpersonal relations hip
if the subject of the communication concerns that particula.r
bias.
The Effect of Personal Differences
An additional factor in interpersonal communications involves
the intelligence and other persona l differences of the people
communicating. An example of such a personal difference is the
objecti_~ity of the people involved, as compared \'tith their
subtectivj_tt. One person may try to be very fair and objective
ir1 discussing a point with another person, yet this other
pe-r·so:'l is, at th e same time, taking everythin g personally and
being very subjective in his viewpoint. It is almost as if an
adu lt was ta1king to an angry child.
Such differences can impede the communications flov1 bet\'/een
two people. In fact, all the factors mentioned in communications sho:.Jld be examined as to whether they block or facili- ·
tate interpersonal relationships. The most effective interpersonal relationships are those that are adult-li ke in their
chr.1racter.
DEFENSE MECHANISMS IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
Defense mec hanisms are attempts to defend the individual from
They are essent·i a..!l.L._a reaction to frustrati O.!l_:3_
_self-deception.

~~xi e_tl_: __

Causes for Defense Mechanisms
In order t o help understand some of the causes for defense
mechanisms. remember the basic human n2cds:
o

?.Lq.l_Qg_ical or phys iological needs - hunger, water, rest,
etc.
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0

~sycholQgical

JUstice, etc.

qr social

n~eds-

status, security, affection,

Fear of failure in any of these basic needs appears to be
related to the development of defense mechanisms; attitudes
toward failure, in turn, originate cut of the fabric of
childhood experience. The social and cultural conditions
encountered during childhood determine the rewards and controls which fill one's later life. These childhood experiences, and their resultant consequences, affect personality
development, the individual's value system , and his definition
of acceptable goals.
·
Indi vid uals who are dominated by the fear of failure may
reo.ct by us ·i ng one of these defense mechanisms:
0

o
0

Rationalization- making an impulsive action seem logical.
Projecti~-

assigning one's traits to others.

Identification - assuming someone else's favorite qualities
are their own.

Res ults of Use of Defense Mechanisms
A conitnon factor to all defense mechanisms is their quality of
~e1f~dec~ti_~~·
Peop le cling to their impulses and actions,
perhaps disguis ing them so t hat they become socially acceptable.
Their· defe nse mechanisms can be found in the everyday behavior
of most normal peop le and, of course, have direct influence
or. ·i ntet·persona l re l ati onshi ps.
A person, for example, who is r·esponsibl e for a particu lar
job makes a mistake , and the work doesn't get done. When
confronted with the problem by his supervisor, the ind ividual
puts the b'la.me on someone or something else. This is a very
common fonn of a defense mecha nism.
Defense rnechani sms can somet ·;mes have ~~ga t~ye ~-~f1 u.ence on
i nterpr.rsona l corr.muni cations. They Cctn contribute tOthe
individual forming en~oneous opinions about the other person·•s
motives. These mechanisms can alter the perceptions and
evaluations made about the indivi dual by other people . Ways
to understand these mechan isms must be sought; one solution
is to become more aware of the common defense mechanisms, and
to become less defensive through greatei~ acceptance of others.
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THE INFLUENCES OF ROLE-PLAYING IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
Everyone \'/ ears a mask and plays a certain role or ro l es in
life. Even if the role one plays is to be himself, That
parficulal' fonn of behavior can still be considered a ·role.
As a publ ic service emp loyee, one ' s role is to serve the
publ ic. This can be done in a number of ways . Some of the
factors involved in public service roles will be me ntioned
bel ow:
Expl oring Superior-Subordinate Relations
Public -service emp l oyees are accountable for their actions .
From the entry-l evel public admini strative analysis trani ee,
to the Presiden t of the United States, every publ i c servant
must be accountabl e to either an immediate supervi sor, a
governing body, or to the public i tself. Entry-level public
sel~vice employees gain experience and get promoted , but they
continue to be subordinates and responsible for their actions,
even though they al so become supervi sors and have people
working for them.
Si mu lation exercises can be developed which will exami ne the
per·cepti ons of the superior by the su bordi nate. Aut horlli
and cower factors may enter in here, as the superior al so
perce{'.'e~~ the subo1·dinate in a pa·r ticul ar vJay . Dominance_
an~ ~e2d factors are at work in superior-subordinate re l ationships-:a-nd the styl e of l eadership used (autocratic, democratic,
or Jass i ez -faire_) i s a form of l eadersh ip role.
----Peer re l ationships can be explo red throug h simul ation exercises . The ways in which co-worke rs perceive each other and
the resultant effect on cooperation is one area to be examined. Ways to establish a cli mate or environment for effective, cooperative relations shou ld be sought.
It is desirable al so to simu l ate, for better comprehension ,
interpersonal communications with the general publ ic . Ro l eplaying techniques , which permit the expl oration of person~to
person relationships, are highlighted in the following section
on si mulation exercises .
I nterperson~~ l at i ons

Achieved Th rough

Simulati~~

The preparation of students for entry-level public serv i ce
occupati ons must includ e an opportunity to experience mean ingful
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interpersonal relations. Public service employees,
whether office or filed workers, experi ence personal relationsh ips \'lith other people every day. The initial success of
the public service worker will depend in large measure upon
his abi lity to interact effectively with others in t he office
or field. Accordingly, a principle objective of si mulation
exercises for entry-level. public·service educution is to have
the student acquire the necessary interpersonal relatio ns
skills that make for success in all public service occupations.
developing a model public ·service simulation with the
principal objective being to improve favorable interpersonal
relations, certain criteria must be established. These criteria may be stated as follows~

~Jhen

o

o

()

o

I)

Inte_l]2ersona l relations must be the principal component
of the simulation. Provision must be made for students to
interact with others in an office interpersonal setting so
th.:;x they may work and conmun i cate effective 1y \-Ji th one
another.
IJ'le_.S..1~1?~li!.ti.or. ~~-t_~~s rec:~.l i sti c as
can best be accomplished by simul ating

pass i bl e. Rea 1ism
an actual public
service op2rntion in as ma ny areas as possible.

9xi_gj..::_lp_l_i_!:..;.:_ mu_s..!.__Q}_~.}~~~!tant part. ~-1ode 1 s i mu 1at ions,
currently in use, must not be copied in an effort to maintain simplicity.
The_2_irmllation must be interesting . Students must be
motivated to participate in the simulation and to be enthusiastic about its operati on.
The simulation must be unstructured. Provision must be
to allow for an awareness of events as they take
place. Students must lear n to cope with a situation without prior knowledge that the situation will occur.

~ade

In order for the teacher to determi ne if the model public
service simulation developed has, in fact, improved interpersonal relations, the s imulation must be evaluated in terms
of meeting the established objectives.
MEASURING INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
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Survey of Interpersonal Values
A valid Rnd reliable instrument for measuring interpersonal
relations, such as the Survey of Interpersonal Values, may be
used for this purpose. This instrument is intended for grades
9-12, and is designed to measure the relative importance of
the major factored interpersonal value dimensions. These
values include both the subject's re lations with others and
others with himself. The value dimensions considered are:
treated with understanding, encouragement,
kindness, and consideration.

0

Support~ - being

0

Conformity--doing \•that is socially correct, accepted, and
proper.

o

Reco[~ition--being admired, looked up to, considered important, and attracting favorable notice.

o

.L~~enden_ce--bei

ones
o

O\ttn

ng ab 1e to do what one wants to do, making
decisions, doing things in one's own way.

:jc-!ncvo 1enr.e-··-doi ng

EeTiJTn·9-~·0

h~..?.~ ~ ~~hi

things for other peop 1e, s haring, and

p--be1 ng in charge of others, having authod ty or

~~ower .

A pretest on interpersonal· values is administered before the
model public service simu l ation actually begins, ·and the same
t es t is administered as a post-test after a stipulated period
of t ime. By comparison of results, and through the use of
appl icable statistics, the gain in behavior modification in
interpersonal relations can be determined, as a result of
using the model public service simulation.
Analysis of Interpersonal Behav ior
Public service employees should be aware of their own needs,
and of the needs of other people. They should be able to
recognize situations or behavior cal li ng for professional help,
and be able to r·efer people to such appropriate help. Ne\tl
employees must be able to use their knowl edge of person-toperson relationships to effectively work with people.
In order to become more effective in interpersonal relationships, students must gain an understanding of:
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Self-evaluation - to be able to assess their own strengths
and weaknesses.
- as a class to be able to evaluate other
indi vi duals' competencies in interpersona l communications.

0

Group~valuation

0

Correction of own se lf-p er ceptio~ - to be able to do something abo ut the knowledge and attitudes formed by adjusting their individual behavior.

0

Define formal and informal social behavior.

0

List the important factors in interpe rsonal communication.

0

View and discuss the film strip, Your Educational Goals,
No. 2: Human Relationships.

0

Role r lay in alternate supervisor-subordinate relationships
practicing effective interperso nal cor.1munication.

0

~Jrite

0

View t he film, The Unanswered Question, and discuss human
n?lati onsh i ps aften1ards .
-- -

0

Listen to a discussion of ~tructured interpersonal communications and evaluate the effectiveness of the person-toperson relationship.

0

In smal l groups , discuss the ways in which people are
mutually dependent on each other.

0

Use si mul at ion exe rcises to practice interpersonal relations.

0

List the different kinds of rol es and games played in
interpersonal communications.

0

Debate t he statement : Understanding person-to- person
relations i s one of the most i~yrtant s kil"ls a person can
acquire for succes s in life.

0

Di scuss how understa nding interpersona l relationships can
help a person to effect ively work with people.

nn essay on "Defense mechanisms affect i nterpersona 1
relation:;hips 11 •
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0

o
0

o

Define the role of recognizing
tion to others.

on~•s

own feelings in rela-

Have the students define formal and informal social behavior.
Show transparencies on interpersonal relations, (Social
Sensitiv~, Your Relationships with Others) and discuss
concepts afterwards.
Assign written exercises on the important factors in interpersonal communication.

0

Set up role-playing exercises on subordinate-supervisor
roles in effective interpersonal communication.

0

Encourage small-group discussions of the ways people are
mutually dependent on each other.

o

0

Show a movie on human relationships (The Unanswered
~~!L~-~) and discuss key points afterwards.
Separat e the class into teams to debate such statements as:
Y.!!.9..?:I_s t~~.2_-~~g__j_n t e 1 pe rs_s>n ~L!_~_!.tQ.~ S is OI~___9_f__t1e mo~~
i!::.P.Q!:_t:_a::_!:_skill s a person ca~uire for success in life.
E;,courage individua l study und reading in interpersonal
relat ionships.

o

Assign an essay on the worth and dignity of man in interper5cnal relations.

0

Bring in public-service workers who deal with others to
ta lk to the class about the value of ef fective interpersonal
commu nications.

0

You\'' Ed~cat ·ional Goals, No.2: H_uman Relationships (Filmstrip), Curriculum Materials Corp . , 1969.

0

The Unansv1ered Ques tion (Movie, 16mn reel, rental),
Brandon Films, 1966.

0

Games Peop 1e P!E_y_, El'i c Berne, Grove Press , 1969 .

0

Case Studies in Human

Relat ion shi~

E-:-l:- Jo nes, Teacher College Press,

in Secondard School,
1965.

2J 9

0

Human Relat-ions: What are Your Goals?
rental), United Hospital Fund, 1969.

(Movie, 16mrn reel,

o

Commun_icatiq_n and Communication Systems in Organization ,
Management, and Interpersonal Relations, Irwin Dorsey, 1968.

o

.?.ocial Sensitivity, Your Relationship \'lith Others (Transparencies)~ Creative Visuals, 1969.

o

The Transparent Self, S. M. Jouard, Van Nostrand-Reinhold
Co., 1971.

0

Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry, H. S. Perry, M. L.
Gavel, Editors, Norton, 1968.

0

I'm OK:

o

o

You're OK: A Practical Guide to Transactional
Anajy~~, T. A. Harris, Harper-Row, 1969.
How to Read a Person Like a Book, G. I. Nierenberg and
Henry -Cal er:O;-Aa\1/thorn Books , Inc., 1971.
~~~~9~.~~~- T~ t s

and
Gr·yphon Pr·ess , 197 0.

Ryv ie ~s ,

p. 1194, 0. K. Buros,

